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Dear Mr. Rubin:
Please find enclosed two documents we hope will provide you with relevant background
information and later reference regarding the subjects to be addressed in our forthcoming
meeting (28 - 29 January) on the GT-MHR source term.
Enclosure 1, Logic for Deriving Fuel Quality Specifications, PC-000498/0, describes a top
down approach in which the required fuel quality is determined based on regulatory criteria
limiting dose and risk. The document is especially valuable because it summarizes the key
factors and relationships affecting radionuclide release and doses to plant workers and the
public. While the report was written with reference to the steam cycle based Modular High
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (MHTGR), its logic is equally applicable to the gas-turbine
based GT-MHR. In fact, we will rigorously apply this protocol to GT-MHR during preliminary
design of the commercial reactor core. While quantitatively different results may be
expected, we do not anticipate significant changes affecting the fuel development program.
Enclosure 2, 600 MW(t) Gas Turbine-ModularHelium Reactor Design Data Needs, DOE
GT-MHR-100217 (draft) summarizes key data required for the GT-MHR design. While the
document is rather lengthy and covers the entire scope of the plant, only a part of this is
relevant to the radiological source term and our planned meeting. Specifically, you are
referred to Design Data Needs (DDNs);
* C.07.o01.01-05 covering fuel process development
* C.07.02.01-07 covering fuel materials development
* C.07.03.01-.18 covering radionuclide transport inside and outside the fuel
particles
Each DDN summarizes information required, what exists today and what additional data is
required. For this additional data, a very brief description is given of the sort of testing
proposed to provide the information. As noted, the document is a draft and is likely to be
revised as the GT-MHR design matures. We do not, however, anticipate major changes.
Should you have any questions on this letter or the enclosures, please feel free to contact me at
858 443-2518.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Definition

Acronym
DDNs
EAB
EPA
EPZ
HMC
HPS
HTR
IPyC
ISI
LBEs
MHTGR
NRC
OPyC
PAGs
PSID
QC
RCCS
SG
TBD
VLPC

Design Data Needs
Exclusion Area Boundary
[US] Environmental Protection Agency
Emergency Planning Zone
heavy-metal contamination [exposed U and/or Th in fuel compact]
Helium Purification System
High Temperature Reactor [i.e., German Pebble Bed Reactor]
inner pyrolytic carbon [coating]
inservice inspection
Licensing Basis Events
Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor
[US] Nuclear Regulatory Commission
outer pyrolytic carbon [coating]
[EPA] Protective Action Guides
Preliminary Safety Information Document
quality control
Reactor Cavity Cooling System
steam generator
to be determined
Vented Low-Pressure Confinement
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1.

Summary

The logic for deriving the fuel quality specifications' - or the allowable as-manufactured heavy
metal contamination and coating defects - for the Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor (MHTGR) is described herein. The MHTGR is an advanced, steam-cycle, nuclear
electric generating facility designed to have significantly lower safety- and investment risks than
the current generation of nuclear plants. In order to achieve these risk reductions, stringent
radionuclide control requirements have been imposed upon the MHTGR design.
The radionuclide containment system for the MHTGR is comprised of multiple barriers to limit
radionuclide release from the core to the environment to insignificant levels during normal
operation and a spectrum of postulated accidents. The five principal release barriers are: (1) the
fuel kernel, (2) the particle coatings, particularly the SiC coating, (3) the fuel-element structural
graphite, (4) the primary coolant pressure boundary; and (5) the Vented Low-Pressure
Confinement (VLPC) building. Of these multiple barriers, the particle coatings are by far the
most important. Moreover, the in-reactor performance characteristics of the coated-particle fuel
are strongly influenced by its as-manufactured attributes.
The logic for deriving these MHTGR fuel quality specifications is illustrated in Fig. 1. Top-level
requirements for the MHTGR are defined by both the regulators and the user. Lower-level
requirements are then systematically derived using a top-down functional analysis methodology.
With this approach, the radionuclide control requirements for each of the MHTGR release
barriers can be defined. For example, starting with the allowable doses at the site boundary,
limits on Curie releases from the plant, from the VLPC, from the reactor vessel, and from the
reactor core are successively derived. Fuel performance criteria are in turn derived from the
allowable core release limits. Finally, the required as-manufactured fuel attributes are derived
from the in-reactor fuel performance criteria providing a logical basis for the fuel quality
specifications.
The most constraining radionuclide control requirement for the MHTGR is to comply with the
dose limits specified in the EPA Protective Action Guides (PAGs) at the Exclusion Area
Boundary (EAB) so that the Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) may be located at the EAB to
preclude the need for public evacuation plans. The PAGs limit both whole body and thyroid
doses; these dose limits were used to derive allowable environmental releases of noble gases and
iodines, respectively, during Licensing Basis Events (LBEs).
The second, most constraining, top-level radionuclide control requirement is to limit the
occupational exposure to •<10% of 1OCFR20. A detailed occupational exposure assessment has
not yet been performed for the MHTGR. Hence, in deriving limits on plateout activity consistent
with the subject goal, it was necessary to rely heavily upon previous occupational exposure
assessments and upon engineering judgment. On that basis, it was projected that the •10% of
1OCFR20 goal would be met if the gamma radiation fields around the primary circuit due to
fission product plateout were limited to • 10 mR/hr for scheduled maintenance activities (e.g.,
circulator ISI) and to • 100 mR/hr for unscheduled maintenance activities (e.g., steam-generator
tube plugging). These limits on gamma dose rates were in turn used to set limits on primary
circuit plateout.
The performance requirements for each of the release barriers in the MHTGR radionuclide
containment system are summarized in Section 4 of this document. While each of the barriers is
necessary under certain circumstances to meet top-level, radionuclide control requirements, the
TRISO fuel particle is the critical component. The viability of the MHTGR design is
terms "fuel quality specifications" and "fuel quality requirements" are used interchangeably throughout this
document. The subtle difference between them is that the former term implies that these "fuel quality specifications"
will be incorporated into the Fuel Product Specification.
2 This report, which was prepared for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR, was first drafted in March 1988, but it was never
formally issued. The report reflects the state of the MHTGR design at that time in 1988.
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fundamentally dependent upon the ability to mass produce high-integrity, coated-particle fuel and
to demonstrate that the fuel sufficiently maintains its high-integrity during normal operation and
LBEs. The behavior of the fuel in the reactor is evaluated with phenomenological performance
models which predict coating failure rates as a function of the as-manufactured fuel attributes
and the environmental conditions prevailing in the core during normal operation and LBEs.
The detailed fuel performance assessments made for the MHTGR indicate that the above
top-level requirements were met with the current fuel and core design. They also indicated that
the dominant sources of radionuclide release from the core during both normal operation and
LBEs were as-manufactured, heavy-metal contamination and the failure of particles with
manufacturing defects. The dominant, practically exclusive, source of the total coating failure,
i.e., exposed kernels, was the failure of particles with missing buffer layers. The failure of
standard, defect-free TRISO particles was negligible. These results illustrate the critical
importance of the as-manufactured fuel quality in meeting MHTGR radionuclide control
requirements; fuel quality requirements are summarized in Table 4.
While the current fuel design appears adequate, it should be recognized that this process of
deriving the fuel quality specifications is an iterative one. If, as the design matures and the
licensing basis evolves, one or more of the performance requirements were to become technically
or economically intractable, it should be possible to reoptimize the allocation of required
retention factors. For example, the retention requirements imposed upon the primary coolant
circuit and/or VLPC could be tightened with a corresponding relaxation of the fuel quality
requirements or vice versa. The important point is that a methodology is in place to
systematically evaluate these options and to optimize the design of the containment system.
There is an extensive technology base to support the design and licensing of the MHTGR
radionuclide containment system, especially the critically important TRISO fuel particle.
Nevertheless, the performance criteria for the containment system summarized herein are
stringent - more stringent than for any previous HTGR design with a prismatic core. As a result,
a certain amount of technology development will be necessary to assure that the containment
system design meets the top-level radionuclide control requirements at the specified confidence
level. The relevant technology development needs for the MHTGR and the planned test
programs to satisfy them are documented in the Fuel/Fission Product Technology Development
Plan.
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2.

Introduction

The purpose of this discussion is to summarize the logic for deriving the fuel quality
specifications - or the allowable as-manufactured heavy-metal contamination (HMC) and coating
defects - for the 350 MW(t) Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (MHTGR). The
MHTGR is an advanced, steam-cycle, nuclear electric generating facility designed to have
significantly lower safety- and investment risks than the current generation of nuclear plants
(Ref. 1). In to order achieve these risk reductions, stringent radionuclide control requirements
have been imposed upon the MHTGR design. Fundamental to the satisfaction of these
requirements is the use of TRISO-coated fuel particles to retain the fission products at their
source.
The TRISO-coated fuel particle used in the MHTGR is comprised of a spherical kernel of fissile
or fertile material encapsulated by multiple layers of pyrocarbon and silicon carbide. The fissile
kernels were comprised of low Snriched (19.9%) uranium oxycarbide (UCO), and the fertile
kernels were comprised of ThO 2. These TRISO fuel particles are bonded with a carbonaceous
binder and formed into fuel compacts which are stacked in blind holes in graphite fuel elements
of hexagonal cross section. These graphite fuel elements are stacked in fuel columns within the
steel reactor vessel to form an all-ceramic, annular core. The nuclear heat generated in the core is
transferred by the high-pressure helium coolant to a helical coil steam generator (SG) located in a
separate, adjacent steel pressure vessel. The vessels are located in a below-grade silo which is
housed in a vented low-pressure confinement building. The MHTGR plant design is described in
detail in the Preliminary Safety Information Document (PSID, Ref. 1).
As described in the PSID, the radionuclide containment system for the MHTGR is comprised of
multiple barriers to limit radionuclide release from the core to the environment to insignificant
levels during normal operation and a spectrum of postulated accidents. The five principal release
barriers are: (1) the fuel kernel, (2) the particle coatings, particularly the SiC coating, (3) the
fuel-element structural graphite, (4) the primary coolant pressure boundary; and (5) the VLPC.
Of these multiple barriers, the particle coatings are by far the most important. Moreover, the
in-reactor performance characteristics of the coated-particle fuel are strongly influenced by its
as-manufactured attributes.
The MHTGR is being developed according to the principles of the Integrated Approach (Ref. 1).
The Integrated Approach is a systems engineering technique for establishing and defending a
well-developed nuclear plant design with the ultimate objective of providing safe, economical
nuclear power. The four top-level goals which support that objective are:
Maintain Safe Plant Operation
Goal 1:
Maintain Plant Protection
Goal 2:
Maintain Control of Radionuclide Release
Maintain Emergency Preparedness
Goal 1 deals with scheduled operations such as energy production, plant shutdown for scheduled
maintenance, inservice inspection (ISI), etc. Goal 2 deals with unscheduled events, such as
steam generator tube plugging, which impact the plant investment and availability. Goal 3 deals
with unscheduled events, such as primary coolant leaks, which may involve the release of
radionuclides and hence may impact the health and safety of the public. Goal 4 establishes an
emergency preparedness plan and procedures for public protection in the event of a accident.
The fuel design must satisfy the requirements deriving from all of four top-level goals.
The logic for deriving the MHTGR fuel quality specifications (Ref. 2) is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Top-level requirements for the MHTGR are defined by both the regulators and the user as
Goal 3:
Goal 4:

later GA modular HTGR designs, natural uranium was adopted as the fertile in place of thorium, and the fertile
kernel was natural uranium oxycarbide.
3 For
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described in Section 1.2 of the PSID. Lower-level requirements are then systematically derived
using a top-down functional analysis methodology described in Section 1.2.2 of the PSID. With
this approach, the radionuclide control requirements for each of the MHTGR release barriers can
be defined. For example, starting with the allowable doses at the site boundary, limits on Curie
releases from the plant, from the VLPC, from the reactor vessel, and from the reactor core are
successively derived. Fuel performance criteria are in turn derived from the allowable core
release limits. Finally, the required as-manufactured fuel attributes are derived from the
in-reactor fuel performance criteria providing a logical basis the fuel quality specifications. The
functional analysis for the MHTGR is documented in Ref. 3.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, this process is necessarily iterative. The primary purpose of performing
this functional analysis was to define an estimate of the required fuel quality at the start of
preliminary design phase to be used in the detailed fuel performance assessments and safety
analyses. When the latter are completed, fuel quality requirements will be reviewed and revised
as required.

4 Subsequent

detailed full-core analyses, including those documented in the PSID (Ref. 1) confirmed that these initial
estimates of the fuel quality requirements were appropriate, and they were retained for the life of the MHTGR

project. This circumstance was probably fortuitous; in general, the need for iteration and optimization of the fuel
quality requirements would be expected until, at least, the beginning of the final design phase.
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3.

MHTGR Radionuclide Containment System

As described above, the MHTGR radionuclide containment system is comprised of five principal
release barriers as shown schematically in Fig. 2; also shown are the various phenomena which
challenge the retention capabilities of these barriers. The effectiveness of the individual barriers
in containing radionuclides depends upon a number of fundamental factors including the
chemistry and half-lives of the various radionuclides, the service conditions, and irradiation
effects. The effectiveness of these release barriers is also event specific; for example, the
attenuation of iodine release to the environment by the VLPC is much higher during core
conduction cooldown events than during rapid depressurization events.
The first barrier to fission product release is the fuel kernel itself. The kernel retains >95% of the
radiologically important, short-lived fission gases such as Kr-88 and 1-131. However, the
effectiveness of a UCO kernel (and also that of other carbidic kernels, including UC2 and ThC2 )
for retaining fission gases, including radiologically important iodine isotopes, can be reduced if
the exposed kernel is hydrolyzed by reaction with trace amounts of water vapor which may be
present in the helium coolant. The Th0 2 kernel does not hydrolyze, and its release characteristics
are unaffected by the presence of water. The retentivity of oxidic fuel kernels for long-lived,
volatile fission metals such as Cs, Ag, and Sr is strongly dependent upon the temperature and the
burnup.
The second - and most important - barrier to fission product release from the core is the silicon
carbide and/or pyrocarbon coatings of each fuel particle. Both the SiC and PyC coatings provide
a barrier to the release of fission gases. The SiC coating acts as the primary barrier to the release
of metallic fission products because of the low solubilities and diffusion coefficients of fission
metals in SiC; the PyC coatings are partially retentive of Cs at lower temperatures but provide
little holdup of Ag and Sr.
The fuel-compact matrix and the graphite block collectively are the third release barrier. The
fuel-compact matrix is rather porous and provides little holdup of those fission gases which are
released from the fuel particles. However, the matrix is a composite material which has a high
content of amorphous carbon, and this constituent of the matrix is highly sorptive of metallic
fission products, especially Sr. While the matrix is highly sorptive of metals, it provides little
diffusional resistance to the release of fission metals because of its highly interconnected
porosity.
The fuel element graphite, which is denser and has a more ordered structure than the fuel
compact matrix, is somewhat less sorptive of the fission metals than the matrix, but it is much
more effective as a diffusion barrier than the latter. The effectiveness of the graphite as a release
barrier decreases as the temperature increases. Under typical steam-cycle core conditions (e.g.,
-700 'C core outlet temperature), the fuel element graphite attenuates the release of Cs and Ag
from the core by more than an order of magnitude, and the Sr is essentially completely retained.
Typically, the two dominant sources of fission product release from the core are as
manufactured, heavy metal contamination (i.e., heavy metal outside the coated particles) and
particles whose coatings fail in service. In addition, the volatile metals (Cs, Ag, Sr) can, at
sufficiently high temperatures for long times, diffuse through the SiC coating and be released
from intact TRISO particles (practically, only the diffusive release of silver is significant).
Fission products resulting from fissions in heavy-metal contamination outside of the particles are
obviously not attenuated by the kernels or coatings, nor are the fission products produced in the
kernels of failed particles appreciably attenuated by the failed coatings (with the exception of
short lived gases). In these cases, the fission products must be controlled by limiting the
respective sources and by the fuel element graphite in the case of the fission metals.
The fourth release barrier in the MHTGR is the primary coolant pressure boundary. Once the
fission products have been released from the core into the coolant, they are transported
throughout the primary circuit by the helium coolant. The helium purification system (HPS)
removes both gaseous and metallic fission products from the primary coolant at a rate determined
8
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by the gas flow rate through the purification system. However, for the condensable fission
products, the dominant removal mechanism is deposition, or "plateout," on the various
helium-wetted surfaces in the primary circuit. The plateout rate is determined by the mass
transfer rates from the coolant to the fixed surfaces and by the sorptivities of the various
materials of construction for the volatile fission products and the temperature of operation.
The circulating and plateout activities in the primary coolant circuit are potential sources of
environmental release in the event of primary coolant leaks or as a result of the venting of
primary coolant in response to overpressuring of the primary circuit, e.g., in response to
significant water ingress from a large steam-generator tube leak. The fraction of the circulating
activity lost during such events is essentially the same as the fraction of the primary coolant that
is released.
A small fraction of the plateout may also be reentrained, or "lifted off," if the rate of
depressurization is sufficiently rapid. The amount of fission product liftoff is expected to be
strongly influenced by the amount of particulate matter in the primary circuit as well as by the
presence of friable surface films on primary circuit components which could possibly spall off
during a rapid depressurization.
Other mechanisms which can potentially result in the removal and subsequent environmental
release of primary circuit plateout activity are "steam-induced vaporization" and "washoff." In
both cases, the vehicle for radionuclide release from the primary circuit is water which has
entered the primary circuit. In principle, both water vapor and liquid water could partially
remove plateout activity (these two removal mechanisms are subsequently referred to as
"steam-induced vaporization" and "washoff," respectively). However, even if a fraction of the
plateout activity were removed from the fixed surfaces, there would be environmental release
only in the event of venting of helium/steam from the primary circuit. For all but the largest
water ingress events the pressure relief valve does not lift. Moreover, the radiologically
important nuclides such as iodine and cesium are expected to remain preferentially in the liquid
water which remains inside the primary circuit.
The Vented Low-Pressure Confinement building is the fifth barrier to the release of radionuclides
to the environment. Its effectiveness as a release barrier is highly event-specific. The VLPC may
be of limited value during rapid depressurization transients; however, it is of major importance
In such conditions, the natural removal
during core conduction cooldown transients.
mechanisms occurring in the building, including condensation, fallout and plateout, serve to
attenuate the release of condensable radionuclides, including radiologically important iodines, by
at least an order of magnitude.
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4.

MHTGR Radionuclide Control Requirements

The top-level radionuclide control requirements for the MHTGR are specified in Section 3 of the
PSID; the key requirements are summarized here in Table 1. Of these many requirements, two
are the most constraining on the design of the core and the fuel: (1) EPA Protective Action
Guide (PAG) dose limits at the site Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) and (2) occupational
exposures •10% of 10CFR20. A summary discussion of these bounding requirements is
provided below.
The most constraining radionuclide control requirement for the MHTGR is to comply with the
dose limits specified in the EPA PAGs at the 425-meter EAB so that the Emergency Planning
Zone (EPZ) may be located at the EAB to preclude the need for public evacuation plans. The
PAGs limit both whole body and thyroid doses; these dose limits were used to derive allowable
environmental releases of noble gases and iodines, respectively, during Licensing Basis Events
(LBEs) which are defined in Ref. 4.
Three classes of events dominate the safety risk for the MHTGR: (1) rapid depressurization,
(2) depressurized core conduction cooldown, and (3) water ingress plus pressure relief. In
deriving the MHTGR fuel performance requirements, it was presumed in the functional analysis
that the most constraining requirements on the fuel result from the limits on primary circuit
plateout activity during normal operation; the latter were derived from the allowable releases
during a rapid depressurization transient for which the offsite dose is dominated by the partial
liftoff of the condensable fission products plated out in the primary circuit during normal
operation and their subsequent release to the environment.
There are several possible alternatives for complying with the PAG dose limits during a
depressurization transient: (1) to add a high-pressure containment building, (2) to limit primary
circuit contamination such that 100% liftoff is acceptable which implies ultra high-quality fuel,
(3) to demonstrate acceptably small fractional liftoff (<1%) for all credible depressurization
events, and (4) a combination of alternatives (2) and (3).
Alternative (1), which would add $40-50M in capital costs, was judged too expensive and
inconsistent with the passively-safe design philosophy. Alternative (2) is conceptually attractive,
but it would require an as-manufactured fuel quality (i.e., low heavy-metal contamination and
particle defects) which does not appear to be economically feasible for a commercial fuel pro
duction facility. Alternative (3) would require 7 demonstration of <1% liftoff for all
depressurization events with a frequency of >5 x 10- /yr and is judged to be unacceptably risky.
Consequently, alternative (4) has been adopted for the MHTGR.
The essential strategy is to improve the fuel and to demonstrate low liftoff fractions. The
as-manufactured fuel quality will be improved to the extent judged economically viable for a fuel
production facility. With such a fuel quality, •5% liftoff during a rapid depressurization can be
tolerated even when making very conservative assumptions about fuel performance.
The second, most constraining, top-level radionuclide control requirement is to limit the
occupational exposure to • 10% of 1OCFR20. Typically, occupational exposures result primarily
from maintenance and inservice inspection (ISI) activities during normal plant operation. The
dominant sources of radiation in the MHTGR which can contribute to worker doses are (1) direct
radiation from the reactor core, (2) neutron activation of structural components, e.g., control rod
drives, (3) neutron activation of Ar-40 in the air-cooled Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS),
and (4) plateout activity throughout the primary coolant circuit. All of these sources must be
controlled to limit occupational exposure; of these, only the limits on plateout activity impose
performance criteria on the fuel.
A detailed occupational exposure assessment has not yet been performed for the MHTGR.
Hence, in deriving limits on plateout activity consistent with the subject goal, it was necessary to
rely heavily upon previous occupational exposure assessments, particularly the one for the 2240
MW(t) HTGR-SC/C (Ref. 5), and upon engineering judgment. On that basis, it was projected
10
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that the •!10% of 1OCFR20 goal would be met if the gamma radiation fields around the primary
circuit due to fission product plateout were limited to • 10 mR/hr for scheduled maintenance
activities (e.g., circulator ISI) and to • 100 mR/hr for unscheduled maintenance activities (e.g.,
SG tube plugging). These limits on gamma dose rates were in turn used to set limits on plateout
in the primary circuit. Once a comprehensive occupational exposure assessment for the MHTGR
is available, these plateout criteria will be reviewed.
The quantitative performance criteria imposed upon the MHTGR radionuclide containment
system in order to satisfy the above top-level requirements are summarized below. It should be
emphasized that the following description relates to the functional analysis performed to derive
the required as-manufactured fuel attributes to provide a basis for the fuel quality specifications.
The validity of the many assumptions made in this derivation need to be assessed by detailed
design and safety analyses and revised as required.
4.1 RadionuclideRetention by Plant Site
The offsite dose limits given in Table 1 provide a basis for deriving limits on environmental
radionuclide releases from the MHTGR during LBEs (Goal 3). Several key assumptions were
made in the derivation. Atmospheric dispersion factors and breathing rates were taken from
USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.4, and the effectivities (rem/Ci) were taken from NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.109. A building wake factor of 1.5X was included.
In calculating the 1-131 release limit from the thyroid dose limit, it was assumed, on the basis of
previous HTGR analyses, that 1-131 would be responsible for 50% of the total thyroid dose. In
calculating the noble gas release limits from the whole body dose limit, it was assumed, again on
the basis of earlier analyses, that 2.8-hr Kr-88 is the dominant nuclide for short-term events
(0-2 hr) and that 5.2-day Xe-133 is dominant for long-term (0-30 day) events. In calculating the
Sr-90 release limit, it was assumed that a practiced PAG limit for bone dose would ultimately be
defined which is a factor of 30 lower than the practiced 10CFR100 (Construction Permit) dose
limit of 75 rem (which is the case for the thyroid dose limit). Insufficient information was
available to define limits on the offsite releases of volatile fission metals (e.g., Cs and Ag).
The resulting limits on radionuclide releases from the plant are summarized below.
1OCFR100 (Reg) Limits (Ci)

PAG (User) Limits (Ci)
Short-Term

Long-Term

Short-Term

Long-Term

Kr88

- [170]'

:TBD

4 [3400]

•TBD

Xel33

•TBD

<[2300]

•:TBD

•[46,000]

1131

5[2.6]

•:[29]

Sr90

[0.1]

: [1.2]

•[3]

•: [36]

Agl10m

•:TBD

•TBD

•:TBD

•TBD

Cs137

•.
TBD

•:TBD

TBD

•:TBD

Nuclide

[78]

I

5Numerical values in [square brackets] are tentative values subject to change as the design evolves.
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4.2 FissionProductRetention by VLPC
As stated above, the safety risk for the MHTGR is dominated by three classes of events: rapid
depressurization, depressurized core conduction cooldown, and steam ingress plus pressure
relief. Because the VLPC is not designed for high pressure, it was assumed to provide no
radionuclide retention during a rapid depressurization event. However, during the other two
dominant classes of events, it was assumed that the building will attenuate release of condensable
radionuclides, including iodines, to environment by [10X] because of plateout and settling and
also by washout in the case of steam ingress plus pressure relief.

4.3 FissionProductRetention by Reactor Vessel
As in the case of the VLPC, the effectiveness of the reactor vessel as a radionuclide release
barrier is strongly dependent upon the nature of the event. During a rapid depressurization, it
was conservatively assumed that 100% of circulating activity and •5% of plateout activity will
be released from reactor vessel to the VLPC and, ultimately, to the environment. During
depressurized core conduction cooldown events, it was assumed that releases of condensables
will be attenuated by > [30X] by primary circuit removal mechanisms including in-vessel plateout
and thermal contraction of the gas mixture in the vessel.
For steam ingress plus pressure relief, it was assumed that initially 100% of circulating activity
will be released and that •50%] of the plateout activity will be removed from fixed surfaces by
steam induced vaporization and washoff. However, the pressure relief valve will reset after 15%
of gaseous volume is released; consequently, radionuclides in coolant as a result of washoff and
incremental core releases, including iodines, will be attenuated by [7X (1/0.15)].

4.4 FissionProductRetention by FuelElements
Given above limits on radionuclide releases from the plant (Section 4.1) and the assumed
attenuation factors for the VLPC (Section 4.2) and for the reactor vessel (Section 4.3), limits on
radionuclide release from the reactor core can be derived for normal operation and for LBEs.
The results are summarized below.
During normal operation, radionuclide release from core is limited such that a •g5% liftoff of 1131
and Sr90 can be accommodated during rapid depressurization events (Goal 3). Limits on Cs and
Ag release were derived from Goals 1 and 2 considerations; specifically, plateout activities are
limited such that expected gamma dose rates for tube plugging after 40 yr of operation will be
•100 mR/hr. As discussed in Section 4.0, a detailed occupational assessment has not yet been
performed MHTGR; therefore, previous results for the 2240 MW(t) HTGR-SC/C (Ref. 5) were
used as a basis. For the 2240 the maximum expected gamma dose rate was 300 mR/hr or factor
of three higher than the MHTGR criterion; consequently, the Cs and Ag plateout limits for the
MHTGR were obtained by scaling the 2240 plateout limits (Ref. 6) by thermal power and then
reducing the results by an additional factor of three. The MHTGR limit on tritium was also
obtained by scaling the 2240 limit (Ref. 6) by thermal power.
A two-tier set of radionuclide design criteria, referred to as "Maximum Expected" and "Design"
criteria, have been defined for the MHTGR for normal operation. The "Design" criteria are
derived from externally imposed requirements, such as the site-boundary dose limits discussed
above. The "Maximum Expected," criteria are then derived by dividing the "Design" criteria by
an uncertainty factor, or design margin, to account for uncertainties in the design methods. This
uncertainty factor is a factor of four for the release of fission gases from the core and a factor of
10 for the release of fission metals. The fuel and core are to be designed such that there is at
least a 50% probability that the fission product release will be less than the "Maximum
Expected" criteria and at least a 95% probability that the release will be less than the "Design"
criteria.
12
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These limits on circulating and plateout activity during normal operation are summarized below;
it should be noted that this is only a representative listing of key radionuclides. Core release
limits are actually specified for some 250 radionuclides in Section 11.1 of the PSID (and in
Ref. 7).
Primary Circuit Activity (Ci)
Plateout Activity
Circulating Activity
>95%
P >50%
P >95%
P >50%

Nuclide
H3

[0.2]

[0.7]

Kr88
Xe133

[5.5]
[2.5]

[22]
[10]

1131

[0.02]

[0.08]

[20]

[80]

[0.32]

[3.2]

AgIlOm

[7.3]

[73]

Cs137

[70]

[700]

Cs134

[13]

[132]

Sr90

_

Limits on radionuclide release from the core are also specified for the dominant LBEs. For
depressurized core conduction cooldown events, core release limits are calculated from the
long-term plant release limits given in Section 4.1; for the condensable radionuclides, including
iodines, attenuation factors of 30 and 10 are assumed for the reactor vessel and VLPC,
respectively. It should be noted that since this is a design-basis event, compliance is required at
the 95% confidence level. Results for key radionuclides are summarized below:

Nuclide

Core Release Limits
during Core Conduction Cooldown Events (Ci)
10CFR100 (Reg) Limits
PAG (User) Limits
P >95%
P 095%

Kr88

<TBD

<TBD

Xe133

•5[2300]

g[46,000]

1131

•:[13,050]

•:[3.9 x 105]

Sr90

<5[540]

<5[16,200]

Agl1Om

<TBD

•TBD

Cs137

•TBD

•TBD

Limits on incremental radionuclide release from the core during short-term design basis events,
such as steam ingress with pressure relief, are calculated from the short-term plant release limits
given in Section 4.1. As discussed in Section 4.3, 50% of the plateout activity is initially
reentrained as a result of the water ingress, but the pressure relief valve reseats after 15% of the
gaseous inventory is released from the vessel providing a factor of 7 attenuation. For
13
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condensable radionuclides, including iodines, an attenuation factor of 10 is also assumed for the
VLPC. It should be noted that since this is also a design-basis event, compliance is again
required at the 95% confidence level. Results for key radionuclides are summarized below:
Incremental Core Release Limits
during Steam Ingress plus Pressure Relief (Ci)
1OCFR100 Reg) Limits
P >95%
P >50%

PAG (User) Limits
P >95%
P >50%

Nuclide
Kr88

<TTBD

1131

<TBD

<TBD

:!J11681

1TBD
•[2331

I

[23,780]
<[8150]

The Curie release limits given in this subsection are easily converted to fractional release limits
using the total core inventories given in Ref. 7 with appropriate consideration of effects of
radioactive buildup and decay. The results are summarized in Table 2.
4.5 Fission ProductRetention by ParticleCoatings
As discussed in Section 2, the two dominant sources of fission product release from the core are
as-manufactured, heavy metal contamination (i.e., heavy metal outside the coated particles) and
particles whose coatings fail in service. The latter source can be subdivided into (1) coating
failure during normal operation and (2) incremental coating failure during LBEs. In addition,
certain volatile fission metals, notably Ag, can at sufficiently high temperatures and long times,
diffuse through the SiC coatings of intact TRISO particles.
To achieve the fractional release limits specified above, each of the above sources must be
limited; in principle, any number of combinations could give the required degree of radionuclide
retention as illustrated by the following simplified relationship.

C(f.r.)c + F(f.r.)F + [1 - C - F](f.r.)D
(f.r.)core

(1)

=

AFgraphite

where: (f.r.)core = fractional release from core
C = heavy-metal contamination fraction
(f.r.)c = fractional release from contamination
F = failure fraction
(f.r.)F = fractional release from failed particles
(f.r.)D = fractional diffusive release from intact particles
6
AFgraphite = graphite attenuation factor

6 Graphite attenuation factor = fission product release from fuel compact/release into coolant.
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In reality, the problem of calculating the full-core fractional release is much more complicated
than implied by Eqn. (1). For example, the fissile and fertile particle failure fractions are
different and vary in space and time, the fractional releases from contamination and failed
particles and graphite attenuation factors vary in space and time, and "partially" failed particles
(i.e., particles with a failed SiC coating but with intact inner and/or outer pyrocarbon coatings)
must also be considered. Large full-core computer codes such as SURVEY (Ref. 8) and SORS
(Ref. 9) are needed to keep track of all these effects. Nevertheless, the results given by Eqn. (1)
are quite intuitive.
To illustrate how the above relationship is used in deriving limits on heavy-metal contamination
and fuel failure, consider the core release limit for 1-131 during normal operation (Table 2) which
is the most constraining radionuclide control criterion for normal operation. For iodine, diffusive
release from intact TRISO particles and graphite attenuation are both negligible so Eqn. (1)
simplifies to
(2)
(f.r.)I-131 = C(f.r.)c + F(f.r.)F
Using representative values for 1-131 during normal operation,
(f.r.)I-131 = C (0.10) + F (0.02)F = 1.9 X 10-6
At this point, an allocation must be made because any number of combinations of allowable
contamination fraction (C) and failure fraction (F) could, in principle, give the required 1-131
retention. Assuming that the allowable iodine fractional release were allocated equally to
contamination and failed particles, one can readily calculate that
C = (1.9 X 10"6/2)/0.10 = 9.5 X 10-6 _ I X 10-l
F = (1.9 X 10-"/2)/0.02 = 4.8 X 10"' - 5 X 10.5
Similar calculations must be made for the release of other key nuclides during normal operation,
including Cs and Ag, but the above limits on contamination and fuel failure are, in fact, the most
constraining and are the present design criteria. Naturally, it must be confirmed that these limits
are also adequate to meet Goals 2 and 3 requirements. On the basis of the safety analyses done
for the PSID, they appear to be adequate to meet Goal 3 radionuclide control requirements
(Ref. 1, Chapter 15). Their adequacy for meeting investment risk-related requirements (Goal 2)
is less certain because relatively little analysis has been done at this writing.
The controlling assumption in defining Goal 2 radionuclide control requirements is that the
allowable incremental core releases and fuel failures are calculated as the difference between
"Design" and "Maximum Expected" limits for normal operation (Section 4.4). In other words,
since events with significant potential for fuel damage are rare, it is acceptable to use up the
design margin specified for normal operation during such events. This rationale implies that the
plant could restarted be after such events without replacing the core, but that the core release
limits after restart would be, for limiting cases, near the technical specification limits on primary
circuit contamination.
Given the above considerations, design criteria for heavy-metal contamination and fuel failure
were derived which are consistent with core release limits. It should be noted that these criteria
are dependent upon the fission product transport models used to predict the release fractions from
contamination and failed fuel and are further dependent upon the environmental conditions in the
core during normal operation and LBEs as indicated in Fig. 1. The results are summarized
below.
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Allowable Fraction (Core-Average)
>95% Confidence
>50% Confidence
<2.0 X 10-5
•1.0 X 10.5

Parameter
As-Manufactured HM Contamination

10 '

Fuel Failure during Normal Operation

•5.0 X 10'5

•2.0 X

Incremental Fuel Failure during LBEs

•1.5 X 10-'

•6.0 X 10'

4.6 Fission ProductRetention by FuelKernels
Given the limits on heavy-metal contamination and coating failure derived in Section 4.5, the
required radionuclide retention by fuel kernels can be addressed. Both contamination and the
exposed kernels of particles with failed coatings still retain radionuclides to a degree. In fact, the
degree of retention by fuel kernels is strongly dependent upon its physical (e.g., density) and
chemical properties (e.g., resistance to hydrolysis); consequently, the amount of kernel retention
can, to a degree, be specified. In contrast, the inherent release characteristics of heavy-metal
contamination in the fuel-compact matrix which have been determined experimentally are, for
practical purposes, beyond the control of the designer. Consequently, retention requirements are
only defined for the fuel kernel; these are summarized below.
During normal operation, the kernel composition and attributes shall be specified such that the
attenuation factors provided by the kernels in failed fuel particles at 1100 °C and full burnup after
exposure to water are:

Nuclide

Required Attenuation Factor
;.95% Confidence
>50% Confidence

Kr88

;J83]

--TBD

Xe133

4[36]

ŽTBD

1131

4[29]

1TBD

No retention limits for fission metals during normal operation (Goal 1) have been specified to
date because the limits on fuel failure and contamination which were derived from iodine release
limits are so stringent that the metal release limits can be met without taking credit for kernel
retention in failed particles. The exception to this conclusion is Ag-il0m for which the
dominant release mechanism is diffusive release from intact TRISO particles. However, at the
elevated temperatures necessary for significant diffusive release, retention of Ag in candidate fuel
kernels is modest.
Kernel retention requirements also must be evaluated for LBEs. Again, because of the stringent
limits on fuel failure and contamination derived from iodine release limits for normal operation,
core release limits for long-term LBEs, such as depressurized core conduction cooldowns, can be
met without taking credit for kernel retention in failed particles. However, for short-term LBEs,
such as water ingress plus pressure relief, credit for kernel retention in failed particles must be
taken to meet PAGs at 95% confidence. The required, core-average, kernel attenuation factors
can be computed from Eqn. (1); the results are summarized below.
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Required Attenuation Factor (Core-Average)
Nuclide
Kr88

<TBD

5[1.7]

1131

•TBD

<5[8.31

17

eg) Limits
P >95%

1OCFR100
P >50%

PAG (User) Limits
P >95%
P >50%

•TBD

1

TBD

I

[1.0]
<5[1.0]

PC-000498/0

5.

Resulting Fuel Design Requirements

The performance requirements for each of the release barriers in the MHTGR radionuclide
containment system are summarized in Section 4. While each of the barriers is necessary under
certain circumstances to meet top-level, radionuclide control requirements, the TRISO fuel
particle is the critical component. The viability of the MHTGR design is fundamentally
dependent upon the ability to mass produce high-integrity, coated-particle fuel and to
demonstrate that the fuel sufficiently maintains its high-integrity during normal operation and
LBEs. As discussed in Section 4.5, stringent limits are set on the amount of coating failure
which may occur in the reactor.

5.1 Fuel PerformanceRequirements
The allowable in-reactor coating failure rates were discussed in Section 4.5. The results are
repeated here for easy reference.
Allowable Fraction (Core-Average)
>95% Confidence
Ž50% Confidence
Parameter
As-Manufactured HM Contamination

• 1.0 X 10.1

•2.0 X 10-5

Fuel Failure during Normal Operation
Incremental Fuel Failure during LBEs

•5.0 X 10"5
•1.5 X 1 0 -4

•2.0 X 10'
•6.0 X 104

The behavior of the fuel in the reactor is evaluated with phenomenological performance models
which predict coating failure rates as a function of the as-manufactured fuel attributes and the
environmental conditions prevailing in the core during normal operation and LBEs.
The fuel performance models, which are based upon an extensive international data base,
consider eight potential failure mechanisms which are illustrated schematically in Figs. 5 and 6:
1. Coating damage during fuel manufacture, resulting in heavy metal contamination.
Pressure-induced failure in particles with defective or missing coating layers.
Pressure-induced failure in standard particles, i.e., particles without manufacturing defects.
Irradiation-induced failure of the OPyC coating.
Heavy-metal dispersion during SiC coating deposition and subsequent accelerated SiC
corrosion during irradiation.
6. Failure of the SiC coating due to kernel migration in the presence of a thermal gradient.
7. Failure of the SiC coating caused by fission product/SiC interaction.
8. Failure of the SiC coating by thermal decomposition.
These failure mechanisms and the physical models to describe them are discussed in Refs. 10 and
11. As indicated above, these physical models are incorporated in computer codes such as
SURVEY (Ref. 8) and SORS (Ref. 9) which are used for full-core fuel performance and fission
product release analyses.
The detailed fuel performance assessments reported in Sections 4 and 15 of the PSID (Ref. 1)
indicated that the above requirements were met with the current fuel and core design. They also
indicated that the dominant sources of radionuclide release from the core during both normal
operation and LBEs were as-manufactured, heavy-metal contamination and the failure of
particles with manufacturing defects. The dominant, practically exclusive, source of the total
coating failure, i.e., exposed kernels, was the failure of particles with missing buffer layers; as

2.
3.
4.
5.
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discussed in Section 2, these exposed kernels release both fission gases and metals. The second
most important type of defect is the defective or missing SiC coatings which lead to fission metal
release. The failure of standard, defect-free TRISO particles was negligible by comparison.
These results illustrate the critical importance of the as-manufactured fuel quality in meeting
MHTGR radionuclide control requirements.

5.2 As-ManufacturedFuelAttributes
5.2.1

Fuel Element Structural Design

A standard MHTGR fuel element is shown in Fig. 3; certain other fuel elements contain an
additional hole for the reserve shutdown control pellets. The fuel is in the form of separate fissile
and fertile particles, containing uranium and thorium, respectively, which are bonded into fuel
compacts. The fuel compacts are stacked in 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter holes in graphite blocks
to form fuel elements. The graphite fuel elements are hexagonal right prisms with arrays of fuel
and coolant holes.
The fuel compacts are 12.4 mm (0.49 in) diameter by 50.1 mm (2.00 in) long right circular
cylinders containing fissile and fertile fuel particles embedded in a carbonaceous matrix. The
matrix optimizes heat transfer and prevents mechanical interaction of the particles with the fuel
element graphite. Proportions of the fissile and fertile particle types within the fuel compacts of
particular fuel elements are determined according to the fuel cycle reload prescription and the
power zoning stipulation with the total particle packing limited to <58% by volume.
The primary barrier to fission product release from an HTGR is the fuel particle with its ceramic
coatings. The fissile particles consist of 350 jnm diameter spherical kernels containing 19.9%
enriched uranium oxycarbide. The TRISO-coated particles, shown schematically in Fig. 4, have
four coating layers with a combined thickness of 225 ptm for an overall particle diameter of 800
gim. The fertile particles contain 500 [tm diameter kernels of Th0 2 with similar coatings for a
total diameter of 880 pim. Details of the fissile and fertile particles are given in Table 3. The fuel
particles are bonded into fuel compacts by injecting a hot thermoplastic binder and graphite
powder mixtures into a mold containing the fuel particles plus graphite shim granules. The shim
particles are approximately the same size as the fuel particles and are used to allow a variation of
the fuel loading while maintaining a constant particle volume.
As indicated in Fig. 4, the four coating layers of a TRISO particle have specialized purposes but,
in composite, provide a high-integrity pressure vessel which is extremely retentive of fission
products. The purpose of the buffer layer is to provide a reservoir for fission gases released from
the fuel kernel and to attenuate fission recoils. The main purposes of the inner pyrocarbon
coating (IPyC) are to provide a smooth regular substrate for the deposition of a high-integrity SiC
coating and to prevent C12 and HCI from permeating the fuel kernel during the SiC deposition
process; hence, a major benefit of IPyC coating is realized during fuel fabrication.
The most important coating in a TRISO particle is the SiC which provides most of the structural
strength and dimensional stability and which serves as the primary barrier to the release of fission
products, particularly the metallic fission products. The outer pyrocarbon coating (OPyC), which
shrinks under irradiation, produces a compressive stress in the dimensionally stable SiC which
compensates for the tensile stress in the SiC induced by the internal gas pressure. The OPyC
coating has also been shown to effectively retain fission gases in fuel particles with defective or
failed SiC layers up to about 1800 TC.
5.2.2 As-Manufactured Quality Requirements
The key to meeting the in-reactor performance criteria is the mass production of coated-particle
fuel with the required as-manufactured attributes. In addition to the radionuclide control
requirements emphasized here, the fuel design must also satisfy additional requirements relating
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to neutronics, structural integrity, economics, etc., which are documented in Ref. 3. The
as-manufactured fuel attributes - including the fuel quality specifications addressed herein
necessary to meet these many diverse requirements are defined in detail in the Fuel Product
Specification (Ref. 2).
With regard to radionuclide control, the most important requirements are the allowable
as-manufactured heavy-metal contamination and the allowable coating defects, collectively,
referred to as fuel quality. Product attributes are controlled at several steps in the fuel fabrication
process; in the present context, the most important are those imposed on coated fuel particles and
the finished fuel compact. These fuel quality requirements are summarized in Table 4.
The top-down approach described above for deriving in-service fuel performance requirements
from top-level radionuclide control requirements is conceptually straightforward although a
number of assumptions had to be made in the process. Based upon past HTGR design and
analysis experience, these assumptions were judged to be reasonable at the time that they were
made; said differently, these assumptions were not considered arbitrary - with a few important
exceptions (e.g., the equal allocation of the allowable iodine release to HM contamination and to
failed particles described in Section 4.5 was rather arbitrary). In any case, that allocation served
to establish the limit on allowable as-manufactured, heavy-metal contamination. As described
below, establishing limits on allowable as-manufactured coating defects is more complex.
As indicated in Section 5.1, a number of different as-manufactured coating defects can
potentially cause in-service coating failure and the attendant fission product release. Given the
relatively large number of different coating defects, the derivation of limits for each type of
defect from the limits on in-service fuel failure during normal operation and postulated accidents
(Section 4.5) does become more arbitrary, especially during the first iteration of the process for a
new plant design. Under these circumstances, the GA design team was strongly influenced by
the following factors: (1) the fuel failure criteria and as-manufactured fuel quality requirements
for the earlier 2240 MW(t) HTGR (Refs. 12 and 13); (2) the previous detailed core performance
analyses done for the 2240 MW(t) HTGR (Ref. 14); and (3) the fuel failure criteria and as
manufactured fuel quality requirements adopted by the contemporary German HTR program
(Ref. 15). The various fuel failure limits are compared in the following table:

Plant
350 MW(t) MHTGR (Ref. 2)
2240 MW(t) HTGR-SC/C (Ref. 12)
FRG HTR (Ref. 15)

Allowable Fuel Failure (Normal)
>95% Confidence
>50% Confidence
•5.0 X 10_
•5.0 X 10 '
Not Specified

•2.0 X 10-4
•2.0 X 10-3
•2.0 X I0-4

By inspection, the fuel failure limits established for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR (Section 4.5) are a
factor of 10 lower than the previous 2240 MW(t) HTGR plant and comparable to those adopted
for the German HTR program. Assuming that in-service fuel failure is dominated by the failure
of defective particles (which has generally been demonstrated to be the case for steam-cycle
HTGRs), one would then logically expect that the as-manufactured quality requirements for the
350 MW(t) MHTGR would also be an order-of-magnitude lower than the quality requirements
for 2240 MW(t) HTGR and comparable to those adopted for the German HTR program.
Consequently, in the first iteration of deriving fuel quality requirements for the 350 MW(t)
MHTGR, the allowable coating defects were chosen to be an order-of-magnitude lower than
those allowed for the 2240 MW(t) HTGR-SC/C as illustrated in the table below.
The reader is cautioned that this table is a simplified version of the allowable as-manufactured
defects included here for illustrative purposes. For example, for certain defects, different
allowables are specified for coated particles and for finished compacts. Moreover, certain
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specifications are imposed on fuel compact lots; others are imposed upon the entire fuel reload
segment. For a complete description of the required as-manufactured fuel attributes, the reader is
referred the Fuel Product Specifications for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR (Ref. 2) and the 2240
MW(t) HTGR (Ref. 12).
Allowable Defects in Fuel Compact (Segment)
350 MW(t) MHTGR (Ref. 2)
Defect

2240 MW(t) HTGR (Ref. 12)

P >50%

P 095%

P >50%

Missing buffer 7

•5.0 X 10.5

•1.0 X 10-

•4.0 X

10 '

Not Specified

Defective IPyC7
Defective OPyC 7

<4.0 X 10. 5
•1.0 X 10-

1.0 X 10-4
•1.0 X 10-3

-. . 0 X 10'

<1.0 X 10-3
Not Specified

Defective SiC

<5.0 X 105

1.0 X 10

Not Specified

Not Specified

Contamination (HMC)

• 1.0 X 10.5

• 2.0 X 10

•1.0 X

-4

•1.3 X i0-4

HMC + SiC Defects

<6.0 X 10"

•1.2 X 10'

•3.0 X 104"

<1.0 X 10-3

•1.0 X

P >95%

10 -

10

The changes in the various allowable coating defects and the rationale for the changes are now
briefly reviewed. The allowable missing buffer fraction was reduced by an order of magnitude.
Based upon the then available core performance analyses, it was expected that the failure of
particles with missing buffer layers would be the dominant source of total coating failure (i.e.,
exposed kernels) under normal operating conditions (e.g., Ref. 14). Since the allowable in
service fuel failure fraction for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR is a factor of 10 lower than for the
previous 2240 MW(t) HTGR (Section 4.5), a comparable reduction in the allowable missing
buffer fraction was necessitated.
It could be argued that the allowable missing-buffer fraction for the 350 MW(t) MHTGR should
have been lowered even more because if all of the pai.icles in the core with missing buffers were
to fail, then the limit on in-service failure (•5.0 X 10' ) would be reached (i.e., all other potential
sources of total coating failure would have to be negligible). In fact, subsequent performance
analysis predicted that less than half of the missing buffer particles in the core at any given time
would be failed because of the different ages of fuel in the core (i.e., different fuel segments), the
range of fuel burnup within a given segment, etc. Nevertheless, if the steam-cycle MHTGR fuel
quality requirements had been optimized further, it is anticipated that the allowable missing
buffer fraction would have been reduced further (e.g., to 1 - 2 X 10-").
The allowable defective IPyC fraction for the MHTGR was reduced by a factor of 10 to
•4.0 X 10". Not shown in the table is the corresponding 2240 limit of •4.0 X 10 4 which is
imposed at the coated particle stage - hence the factor of 10 reduction. The specification called
out at the fuel compact stage (and shown in the table) is an equivalent specification on heavy
metal dispersion, a limit on the migration of heavy metal from the kernel during coating and
compacting as a result of a missing or defective IPyC coating.

7 The

specifications on missing or defective buffer, IPyC and OPyC coatings are actually imposed at the coated

particle stage prior to compacting.
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In contrast to the other coating defect specifications, the allowable defective OPyC fraction for
the 350 MW(t) MHTGR was maintained at the 2240 SC/C OPyC defect limit •1.0 X 104.
While perhaps counterintuitive, there was little incentive to tighten the limit on as-manufactured
OPyC defects because percent level OPyC failure is predicted to occur under irradiation based
upon extensive irradiation testing (Ref. 13). For example, the refer~pce p2erformance model
predicts -3% OPyC failure at a relatively modest fast fluence of 2 X 10 n/in (Ref. 10). While
conceptually undesirable, this OPyC failure is of little practical consequence as long as the SiC
coating remains intact.
The two critical fuel quality specifications are the limits on heavy-metal contamination and SiC
defects. The conventional quality control (QC) technique, the so-called "bum-leach" test
actually measures the sum of the heavy-metal contamination and SiC defects (Ref. 13). The
heavy-metal contamination component can also be measured independently (e.g. by fission gas
release and/or by leaching only), but the corresponding independent measurement of SiC defects
has proven difficult. Consequently, the standard approach is to measure the sum of the two by
bum-leach, to independently measure the heavy-metal contamination, and to calculate the
apparent SiC defects from the difference in the two measurements.
The SiC defect fraction has important design implications: (1) SiC is the primary barrier to
metallic fission product release during normal operation and accidents; (2) SiC is the primary
load-bearing member in the TRISO coating system; and (3) irradiation-induced failure of the
OPyC coating (-3% occurrence) on a particle with a defective SiC coating results in an exposed
kernel.
The following logic was used to select the allowabýe SiC defect fraction for the MHTGR. The
limit on heavy-metal contamination of •,1.0 X 10- had already been derived from the limit on
iodine release from the core (Section 4.5). While a correspondingly low limit on SiC defects was
highly desirable from a core design perspective, GA was having difficulty producing test fuel
with very low SiC defects at the time that the MHTGR fuel quality requirements were being
developed (mid-1980s). In contrast, the German HTR fuel development program had
convincingly demonstrated5 by the early 1980s that they could meet the primary bum-leach
specification of •!6.0 X 10" with large margins (Ref. 15). Consequently, the MHTGR program
adopted the German bum-leach specification of •:6.0 X 10-5 with the rationale that US program
would ultimately succeed in producing fuel with an as-manufactured quality at least approaching
the FRG fuel. Once this bum-leich specification was adopted limiting the sum of sthe
contamination and SiC to •:6.0 X 10- , the limit on SiC defects was established at •:5.0 X 10" by
simple subtraction of the allowable contamination fraction.
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6.

Discussion

The logic for deriving the fuel quality specifications for the MHTGR has been described above.
A top-down approach was employed whereby the performance requirements for each of the
release barriers in the MHTGR radionuclide containment system were systematically derived
from top-level requirements through an allocation process. It should be recognized that this
process is an iterative one. If, as a design matures and the licensing basis evolves, one or more of
these performance requirements were to prove to be technically or economically intractable, it
should be possible to reoptimize the allocation of required retention factors.
For example, as illustrated in Section 4.5, different combinations of allowable heavy-metal
contamination and coating failure fractions can effect the required degree of radionuclide control.
If the costs to meet the current contamination specification were to prove excessive, it would in
principle be possible to relax that specification and tighten the criterion on total coating failure
which could, presumably, be achieved by a corresponding tightening of the specification on
allowable missing buffer layers. A number of other higher-level trade offs are also readily
apparent. The retention requirements imposed upon the primary coolant circuit and/or VLPC
could be tightened with a corresponding relaxation of the fuel quality requirements or, for that
matter, vice versa. The important point is that a methodology is in place to systematically
evaluate these options and to optimize the design of the multiple-barrier radionuclide
containment system.
There is an extensive technology base to support the design and licensing of the MHTGR
radionuclide containment system, especially the critically important TRISO fuel particle.
Nevertheless, the performance criteria for the radionuclide containment system summarized
herein are stringent - more stringent than for any previous HTGR design with a prismatic core.
As a result, a certain amount of technology development will be necessary to assure that the
containment system design meets the top-level radionuclide control requirements at the specified
confidence level. The fuel/fission product Design Data Needs (DDNs) for the MHTGR and the
planned test programs to satisfy them are documented in Ref. 16.
Qualitatively, the technology development needs for the MHTGR can be outlined briefly as
follows:
1. Develop and qualify the fabrication processes and equipment needed to manufacture coated
particle fuel of improved quality as defined by the specification limits of Table 4.
2. Reduce the uncertainties in the models and physical property data used to predict fuel
performance and fission product transport in the core and primary coolant circuit under normal
and accident conditions (with differential data from single-effects tests).
3. Validate the design methods for predicting fuel performance during normal operation and
accidents (with integral test data independent of the differential data used to improve the
component models, item 2).
4. Validate the design methods for predicting fission product release from the core and transport
in the primary coolant circuit during normal operation and accidents (with integral test data
independent of the differential data used to improve the component models, item 2).
Readers interested in a detailed description of the fuel/fission product DDNs for the MHTGR and
the planned testing programs are referred to Ref. 16.
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Table 1. Key Top-Level Requirements Which Define Radionuclide Control

Top-Level Regulatory Requirements
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Meet 1OCFR50, Appendix I, Limits for Radionuclides in Plant Effluents (Goals 1 & 2):
a. Whole Body Dose • 5 mrem/yr
b. Thyroid Dose •: 15 mrem/yr
Meet 10CFR20 Occupational Dose Limits (Goals 1 & 2):
a. Whole Body Dose •5 rem
b. Thyroid Dose • 15 rem
Meet 1OCFR100 Offsite Dose Limits (Construction Permit) for Licensing Basis Events
(Goal 3):
a. Whole Body Dose •20 rem
b. Thyroid Dose •:150 rem
Meet EPA-520 Protection Action Guides (PAGs) for Radioactive Release for Public
Sheltering and Evacuation:
a. Whole Body Dose •, 1 rem
b. Thyroid Dose •5 rem
Meet NRC Safety Risk Limits.

Utility/User Requirements
1.

2.

8

Achieve Occupational Exposures • 10% of 1OCFR20 Limits (Goals 1 & 2).
a. Whole Body Dose •0.5 rem/yr
b. Thyroid Dose •51.5 rem/yr
Meet Top-Level Regulatory Criteria Iincluding PAGs at the Exclusion Area Boundary for
all events with a frequency ;5 X 10- /yr (Goal 3).

s Utility/user requirements are typically more constraining than regulatory requirements.
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Table 2. Summary of Allowable Core Release Fractions for MHTGR

Depressurized Core Conduction Cooldown
Allowable Core Fractional Release
Nuclide
Kr88

PAG (User) Limits
P 095%

10CFR100 (Reg) Limits
P 095%

•TBD

•TBD
x 103 ]
<[2.3
5[1.1xl1"]

Xe133

1131

•[1.4 x 10"3]

Sr90

<[7 .3 x 104]

5[0.04]
<[0.02]

Agl1Om

•TBD

•TBD

Cs137

•TBD

<TBD

Steam Ingress with Pressure Relief
Allowable Core Fractional Release
10CFR100 (Reg) Limits
PAG (User) Limits
P 095%
P >50%
P >95%
P 050%
Nuclide
x 10-3
<[2.4
TBD
5[1. 2 x 10-4 ]
<TBD
Kr88
•[8.7 x 10 "]
•TBD
•[2.5 x 10 "5]
<TBD
1131
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Table 3. MHTGR TRISO Fuel Particle Design

Particle Design

Fertile

Fissile

Th0 2

UCo 3017

500

350

; 9.5

Ž:10.5

Buffer thickness (urm)

65

100

IPyC thickness (Mm) 9

50

50

SiC thickness (um)

35

35

OPyC thickness (gnm)

40

40

Total diameter (um)

880

800

Kernel composition
Kernel dia. (pm)
Kernel density

(g/cm 3)

9 The thickness of the IPyC coating was reduced to 35 y in subsequent GA particle designs for the PC-MHR and

commercial GT-MHR.
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Table 4. MHTGR As-Manufactured Fuel Quality Requirements

Fuel Particles
Fraction Fissile or Fertile
Mean

095% Confidence
<5% Compacts Exceed

Defective SiC
Heavy metal (HM) contamination
Total fraction HM outside intact SiC

<5.0 X 10.5
• 1.0 X 10-1

<1.0 X 10
•2.0 X 10- 5

• 6.0 X 10.5

<•1.2 X 10-4

Missing or defective buffer
Missing or Defective IPyC
Missing or defective OPyC

•5.0 X 10.5
•4.0 X 10-

• 1.0 X 10-4

•1.0 X 10.4

•1.0 X 10-3

Quality Requirements

•1.0 X 10-4

Fuel Compacts
Fraction Fissile or Fertile
095% Confidence
<5% Compacts Exceed
Mean

Quality Requirements
Defective SiC
Heavy metal (HM) contamination

<5.0 X 10"5
• 1.0 X 10

• 1.0 X 10.
•2.0 X 10-5

Total fraction HM outside intact SiC

•6.0 X 10'5

<1.2 X 10'"
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I

I

TRADIONUCUDE RETENTION
BY YLPC

RADIONUCUDE RETENTION
BY VESSEL SYSTEM
"•CIRCULATING ACTIVITIES
"*PLATEOUT ACTIVITIES
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I

CORE RELEASE CRITERIA
"*NORMAL OPERATION
"•ACCIDENTS
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4-

1

MHTGR DESIGN/ANALYSIS
"*PLANT
"*CORE
"*FUEL

'4-

EXPERIENCE BASE
"*HTGR DESIGN METHODS
"*HTGR OPERATING DATA
"*FUEL TEST DATA

1-

FUEL PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
"* COATING FAILURE
"* FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
U.

A
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FUEL QUAUTY
REQUIREMENTS
"•CONTAMINATION
"* COATING DEFECTS

DEMONSTRATED TRISO
FUEL MANUFACTURING
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9 LAB SCALE
• MASS PRODUCTION

FUEL PRODUCT
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I
Figure 1 Logic for Deriving Fuel Quality Requirements
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VENTING

BUILDINGICONTAINMENT LEAKS

Figure 2 MHTGR Radionuclide Containment System
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PRISMATIC
FUEL ELEMENT

FUEL PARTVOLES$

FUEL COMPACT

FISSILE
(URANIUM <,i.6A ENRICHEDJ

FERTILE'
-(NATURALURANIUM)

Figure 3 MHTGR Fuel Element Components
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COMPONENT/PURPOSE
OUTER PYROCARBQN

"• FUEL KERNEL

- PROVIDE FISSION ENERGY
- RETAIN SHORT LIVED FISSION PRODUCTS
BUFFER%,

"• BUFFER LAYER (POROUS CARBON LAYER)

- ATTENUATE FISSION RECOILS
- VOID VOLUME FOR FISSION GASES
"*INNER PYROCARBON (IPyC)

- PROVIDE SUBSTRATE FOR SiC DURING MANUFACTURE
- PREVENT CI ATTACK OF KERNEL DURING MANUFACTURE
"*SILICON CARBIDE (SIC)

- PRIMARY LOAD BEARING MEMBER
- RETAIN GAS AND METAL FISSION PRODUCTS
SiC

INNER PYROCARBON

"*OUTER PYROCARBON (OPyC)

- PROVIDE BONDING SURFACE FOR COMPACTING
- PROVIDE FISSION PRODUCT BARRIER
INPARTICLES WITH DEFECTIVE SiC

H
Figure 4 TRISO Coating System
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TRISO Particles

As-Manufactured
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Figure 5 Particle Failure Mechanisms during Irradiation
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Figure 6 Particle Failure Mechanisms during Accidents
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DEFINITIONS
Expected Value:
The nominal value of plant or system parameters
associated with the expected (or anticipated) performance for a
specific plant condition.
Final Data: Complete data base that fully satisfies the DDN and is
in accordance with QA requirements.
Nominal Value:
The best, single point estimate of the value of a
physical quality.
Generally rounded for this usage.
Preliminary Data: Initial data that is used to indicate trends and
is in accordance with QA requirements.
Prototype Process:
A process (eg., fuel particle, fuel compact
manufacturing) that is expected to be representative of that
produced on full-size equipment.
Prototype Process UsinQ Full-Size Equipment: A process (eg., fuel
particle, fuel compact manufacturing) with full-size equipment of
the type that will be used in the production plant.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AGR
ANL
ASC
ASME
ASTM
CNPS
CRD
DDN
DHGA
DOE
EHGA
EPRI
ETHAS
FE
FHEP
FHESS
FHM
FIMA
FIV
FSV
FSIF
FTC
FTHS
GLC
GT-MHR
HEU
HFIR
HPTF
HTGR
HTLTR
HTTR
IFMU
IMGA

Advanced Gas Reactor
Argonne National Laboratory
Auxiliary Service Cask
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Testing and Materials
Compact Nuclear Power Source
Control Rod Drive
Design Data Needs
Dual Hoist and Grapple Assembly
Department of Energy
Element Hoist and Grapple Assembly
Electric Power Research Institute
Element and Target Handling Control System
Fusion Energy
Fuel Handling Equipment Positioner
Fuel Handling Equipment Support Structure
Fuel Handling Machine
Fraction of Initial Metal Atoms
Flow Induced Vibration
Fort St. Vrain
Fuel Sealing and Inspection Facility
Fuel Transfer Cask
Fuel and Target Handling System
Great Lakes Carbon
Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor
High Enriched Uranium
High-Flux Isotope Reactor
High-Pressure Test Facility
High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor
High Temperature Lattice Test Reactor
High-Temperature Test Reactor
In-Core Flux Monitoring Unit
Irradiated Microsphere Gamma Analyzer
vi
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INCA
INEL
IPyC
ISI
KFA
LANL
LEU
LRSF
LWR
MCSS
MHTGR
NCA
NCS
NDE
NDTT
NFS
NMRT
NP-MHTGR
NPR
NRC
OPyC
ORNL
PCDIS
PCS
PCV
PNTG
PIE
PyC
RCCS
RSC
RSCE
RSE
SHE
SCS

In-Core Neutron Control Assembly
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Inner Pyrocarbon
In-Service Inspection
Kernforschungsanlage
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Low-Enriched Uranium
Local Refueling and Storage Facility
Light Water Reactor
Metallic Core Support Structure
Modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor
Neutron Control Assembly
Neutron Control System
Non-Destructive Examination
Nil-Ductility Transition Temperature
Nuclear Fuel Services
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Testing
New Production - Modular High Temperature

Gas-Cooled

Reactor
New Production Reactor
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Outer Pyrocarbon
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Plant Control & Data Instrumentation System
Power Conversion Systems
Power Conversion Vessel
Nuclear Test Gauge
Post-Irradiation Examination
Pyrocarbon
Reactor Cavity Cooling System
Reserve Shutdown Control
Reserve Shutdown Control Equipment
Reactor Service Equipment
Shutdown Heat Exchanger
Shutdown Cooling System
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SiC

Silicon Carbide

SIMS

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
Shutdown Loop Shutoff Valve
Thorium Hoctemperaturreaktor
Tube Retention Device
Transient Reactor Test Facility
Tritium Recovery Facility

SLSV
HTR
TRD
TREAT
TRF
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1.

INTRODUCTION

During the design of systems, components, and processes, the
designers identify engineering development data that are needed to
confirm the design (i.e., validate assumptions made in the design).
In cases where this information cannot be obtained through the
normally accepted level of engineering analysis, the
issues a Design Data Need (DDN).
Each DDN defines the
data and the recommended approach to obtain the data on a
consistent with the program planning.
The required

designer
required
schedule
data are
obtained from development/test programs which generally fall into
two basic categories; 1) technology development which provide data
for design methods and validation of computer codes, and 2)
component or process verification including prototypical component
testing. The DDN also defines the risks associated with failure to
obtain the information, along with a fall-back position which could
be pursued as an alternate approach.
The compilation of DDNs in this report is applicable to the
600 MW(t) Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) design.
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2.

DDN PROCESS AND IDENTIFICATION

DDNs for the MHTGR program are written and processed in
"Technology
accordance with HTGR Program Procedure HP-10203,
Requirements Documentation" (Ref. 1).
The relationship of DDNs to the design process is illus
in
trated in Fig. 2-1, and the process for documenting DDNs,
Fig. 2-2.
explicit requirements for securing the needed data
the Engineering
in
the DDNs are documented
in
identified
Development Plan, Topical Development Plans, and Test Specifi
Only a brief summary of these requirements are given in
cations.
The

the DDNs.
The DDNs are identified by an alpha-numeric code (e.g.,
This code
C.07.03.05) based on the definitions in Table 2-1.
designates the applicability to a specific reactor concept (initial
two numbers following the letter), and
letter), its system (first
An additional two numbers
subsystem/subgroup (middle two numbers).
As
provide sequence numbering of the DDNs within each subgroup.
the DDNs can have specific system
shown from the table,
applicability or multi-system applicability as appropriate.
Each DDN is
following indices:

assigned

a

priority

which

*
*

Urgency
Cost benefit

•
*

Uncertainty in existing data
Importance of new data

2-1
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on
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Table 2-1

MHTGR DESIGN DATA NEEDS IDENTIFICATION CODE
A.
B.
C.

DDNs maintained during the preliminary and final design of
the 350 MW(t) MHTGR.
DDNs maintained during the preliminary and final design of
the 450 MW(t) MHTGR.
DDNs developed during the conceptual design of the 600 MW(t)
GT-MHR.

Multi-Systems Applicability
01.00
02.00
03.00
04.00
05.00
06.00
07.00
07.01
07.02
07.03
07.04
08.00

Plant Performance
Availability and Maintenance
In-Service Inspection (ISI)
Plant Dynamics
Safety and Reliability
Plant Seismic
Fuel/Fission Product
Fuel Fabrication
Fuel Performance
Radionuclide Transport
Core Corrosion Data
Decay Heat Removal

Specific System Applicability
11.00
11.01
11.02
11.03
11.04
12.00
12.01
12.02
12.03
14.00
14.01
14.02
14.03
14.04
16.00
21.00
21.01
31.00
31.01
34.00
34.01
41.00
41.01
41.02
41.03
41.04
41.05

Reactor System
Neutron Control
Reactor Internals & Hot Duct
Reactor Core
Reactor Service Equipment
Vessel System
Vessels
Vessel Support
Vessel Pressure Relief
Shutdown Cooling System
Shutdown Circulator
Shutdown Cooling Heat Removal Control
Shutdown Cooling System Service Equipment
Shutdown Heat Exchanger
Reactor Cavity Cooling System
Fuel Handling and Storage System
Core Refueling
Reactor Protection System
Safety Protection and Instrumentation
Plant Control, Data and Instrumentation System
Nuclear Island Control and Instrumentation
Power Conversion System
Turbomachine
Recuperator
Precooler/Intercooler
Ducts and Seals
Power Conversion System Service Equipment
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The Urgency is a measure of the final scheduling date, i.e.,
the time in which the data is required less the length of time
needed to obtain the data.
For example, if data is required in
5 years and it is estimated that it will take approximately 2 years
to obtain the data, then the Urgency figure of merit would be 5
2 = 3.
Using this approach, tasks that should be started in the
current year are rated 1.
The numerical rating would increase
progressively reflecting required start dates in later years.
The Cost Benefit of performing the work required to satisfy
the need is a measure of the impact on a single plant cost relative
to the development cost as indicated on a scale of high, medium,
and low.
A high Cost Benefit is defined when the savings exceed
the DDN development cost by a factor of greater than ten (>10).
Medium or low ratings reflect lesser Cost Benefit ratios.
Note
that the plant savings reflect both cost and schedule impacts.
Uncertainty in Existing Data expresses the designer's lack
of confidence in the available data on which the conceptual design
is based, on a scale of high, medium, and low.
Importance of New Data expresses the significance or effect
of the new data on the design including consideration of available
back-up solutions, on a scale of high, medium, and low.
The schedule requirements for the DDNs are stated relative
to key program milestones, i.e., preliminary and final design
phases. Key GT-MHR design and licensing milestones are identified
in

Fig. 2-3.

A listing of the current DDNs is provided in Table 2-2.
DDNs are presented in Section 4.
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TABLE 2-2
LISTING OF GT-MHR DESIGN DATA NEEDS
(DDNs)
RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C.07.00

FUEL/FISSION PRODUCT

C. 07. 01

Fuel Fabrication

C.07.01.01

UCO Kernel Process Development

GA

C. 07. 01.02

Fuel Particle Coating Process Development

GA

C. 07. 01.03

Fuel Compact Fabrication Process

GA

C.07. 01.04

Quality Control Test Techniques Development

GA

C.07.01.05

Fuel Product Recovery Development

GA

C.07.02

Fuel Performance

C. 07. 02. 01

Coating Material Property Data

GA

C.07.02.02

GA

C.07.02.03

Defective Particle Performance Data
Thermochemical Performance Data for Fuel

C.07.02.04

Fuel Compact Thermophysical Properties

GA

C.07.02.05

Normal Operation Fuel Performance Validation
Data

GA

C.07.02.06

Accident Fuel Performance Validation Data

GA

C.07.02.07

Fuel Proof Test Data

GA

C.07.03

Radionuclide Transport

C.07.03.01

Fission Gas Release from Core Materials

C. 07. 03. 02

Fission Metal Effective Diffusivities in
Kernels

C.07.03.03

Fission Product Effective Diffusivities in
Particle Coating

GA

C.07.03.04

Fission Product Diffusivities/
Sorptivities in Graphite

GA

C.07.03.05

Tritium Permeation in

GA

C.07.03.06

Tritium Transport in

C.07.03.07

Radionuclide Deposition Characteristics of
Structural Materials

GA

C. 07.03. 08

Decontamination Protocols for Turbine Alloys

GA

C.07.03.09

Radionuclide Reentrainment Characteristics for
Dry Depressurization

GA

GA

GA
Fuel

Heat Exchanger Tubes
Core Materials

2-4

RESP.
TECH. ORG.

GA

GA
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RESP.
DESIGN ORG.

ý-C.

C.07.03. 10

Radionuclide Removal Characteristics
Depressurization

C. 07.03. 11

Characterization of the Effects of Dust on
Radionuclide Transport

GA

C.07.03.12

Fission Product Transport in
Pressure Containment

GA/BNI

C. 07. 03. 13

Decontamination Efficiency of Pressure Relief
Train Filter

GA/BNI

C.07.03.14

Fission Gas Release Validation Data

GA

C. 07.03. 15

Fission Metal Release Validation Data

GA

C.07.03.16

Plateout Distribution Validation Data

GA

C.07.03.17

Radionuclide "Liftoff" Validation Data

GA

C. 07.03. 18

Radionuclide "Washoff" Validation Data

GA

C.07.04

Core Corrosion Data

C.07.04.01

Coated B4C Corrosion Data

GA

C.07.04.02

Core Matrix Materials Corrosion Data

GA

C.07.04.03

Core Corrosion Methods Validation Data

GA

C.11.00

REACTOR SYSTEM

C. 11. 01

Neutron Control System

for Wet

a Vented Low

GA

Control Rod Instrumentation and Control
Verification

GA

C. 11. 01. 02

Qualification of Electromechanical Components of
Neutron Control Assembly

GA

C.11.01.03

Control Rod Drive Design Verification

GA

C. 11. 01. 04

Reserve Shutdown Control Equipment Design
Verification

GA

In-Core Flux Mapping Unit (IFMU)

Drive Design

GA

Design

GA

11. 01. 01

C. 11. 01. 05

RESP.
TECH. ORG.

Verification

C.11.01.06

In-Core Flux Mapping Unit (IFMU)

Verification
C. 11. 01. 07

Neutron Control Assembly Flow and Leak Design
Verification

GA

C.11.01.08

Guide Tubes Flow Induced Vibration Design
Verification

GA

C. 11. 01. 09

Demonstration of Remote Handling and Maintenance

GA

C.11.01.10

Neutron Control Assembly Seismic Qualification

GA

C. 11. 01. 11

Neutron Control Assembly Qualification Test

GA

C. 11. 02

Reactor Internals and Hot Duct

1.11.02.01

Core Support Strength Data

of Neutron Control Assembly

GA
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RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C.11.02.02

Hot Duct Integrity Verification

GA

C. 11. 02. 11

Irradiation Effects on Metallic Reactor
Internals Materials

GA

C. 11. 02.12

Irradiation Effects on Hot Duct Metals

GA

C. 11. 02.13

Effects of Primary Coolant Chemistry and
Temperature on Hot Duct Materials

GA

C. 11. 02.14

Fibrous Insulation Material Properties

GA

C. 11. 02. 15

GA

C.11.02.16

Hard Ceramic Insulation Properties Data
Emissivity of Metallic Reactor Internals
Materials

C. 11. 03. 01

Core Column Vibration Data

GA

C.11.03.02

Control Rod Vibration Data

GA

C. 11.03.03

Core Element Dynamic Strength Data

GA

C.11.03.04

Core Element Failure Mode Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 05

Control Rod Shock Absorber Data

GA

C.11.03.06

Control Rod Structural Integrity Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 11

Graphite Multiaxial Strength Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 12

Graphite Fatigue Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 13

Graphite Mechanical Properties Data
Graphite Irradiation Induced Dimensional Change
Data

GA

GA

C. 11. 03.16

Graphite Irradiation Induced Creep Data
Graphite Thermal Properties Data

GA

C.11.03.17

Graphite Fracture Mechanics Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 18

Graphite Corrosion Data

GA

C. 11. 03. 19

Graphite Corrosion Data for Methods Validation

GA

C.11.03.20

Graphite Destructive and Nondestructive

GA

C. 11. 03.14
C. 11. 03. 15

(MRI)

Examination Data

GA

GA

C.11.03.21

Graphite Coke Source Qualification

GA

C.11.03.22

Reserve Shutdown Pellet Process Development Data
Graphite Oxidation Data for Postulated Accidents

GA

C.11.03.24

Properties of High Temperature Control Rod
Materials

GA

C. 11. 03.31

Verification of Neutron Detectors and Cabling

GA

C. 11. 03. 41

Fuel Element Channel Flow Data

GA

C.11.03.42

Control Rod Channel Flow Data

GA

C.11.03.43

Bottom Reflector/Core Support Pressure Drop and
Flow Mixing Data

GA

C. 11. 03.23
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ORG.

RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C.11.03.44

Metallic Plenum Element and Top Reflector
Pressure Drop and Flow Distribution

GA

C.11.03.45

Core Crossflow Test Data

GA

C.11.03.46

Core Fluctuation Test Data

GA

C. 11.03.51

Integral Nuclear Data Measurement at Temperature
for GT-MHR Physics Methods Validation

GA

C.I1.03.52

Critical Experimental Data for GT-MHR Physics
Methods Validation

GA

C. 11. 04

Reactor Service Equipment

C. 11. 04. 01

Reactor Equipment Service Facility Tools Design
Verification

GA

C.11.04.02

Reserve Shutdown Vacuum Tool Design Verification

GA

C.11.04.03

Neutron Detector Service Equipment Design
Verification

GA

C.11.04.04

Metallic Reactor Internals (MRI) ISI and
Surveillance Equipment Design Verification

GA

C. 11. 04. 05

Metallic Core Support ISI and Surveillance
Equipment Design Verification

GA

C. 11.04.06

Graphite Reactor Internals (GRI) and Core
Support ISI and Surveillance Design Verification

CA

C. 12. 00

VESSEL SYSTEM

C. 12. 01

Vessels

C.12.01.01

Irradiation Data for Reactor Vessel Materials
(modified 9Cr-iMo, SA387 Grade 91, Class 2 Plate
and SA-336 Grade F91 Forging)

ABB-CE

C. 12. 01. 02

Properties of Heavy Section Vessel Materials SA
387 Grade 91, Class 2 Plate/SA-336 Grade F91
Forging at Elevated Temperatures

ABB-CE

C. 12.01.03

Reactor Vessel Emissivity (Modified 9Cr-iMo,
SA387 Grade 91, Class 2 Plate and SA-336 Grade
F91 Forging)

ABB-CE

C. 12. 01. 04

Helium Seal Data for Bolted Closures

ABB-CE

C. 14. 00

SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM

C. 14. 01

Shutdown Circulator

C. 14. 01. 01

SCS Circulator Magnetic and Catcher Bearings
Design Verification

GA

C. 14.01.02

SCS Circulator Prototype Impeller Aerodynamic
and Acoustic Test Data

GA

C.14.01.03

SCS Circulator Prototype Test in High Pressure
Test Facility (HPTF)

GA

C. 14. 01. 04

Shutdown Circulator Loop Shut-off Valve (SLSV)
Life Cycle Test Data

GA
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RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C. 14.04

Shutdown Heat Exchanger

C. 14.04.01

SHE Insulation Verification Tests

ABB-CE

C.14.04.02

SHE Vibrational
Fretting Wear and Sliding Wear
ofTRDs for Bare Tubes

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.03

SHE Instrumentation Attachment Test

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.04

SHE Bare Tubes Inspection Methods and Equipment

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.05

SHE Shroud Seal Test

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.06

Acoustical Response of the SHE Helical Bare Tube
Bundle

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.07

SHE Inlet

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.08

SHE Tube Bundle Local Heat Transfer and Flow
Resistance Characteristics

ABB-CE

C.14.04.09

SHE Tube Helical Coil Program

ABB-CE

C. 14.04.10

SHE Lead-in/Lead-out
and Fabrication

ABB-CE

C. 16. 00

REACTOR CAVITY COOLING SYSTEM

C. 16.00.01

Emissivity of RCCS Panel Metal Surfaces

GA/BNI

C. 16.00.02

Wind Tunnel Test of RCCS I/O Structure

BNI

C. 16.00.03

Integrated RCCS Performance

GA

C. 16.00.04

RCCS Cooling Panel Heat Transfer Coefficient and
Friction Factor

BNI

C. 16. 00. 05

Effective Conductivity of Core Blocks

GA

C. 16.00.06

Buoyance Induced Fluid Mixing in
Ratio Cavity

GA

C. 21. 00

FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE SYSTEM

C.21.01

Core Refueling

C. 21. 01. 01

Fuel Handling Machine/Handling Mechanism Design
Verification

GA

C.21.01.02

Fuel Transfer Cask Component Design Verification

GA

C. 21.01.03

Element Hoist and Grapple Assembly Robot Design
Verification
Verify Fuel Handling System Instrumentation and

GA

C. 21.01.04

Flow and Temperature Distribution Test

Expansion Loop Tube Design

a High Aspect

Control

GA

C.21.01.05

Integrated Fuel Handling System Test Data

GA

C.21.01.06

Fuel Handling Equipment Positioner Design
Verification

GA

C. 21.01.07

Fuel Handling Equipment Support Structure Design
Verification

GA

C. 21.01.08

Fuel Sealing and Inspection Equipment Design
Verification

GA
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RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C.21.01.09

Inflatable Seal and S/N Identification tests
Design Verification

C.31.00

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

C.31.01

Safety Protection and Instrumentation

C.31.01.01

Verify Helium Mass Flow Measurement
Instrumentation

GA

C.31.01.02

Verify Conduction Cooldown Temperature
Monitoring Instrumentation

GA

C.34.00

PLANT CONTROL,

C. 34. 01

Nuclear Island Control and Instrumentation

C.34.01.01

Verify Core Inlet and Outlet Helium Temperature
Measurement Instrumentation

GA

C.34.01.02

Verify Plateout Probe Operation

GA

C.41.00

POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

C.41.00.01

PCS/SCS Temperature Mixing and Velocity
Distribution

GA

C.41.00.02

Power Conversion System Integrated Performance

GA

C.41.01

Turbomachine

C.41.01.01

Turbocompressor Materials Data

GA

C.41.01.02

Turbomachine Bearing System Design Verification

GA

C.41.01.03

Turbocompressor Seal System Verification

GA

C.41.01.04

Turbocompressor Flow Distribution Tests

GA

C.41.01.05

Generator Electrical Insulation Data

GA

C.41.01.06

Generator Brushless Exciter Performance

GA

C.41.01.07

Instrumentation and Electrical Penetration
Performance

GA

C.41.02

Recuperator

C.41.02.01

Recuperator Structural Design Verification

GA

C.41.02.02

Recuperator Low and High Pressure Inlets Flow
Distribution

GA

C.41.02.03

Recuperator Acoustic Signature Characteristics

GA

C.41.02.04

Recuperator Leak Detection Methods and Equipment

GA

C.41.02.05

Recuperator Seals Tests

GA

C.41.02.06

Recuperator Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop
Performance Verification

GA

C. 41.02. 11

Environmental Effects on 316L Stainless Steel

GA

C.41.03

Precooler/Intercooler

C.41.03.01

Acoustic Response of Helical Finned Tube Bundle

RESP.
TECH. ORG.

GA

DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
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RESP.
DESIGN ORG.
C. 41.03.02

Finned Tube Helical Coil Program

ABB-CE

C. 41.03.03

Precooler/Intercooler
Distribution Test

ABB-CE

C. 41.03.04

PC/IC Shroud Seals Tests

ABB-CE

C. 41.03.05

Flow Induced Vibration Characteristics of the
Finned Tube Helical Bundle

ABB-CE

C.41.03.06

Finned Tube Inspection Methods and Equipment

ABB-CE

C. 41.03.07

Finned Tube Helical Bundle Local Heat Transfer
and Flow Resistance Characteristics

ABB-CE

C.41.03.08

PC/IC Finned Tube Retention/Wear
Device Tests

ABB-CE

C. 41.03.09

Vibration Fretting and Sliding Wear of TRDs and
Finned Tubes

ABB-CE

C. 41.03. 10

PC/IC Lead-in/Lead-out Expansion Loop Tube
Design and Fabrication

ABB-CE

C. 41.03. 11

PC/IC Instrumentation Attachment Tests

ABB-CE

C. 41. 03. 14

Tubeside Erosion/Corrosion Test

ABB-CE

C. 41.05

POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM HANDLING EQUIPMENT

C. 41.05. 01

PCS Component Remote Replacement Design
Verification

Inlet Flow and Temperature
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DATE:

6/30/94

GT-MHR PROGRAM
UCO KERNEL PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
DDN C.07.01.01
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The 350 jim fissile and 500 gm fertile UCO kernels are to be manufactured by an internal
gelation process (Ref. 1). The existing processes, as developed on a laboratory scale, must
be scaled up and demonstrated in full size equipment units to be certain that scaling effects are
properly treated. The process details, including yields and costs, must be quantified for later
transition to a commercial status.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption: Processes are available for
manufacturing oxide-based fuel kernels for high integrity coated fuel particles.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
An external gelation/precipitation process has been used in the past to manufacture
both UCO and U0 2 kernels at GA in the US, at Nuclear Fuel Industries in Japan, and
at HOBEG Company in Germany. The feasibility of producing 350 im and 500 Jim
diameter UCO by this method has been demonstrated, although the quality was not
completely demonstrated for UCO material.
UCO kernels of 195 yim diameter were fabricated in laboratory scale equipment by an
internal gelation/precipitation process under the NP-MHTGR program. That material
showed more uniform structure and density than similar kernels from external
gelation, and on that basis the internal gelation process was selected as the reference
(Ref. 1).
Gelation processes have also been used to fabricate developmental fuel particles in
Russia and China. The internal gelation process was used in Russia, and a process
called "Total Gelation" is currently used in China. Detailed process information is
not available in public documents on these two processes.

1.3

Data Needed
The existing UCO kernel internal gelation/precipitation process must be scaled up and
qualified to assure that it is capable of manufacturing kernels which comply with the
fuel product specifications. Data are needed for the completion of process
C.07.01.01-01
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specifications, the design of process equipment, the demonstration of product quality
when fabricated in full size equipment, and cost information for estimation of fuel
manufacturing costs in a later fuel fabrication facility.
An important part of the data needed is the correlation between the key product
attributes of density, kernel size, sphericity, uranium carbide-to-oxide ratio, and
levels of chemical impurities to the key process variables of feed chemical
compositions, batch sizes, unit temperatures, unit pressures, reaction times, and flow
rates. The range of process variables for which sensitivities are needed will be
defined in a process development plan Product quality must be established within a
95 % confidence level by a statistical process control method.
The manufacturing cost basis must be established for kernels to support program
projections on fuel cycle costs. The basis for cost estimates will be data from
operational campaigns in full scale equipment. Operational test data needed for cost
estimates are batch sizes, times, yields of acceptable product and quantities of fuel
material recovered from scrap for further processing. Facility data needed are the size
of staff to perform all functions, the quantities of input materials and the capital costs
of all equipment units.
Quality assurance for the fabrication of test fuel samples must be adequate to meet
requirements for components which will be classified as "safety related."
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The UCO kernel production process must demonstrate the manufacture of kernels with
the following product attributes and throughput goals:
Fissile
Fertile
Nominal diameter
Nominal density
Nominal composition
Enrichment of U-235
Unit throughput
Yield

350 ± 10 Am
3
;2 10.5 Mg/mn
UC 0 .5 0 1.5
19.8 ± 0.1%
Ž:2 kg U/day-module
_>90%

The feedstock to the process shall be U0

3

500 ± 10 gim
_ 10.5 Mg/m3
UC 0 .5 0 1.5
Natural uranium
_>2 kg U/day-module
> 90 %

powder.

More detailed process conditions shall be developed to assure meeting the product
requirements as defined in applicable product specifications (Ref. 2). Sensitivity tests
shall be conducted to determine the effect of key process parameters on the product
attributes. These tests shall include varying the key process parameters over a range
of [± 1.5] times the nominal flow conditions for fluids and [± 100°C] for process
temperature conditions.

C.07.01.01-02
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Chemical impurity limits shall be specified for all feed materials and process
chemicals introduced into the process. The introduction of chemical impurities shall be
limited in all drying, heat-treatment and transfer unit operations so that the chemical
impurities specified in the fuel product specifications will be met.
2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the proposed approach are as follows:

3.

2.1

Use the external gelation process used previously in the U.S. and Germany (by
HOBEG), and evaluate the use of either U0 2 or UCO as alternate fuel kernel
material.

2.2

Change reference kernel to UC2 , and use Fort St. Vrain (FSV) process to
manufacture kernels.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to specify, construct and demonstrate the process flow sequence and
the equipment units to fabricate UCO fissile and fertile kernels. The full size process
equipment shall be qualified to be operational by the production of fuel kernels in separate
operational campaigns for the fissile and the fertile fuel. A campaign shall include at least
five batches of product, each batch of 2 kg or more, and each batch shall meet the fuel
product specifications. The fuel from these campaigns may be used in qualification irradiation
tests.
Alternative 2.1 was not selected because previous test fuel from the external gelation process
showed excessive variability of kernel density and the presence of internal voids when
processed to UCO. The German alternative of a U0 2 kernel material was not selected because
this material requires thicker coating layers than UCO for fuel enriched to 19.8 % U-235.
Alternative 2.2 was not selected because the FSV equipment has been disassembled, and
would require extensive development for re-qualification. The FSV melt process for UC2
kernels has the disadvantage of requiring very high temperatures of >2300°C in the melting
furnace. Also, the UC 2 fuel material has performance limits more restrictive than UCO for
the GT-MHR application.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Equipmnent meeting the requirements on confidence level for process control shall be in
operation three months prior to the start of qualification irradiation testing.

C.07.01.01-03
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5

PRIORITY
Urgency:
1
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: M
Importance of new data- M

6

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position would be to use the external gelation process as partially developed
previously. A further variant to evaluate would be to change the fuel kernel design to
accommodate German type U0 2 material with the external gelation process. A consequence
of this action would be a need to redesign the coated fuel particles to accommodate higher
internal gas pressures which are characteristic of the oxide fuel form. The use of U0 2 as a
single particle would add the consequences of multiple enrichments of uranium in each reactor
core segment.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

"Commercial 450 MW(t) MHTGR Kernel Fabrication Process Specification," DOE
HTGR-90382, September 1993.

2.

"Fuel Product Specification for GT-MHR," document No. DOE-GT-MHR-100209,
May 1994.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
FUEL PARTICLE COATING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
DDN C.07.01.02

PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The fuel performance goals for the GT-MHR require that the coated particle defects, uranium
contamination levels and in-reactor failure fractions be reduced relative to prior reactor
requirements and demonstration tests. Coating process improvements are essential for
producing reactor fuel having the required low levels of defects and predicted failure
fractions. The TRISO coated particles are to be manufactured in an improved 240 mm
diameter coater (Ref. 1).
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles with TRISO Coatings," Assumption:
Processes are available for manufacturing the coated fuel particles that maintain high
integrity under irradiation and accident conditions.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
A 240 mm diameter developmental coater has been in operation at GA since 1982,
which is based on the coater design used for the manufacture of Fort St. Vrain fuel
(Ref. 2). This coater has been modified to support process development in batch sizes
of up to 10 kg for low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel. An early configuration of this
coater was used in 1986 to fabricate the coated fuel particles used in the HRB-21
capsule test.
Coated fuel particles of high enriched uranium (HEU) fuel were fabricated at GA in
1991 for testing in the NPR-1, NPR-1A and NPR-2 capsules, under the New
Production Reactor Program. The HEU fuel particles were coated in a 60 mm
diameter laboratory scale coater, and met the then existing fuel product specifications.
However, the fuel samples tested in the HRB-21, NPR-1, NPR-1A and NPR-2
capsules during 1991 and 1992 did not meet the performance goals for fission gas
release, and the evaluation of those data have led to conclusions that the fuel particle
design and the coater operating conditions must be improved for high performance
TRISO coated particles.
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Both HEU and LEU coated fuel particles were fabricated in Germany, at the HOBEG
Company, in a 240 mm diameter coater for many years through 1987 This fuel
performed well in capsule tests, as well as in the Arbeitversuchsreaktor (AVR) plant
Good performance was also shown for the German coated fuel particles in simulated
accident tests to temperatures up to 1700'C (Ref. 3).
Extended campaigns of TRISO particle production under constant conditions have not
been carried out in the US on fuel meeting specifications for low defect fractions, so
the uniformity of fuel quality has not been demonstrated
1.3

Data Needed
The TRISO coating process must be scaled up and qualified to assure that it is capable
of manufacturing kernels which comply with the fuel product specifications. Data are
needed for the completion of process specifications, the design of process equipment,
the demonstration of product quality when fabricated in full size units, and cost
information for estimation of fuel manufacturing costs in a later fuel fabrication
facility.
Test data from quality control measurements of coated particle batches are needed to
qualify the product for known process control parameters. The process equipment and
specifications must be developed such that the sensitivities of the product attributes to
the key process variables are defined quantitatively. The goals on the operational
uncertainties of the coating process are that coating batch sizes will be achieved of
>-2 kg for 19.8% enriched fissile LEU, and -5kg for fertile uranium, at a yield of
> 90% product meeting acceptance specifications. The manufacturing cost basis must
be established for TRISO coated particles. Product quality must be established within
a 95 % confidence level by a statistical process control method.
The key process parameters to be controlled are the batch size, coating temperature,
inlet gas composition and coating time for each coating layer. The product attributes
are summarized in Section 1.4. The range of process parameter variances for which
sensitivities are needed will be defined in a process development plan. The effects of
chemical impurities needs to be quantified for all feed materials and process
chemicals introduced into the process. The introduction of chemical impurities shall be
limited in all coating and transfer unit operations so that the chemical impurities
specified in the fuel product specifications will be met.
Product attribute data are needed on sample batches for the developmental and
qualification irradiation test series for candidate fuel materials.
Quality assurance of the fuel process operation and the fabrication of samples for fuel
testing must be in accordance with the requirements which support experimental data
or validation testing of "safety related" components.
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1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions

The coating process equipment must produce TRISO coated particles for the GT-MHR
which meet the acceptance criteria for properties and dimensions as defined in the
Fuel Product Specification for the GT-MHR (Ref. 4). Conditions for coater unit
operations will be defined in fuel process specifications. The coating process must be
capable of fabricating fuel meeting the following product attributes:
Value

Design Parameter

Kernel material
Kernel density, Mg/m3
Kernel enrichment, % U-235:
Fissile
Fertile
Kernel diameter, ym:
Fissile
Fertile
Buffer thickness, gm:
Fissile
Fertile
Inner PyC thickness, pm
Silicon carbide thickness, pm
Outer PyC thickness, um

UC 0 .50 1 .5

10.7

19.8 ± 0.1
Natural U
350 ±:10
500 ±:10
100 ± 10
65 + 10
35 +5
35
5
40 + 10

More detailed process conditions shall be developed to assure meeting the product
requirements as defined in applicable product specifications and tests specifications.
Sensitivity tests shall be conducted to determine the effect of key process parameters
on the product attributes. These tests shall include varying the key process parameters
over a range of [± 1.5] times the nominal flow conditions for fluids and [± 100°C] for
process temperature conditions.
2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the proposed approach are as follows:
2.1

Continue evolutionary improvements to the 240 mm developmental coater which has
been in operation at GA. Changes would be made to the coater internals to simulate
the coating conditions which resulted in good past irradiation performance. This may
require incorporating German coater design features. Fuel samples from this coater
would be the primary candidates for quantification irradiation testing.

2.2

Use Fort St. Vrain coating process technology and operating parameters.
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected design approach is to duplicate the German coater internals at GA as a first
priority, while maintaining the internals of the existing 240 mm developmental coater as a
backup Fuel samples from the German coater design would be the primary source of
materials for screening or developmental irradiation tests.
The coater equipment shall be qualified to be operational by the production of TRISO coated
particles in separate operational campaigns for the fissile and the fertile fuel. A campaign
shall include at least five batches of product, each batch of 2 kg or more, and each batch shall
meet the fuel product specifications. The fuel from these campaigns may be used in
qualification irradiation tests.
Alternative 2.1 was not chosen because of the uncertainties in meeting specifications prior to
selection of fuel samples for the next capsule irradiation test.
Alternative 2.2 was not chosen because the uranium contamination levels and the SiC defect
fractions predicted for this type of fuel would be greater than allowed by the fuel product
specifications.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Coated fuel particles shall be required for developmental capsule irradiation tests by
completion of preliminary design. Coating process conditions and process specifications shall
be established three months prior to the start of fuel manufacturing for qualification irradiation
tests.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: 1
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data. H
Importance of new data: H

3
6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position would be to install and shakedown the German coater (Alternative 2.1).
The consequence of nonexecution would be a risk of schedule delay for qualification
irradiation tests.

7.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
FUEL COMPACT FABRICATION PROCESS
DDN C.07.01.03
PLANT: GT-MHRIMulti-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The fuel compact provides a bonding medium for confining the coated fuel particles within a
defined body during assembly and reactor operation. The process development is required to
establish the process conditions for fabricating compacts which meet all product specifications,
including low defects in fuel assemblies (Ref. 1).
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Control Transport of Radionuclides from Core," Assumption: Processes are
available for manufacturing high quality fuel compacts for inclusion in prismatic fuel
elements.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Extensive experience in the production of cylindrical fuel compacts has been gained at
GA during production of Fort St. Vrain (FSV) fuel and through later process
development for the MHTGR (Ref. 2). Similar experience has been demonstrated for
spherical fuel elements with overcoated fuel particles for the German pebble bed
reactor (Ref. 3). Cylindrical fuel compacts using a similar overcoating process has
been developed in Japan (Ref. 4).
The product specifications for FSV fuel were less restrictive than the current
requirements for the GT-MHR. While much of the prior experience is of value to the
program, the process must be improved to reduce the level of defects by about a
factor of ten lower than those demonstrated during FSV production.
As part of the fuel compact development program performed for the steam cycle
MHTGR and the New Production Reactor, the compact design was modified to
incorporate a protective pyrocarbon layer over the standard 5-layer TRISO coated
particle. The protective pyrocarbon layer was intended to prevent breakage of the
coated particles during compact fabrication.
The TRISO coated particle with a protective layer and associated seal layers was
identified as a 7-layer TRISO in the HRB-21 capsule, and as an 8-layer TRISO in the
NPR-1, NPR-1A and NPR-2 capsules. Failure of coated particles was observed
during irradiation in all four of those capsules, and a primary cause is believed to be
C.07.01.03-01
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the intrusion of carbon matrix into the protective pyrocarbon layers during the
compacting operation. Because of that experience, the process has been revised to
utilize coated particles without the protective pyrocarbon layer, i.e., the standard 5
layer TRISO coated particle.
1.3

Data Needed
The fuel compact process must be scaled up and qualified to assure that it is capable
of manufacturing compacts which comply with the fuel product specifications. Data
are needed for the completion of process specifications, the design of process
equipment, the demonstration of product quality when fabricated in full size
equipment units, and cost information for estimation of fuel manufacturing costs in a
later fuel fabrication facility.
A process flow sheet, compact equipment specifications and demonstrated equipment
performance must be completed for all steps in the fuel compact process The process
parameters and the specifications must be developed to such an extent that the
sensitivities of the compact attributes to variances of the key process parameters are
known. Operational test data are needed on batch sizes, compacting times, yield of
acceptable product and quantities of fuel material recovered from scrap for further
processing. Documented product quality data are required, with the quality established
within a 95% confidence level by statistical process control methods in qualification
campaigns.
The key process parameters to be controlled are the batch sizes, matrix injection
temperature and pressure, heat treatment temperature, levels of impurities in system
fluids, and times for each process step. The product attributes are described in
Section 1.4. The range of process variances for which sensitivities are needed will be
defined in a process development plan.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing of fuel components which will be classified a "safety related."

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
Conditions for fuel compact fabrication will be defined in fuel process specifications.
The compacting process must be capable of fabricating fuel meeting the following
product attributes, as specified in the fuel product specification (Ref. 5)"
Value

Design Parameter
Nominal diameter, mm
Nominal length, mm
Heavy metal contamination fraction
SiC defect fraction
Fuel particle packing fraction range
C.07.01 03-02

12.45
49.3
[1 x 10-5]
[5 x 10-5 ]
[TBD]
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More detailed product requirements and process conditions shall be defined in
applicable product specifications. Sensitivity tests shall include varying the key
process parameters over a range of [± 1.3] times the nominal flow conditions for
fluids and [± 100°C] for process temperature conditions.
2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the proposed approach are as follows:

3.

2.1

Utilize FSV process, and accept fuel compacts with higher levels of damaged coated
fuel particles. With this alternative, some modifications would be required to the
reactor design conditions, with a need to accept higher levels of fission product
release to the reactor primary coolant circuit.

2.2

Utilize a German or Japanese concept with overcoating and a resin based matrix.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to develop the specifications, procedures and equipment to fabricate
the fuel compacts by an improved injection molding process. The strategy is to modify the
FSV process to improve the control of pressures, temperatures, injection rates, ejection forces
and heat treatment conditions to avoid damage to coated fuel particles. Modifications must be
sufficient to meet the GT-MHR specifications.
The alternative 2.1 approach was not selected because of the uncertainty in being able to meet
the reactor performance requirements without a pressurized secondary containment, and the
risk of delays at the time of construction of a fuel fabrication facility.
The alternative 2.2 approach was not selected because this concept has severe limitations on
the volume available for coated fuel particles in the fuel compact, and this limits the power
density or the fuel lifetime in the reactor core.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Fuel compacts shall be required for developmental capsule irradiation tests by completion of
preliminary design. Fuel compact process conditions and process specifications shall be
established three months prior to the start of fuel manufacturing for qualification irradiation
tests.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: 1
Cost Benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H
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6

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position would be to accept the alternative 2.1 approach. The consequences of
nonexecution would be a risk of inadequate performance of qualification fuel, the potential for
a requirement to add a pressurized secondary containment to the reactor plant, and potential
schedule delays in demonstrating the fuel for a first reactor plant.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
QUALITY CONTROL TEST TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT
DDN C.07.01.04
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The fuel for the GT-MHR must have low levels of as-manufactured defects, as well as
properties that ensure the structural integrity of the coated particles will be maintained during
irradiation. Improved QC techniques are needed to demonstrate that the GT-MHR fuel will
meet the stringent quality requirements with high confidence. Further, the QC techniques
must be automated to improve the reproducibility and decrease the time required for
measurements, consistent with the production plant requirements.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumption
"Control Radionuclide Transport from Core," Assumption: Processes are available
for manufacturing high quality fuel kernels, coatings and compacts for inclusion in
prismatic fuel elements.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
At present, the QC techniques available for inspection and testing of GT-MHR fuel
components are essentially the methods used for inspection of Fort St. Vrain (FSV)
fuel (Ref. 1). Many of these methods employ technologies which are inherently time
consuming and labor intensive. Although adequate for inspection of small quantities
of fuel in support of fuel development activities, these techniques require improvement
for use in a fuel production facility. The extent of automation of most of the existing
methods is minimal currently. One measurement which has been automated is the
examination of coated fuel particle batches for missing buffer layers, as determined by
image analysis of x-ray photos.
The sensitivity of the burn-leach test, which is the primary method to measure defects
in the SiC coating layers, is limited by gas and liquid transport through pores in the
coatings. As the quality of the fuel is improved, the relative contribution from
smaller defects becomes more significant. A need has been demonstrated for a more
sensitive technique than burn-leach to measure the levels of SiC defect fractions in
fuel compacts.
The program in Germany for the development of TRISO coated fuel particles in
pebble elements for the High Temperature Reactor included techniques to characterize
C.07.01.04-01
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the fuel quality (Ref. 2) This work included the development of techniques to
measure the microstructure of SiC and PyC on developmental fuel. Similar
developmental methods have been continued in Japan in support of the High
Temperature Test Reactor.
The examination in the U.S of irradiated fuel samples which failed during the
MHTGR and NPR capsule irradiation tests has shown that some product attributes not
previously measured need to be characterized more completely. These attributes are
the SiC strength, SiC microstructure, PyC microstructure and PyC permeability Fuel
meeting the low as-manufactured defect fractions of the GT-MHR fuel has been
previously manufactured, but much of this fuel has performed poorly during
irradiation testing.
The evaluation of the fuel failure in past irradiation capsule tests has indicated that the
improvement in fuel performance required for the GT-MHR must come primarily
from fundamental improvements in the fuel product and process specifications.
However, improved QC techniques will also be needed to demonstrate compliance
with the fuel specifications
13

Data Needed
Qualified and documented procedures are needed for characterizing the fuel using
improved inspection techniques, including the following specific approaches:
1.

More efficient methods are needed to perform measurements which are now
performed manually, including automated image analysis measurement
techniques for the fraction of particles with fuel dispersion, the fraction with
missing coatings, the coating thicknesses, the carbide content of individual
fuel kernels, and for dimensional and surface condition inspection of fuel
compacts.

2.

A more sensitive SiC defect detection method is needed than the burn-leach
technique, which needs to be capable of measuring defects of less than one
micron size.

3

Techniques are needed for detection of non spatial SiC defects (e.g., low local
strength, poor microstructure or internal flaws), the candidates for which
include a SiC strength test, optical measurements and x-ray measurements

4.

An improved method is needed for directly measuring the permeability of the
IPyC coating layer, for which the candidates include gaseous HC1 leaching
and methylene iodide intrusion.

5

An improved method is needed for characterizing the microstructures of the
IPyC and the OPyC layers, the results of which can be correlated with
irradiation performance.
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6.

A method is needed for quantitatively measuring the matrix intrusion into the
OPyC coatings within fuel compacts.

Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing which is "safety related".
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The qualified procedures for fuel characterization must be capable of measuring the
following product attributes to the requirements of the fuel product specification
(Ref. 3):

Quality Requirements
Missing or defective SiC
Heavy metal (HM) contamination
Total fraction HM outside SiC
Missing or defective IPyC
Missing or defective buffer layer
Missing or defective OPyC
2.

Fraction Fissile or Fertile
Mean, at 95 %
95 % Conf. that
Confidence
•55% of Fuel Exceeds
_•5 x
_• 1 x
•56 x
•54 x
_ 1x
_• 1 x

10"5
10-5
10-5
10-5
10-5

10-4

1 x 10-4
2 x 101.2 x 10-1
1 x 10-4
2 x 10-5
< 1 x 10-2

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The alternative to the proposed approach is to use existing techniques which were largely
developed for characterizing Fort St. Vrain fuel. The alternative approach would require a
greater reliance on process controls to ensure that the fuel product will meet the product
specifications.

3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to procure new equipment as required and to develop QC technique
improvements for the characterization of coated particle fuels in compacted bodies.
Documentation will be prepared for qualifying the improved equipment, and detailed
procedures will be written for performing all QC tests. Fuel samples for irradiation tests will
be inspected using the improved techniques.
The alternative for characterization techniques was not selected because it would result in a
higher risk of fuel failure during irradiation. The selected approach is based on utilizing
product-based specifications to the greatest extent achievable, as opposed to process-based
specifications for controlling product properties.
The selection of more automated techniques was made to reduce the inspection delay and the
costs for QC measurements in a production facility. The automation development can be
achieved after the characterization of fuel for qualification tests.
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4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
The improved characterization techniques shall be in place to assure that they can be utilized
in time to characterize the fuel for qualification irradiation tests. The procedures for
characterizing test fuel must be completed three months prior to the start of fabrication of the
qualification test fuel The improved automated image analysis techniques are needed three
months prior to the proof testing of fuel.

5

PRIORITY
Urgency: 1
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data. H
Importance of new data- H

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position would be to use the techniques developed for the Fort St. Vrain fuel
production, along with some improvements made in fuel process controls. The consequence
of this action would be to increase the risk that the fuel would not be adequate to meet the
performance requirements, with a probable increase in radionuclide releases from a reactor
core The implication for the reactor design is that a pressurized secondary containment may
become necessary.
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FUEL PRODUCT RECYCLE DEVELOPMENT
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PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
In order to have a fully qualified fuel manufacturing process, techniques must be developed to
recover or dispose of uranium material generated during each manufacturing step and to
convert radioactive waste streams for re-use or disposal. The recovered uranium material will
be recycled into the manufacturing processes.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Control Transport of Radionuclides from Core," Assumption: Processes are
available for manufacturing high quality kernels, coatings and fuel compacts for
inclusion in prismatic fuel elements.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The recovery of uranium from materials in process was demonstrated in the US
during the manufacture of Fort St. Vrain fuel, when process units were developed to
recover highly enriched uranium on a continuous basis. The experience applicable to
the crushing and dissolving of out-of-specification TRISO coated particles to recover
the fuel is extensive, including data from fuel reprocessing developmental tests under
a DOE program in the 1970s (Ref. 1).
Each of the steps for fuel fabrication, from kernels through fuel compacts, will
generate substantial quantities of liquid and solid waste products. For example, in the
kernel gelation step, about 500 liters (130 gal) of contaminated liquid is generated for
each kilogram of UCO kernels.

1.3

Data Needed
Process flow sheets and the demonstration of operational procedures must be
completed to recover recycle uranium from reject fuel for each step in the manu
facture of fuel for the GT-MHR. In order to provide adequate accountability for
uranium material, improved software and procedures must be developed to provide
real time data on the quantities of uranium in all process streams.
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Besides the process systems and equipment, improved software and procedures must
be developed to provide real time data on the distribution of SNM in the waste
effluents.
All fuel process fabrication operations must include methods to identify mixed waste
streams and features to minimize the risks for mixing uranium with poorly controlled
waste materials.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The uranium recovery units must be sized to support process units having minimum
batch sizes of two kg of uranium in any unit, and for a minimum throughput of 5 kg
per day. The process yield for acceptable product must be _>90% in any single
recovery step, and the total losses of uranium must be not greater than 0.5 % of the
input, based on accounting for all quantities in the acceptable product, the in-process
losses and the portion recovered from scrap

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
An alternative to the proposed approach is to use fuel recovery and materials control
procedures which are more nearly the same as those developed for production of Fort St
Vram fuel.

3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The development approach will include improving the process methods to recover uranium
from fuel components, preparation of process and equipment specifications and flowsheets,
and operation of a pilot scale demonstration unit
The selected approach will include developing process methods to reduce the volumes of
waste streams, preparation of process flowsheets and equipment specifications, and operation
of a pilot scale waste processing unit.
The alternative was not selected because the Fort St. Vrain process was for carbide fuels, and
it did not require large liquid side streams which are characteristic of gelation type processes.
Also, at the time of Fort St. Vram the requirements for rapid evaluations of special nuclear
material inventories were less stringent than in current regulations.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
The processes for recovering uranium must be available, and all procedures documented,
three months prior to the start of fabrication of proof test fuel.
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5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: 2
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: M
Importance of new data: M

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The alternative approach would need to be pursued, with some increase in risk of schedule
delays.
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Young, D. T., "Fluidized Combustion of Particles in Reprocessing HTGR Fuel,"
document No. GA-A14327, March 1977.
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COATING MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The TRISO coatings determine GT-MHR fuel quality. Fuel performance depends upon the
mechanical and thermal properties of pyrocarbon and silicon carbide. These material proper
ties, and their variation under irradiation, depend in turn upon the microstructure, which was
established during coating deposition. A fundamental understanding of the coatings reduces
the risk in fuel design and permits scaling the fuel processing parameters to production
quantities.
Methods for predicting stresses in coatings of TRISO coated particles under irradiation and
for predicting the probability of fracture of each coating layer have been developed for use in
design of particles for MHRs. These models require data on the mechanical properties of the
kernels and each coating layer under irradiation.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles". Assumption: Processes are available for
manufacturing oxide-based high-integrity coated fuel particles.
"Retain Radionuclides with Particle Coatings", Assumption: Processes are available
for depositing high-integrity coatings on oxide-based fuel kernels.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Pyrolytic silicon carbide is polycrystalline, while pyrocarbons consist of semi
crystalline materials. The microstructure of the coatings determines the material
properties, such as strength, elasticity, and the ability to retain fission products.
Certain features of pyrocarbons, such as porosity and isotropy of crystallite orienta
tion, are strongly related to the probability of coating failure under irradiation. The
literature on pyrocarbon and silicon carbide material properties was reviewed for the
NPR project (Ref. 1). Many mechanical measurements have been performed on cer
tain materials at room temperature, but some uncertainty applies to their use for the
particular coatings under reactor conditions. Very little data was found for well
characterized, irradiated materials, and some measurements were contradictory.
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Several analytical models to predict the mechanical behavior of coated particles under
irradiation have been developed These models calculate the coating stress distribution
generated during irradiation of particles having a known distribution of coating
dimensions and mechanical properties. Monte-Carlo codes calculate the expected
probability of "pressure-vessel" failures in a statistical sample of TRISO-coated fuel
particles during normal operation. The PISA model uses a one-dimensional finite
element method with a spherically symmetric formulation designed to perform a
thermal-stress history analysis of irradiated fuel particles. This model allows the
performance of simultaneous thermal and stress history analysis of an arbitrary fuel
particle under user specified irradiation conditions. The viscoelastic behavior of
pyrolytic carbon including the creep effects on irradiation induced strains can be
modeled
In order for these models to predict particle failure probabilities, the material proper
ties over the range of conditions present in the GT-MHR core must be known
Currently, the strength of the SiC layer is established primarily from data on unirra
diated SiC, and there is only limited information on the effects of fast fluence, but a
lower than measured strength is assumed to account for fast fluence effects. The
Weibull modulus used in the codes is for unirradiated SiC. Material property correla
tions for pyrocarbons under irradiation have been developed, but the uncertainties are
excessively large.
1.3

Data Needed
The necessary data for fuel design and performance modeling are the mechanical and
thermal properties of irradiated pyrocarbon and silicon carbide samples. Since these
properties depend upon the coatings' microstructure, material details must be under
stood. The bulk density, porosity distribution, and crystallite anisotropy have been
used to characterize the microstructure of pyrocarbons, as measured by techniques
such as mercury porosimetry, sink/float density, small-angle X-ray scattering, gas
permeation, X-ray diffraction, optical polarimetry, SEM, and TEM The bulk density,
impurity phases, porosity distribution, and grain size distribution have been used to
characterize the microstructure of SiC coatings, as measured by techniques such as
small-angle X-ray scattering, X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, SEM, and TEM.
Such microstructure information provides the key to understand the bulk material
properties. A method must be found that best correlates coating performance to as
manufactured properties.
The fuel design and specification requires information relating observed coating
performance to initial coating properties. For pyrocarbons, the failure fraction of
IPyC and OPyC coatings are needed as a function of fluence at temperature. These
data provide the basis to select the pyrocarbon characteristics for the fuel specifica
tion. For silicon carbide, coating strength as a function of fluence at temperature and
fission product transport behavior are needed. Data are needed over a range of
exposure conditions that encompass the reactor operating envelope, which enables
reliable data interpolation and the identification of coating strength correlations.
C.07 02.01-02
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The current fuel particle performance models require data from samples irradiated
isothermally and measured at high temperatures. The specific information for well
characterized material appears in Table 1.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test specifica
tion, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN (in
Section 1.4) for illustration only. Data for the reactor design may be obtained from
reduced-scale tests to be planned by the technology organization.
A data base is needed which encompasses a range of operating conditions for normal
operation service of Section 1.4. Where appropriate for mechanical testing samples,
inert TRISO particles may be used, but only fueled particles will experience the
complete stresses and creep of GT-MHR fuel.
The tests for material strength should consider the effects of sample preparation and
sample size, as well as the time scale of the test. The failure of brittle materials
originates in flaws, either distributed through the sample volume or concentrated on
the surface. The distribution of flaws determines the manner in which test results are
applied to the particle design. It is thought that crack growth under tension affects the
strength of certain high temperature ceramics. A long-term test with SiC under tension
can reveal if short-term test rest results, such as brittle ring fracture, apply to the
particle mechanics.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on uncer
tainties will be defined in the test specification.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in the DDN for illustrative purposes only.
When the test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those
test documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN. The illustrative test
conditions appear in Table 2.
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Table 1
PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA REQUIRED FOR PYROCARBONS AND PYROLYTIC SiC

Pyrocarbon

a-Silicon Carbide

Elastic moduli (tangential & radial)
Poisson ratio
Weibull modulus and scale factor
Dimensional change under restraint
Shear moduli
Buffer porosity and free volume
Irradiation-induced crystallite reorientation

C.07.02 01-04

Elastic moduli
Poisson ratio
Weibull modulus and scale factor
Irradiation-induced linear expansion
Thermal expansivity
Thermal conductivity
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Table 2
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter

Value

Sample Preparation

Sample configuration

Fuel compacts, fuel particles, or
inert particles

Sample irradiation temperature
Heat up temperature, max.
Fast neutron fluence
Irradiation time(b)

[800-14000C](a)
1600 0 C
2
[0 - >4.2 x 1025n/m ]

Sample Strain/stress Measurement
Measurement temperature
Sample stress
Measurement time

> 140 effective full-power days in the
reactor
[800-1400oCI(a)
TBD(c)
TBD(d)

(a)

The range includes the maximum instantaneous temperature, plus an allowance for
uncertainties.

(b)

An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will not
be more than 7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the
GT-MHR.

(c)

The applied stress depends upon the particular experimental design.

(d)

While laboratory testing will provide useful information, a long-term stress test is necessary to
establish the importance of crack growth.
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2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are

3.

2 1

Use only macroscopic properties, such as density, to characterize coating quality.

2.2

Purchase fuel characterization data.

2.3

Base fuel performance models on data from unirradiated materials with significant
derating to account for irradiation effects.

2.4

Develop empirical fuel performance models for reference fuel under fixed scenarios of
normal operation and design basis events.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected design approach initiates a development effort, which includes preparing,
irradiating and evaluating special test samples and coated particles to obtain the data needed
for design
Alternative 2.1 would likely result in fuel performance uncertainties when scaling up coater
dimensions and batch sizes to production quantities.
Alternative 2.2 might increase fuel production costs and have application limits
Alternative 2.3 would likely result in fuel performance uncertainties in excess of the [4x]
predictive accuracy goal.
Alternative 2 4 would require significant testing and cost, and result in significant fuel
performance uncertainties under sub-normal operation and non-design basis events

4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design

5

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 1
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data- H
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6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position is to use a previously developed particle design made with established
process parameters and equipment. This position will increase the probability that fuel
performance requirements will not be satisfied. In addition, a particle with coating charac
teristics designed to withstand all irradiation conditions unnecessarily increases fuel manu
facturing and reactor life cycle costs. Alternatively, the fuel life may be shortened to meet the
fuel performance requirements.

7.
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DATE 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
DEFECTIVE PARTICLE PERFORMANCE DATA
DDN C.07.02.02
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
Failure of defective particles (particles with as-manufactured defects) is predicted to be a
major contributor to fission product release from the GT-MHR core during normal operation
and postulated accidents. Single-effects data on the performance of defective particles are
needed to refine fuel particle performance models.
1.1

Summary of Functions/Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference fuel failure
models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure under normal operation and transient
conditions to within a factor of [4x] at 95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles,"
Assumption: Reference fuel failure models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure
during core heatup transients to within a factor of [TBD] at 95 % confidence.
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: Adequate data is available to predict
fuel performance under transient conditions.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Indirect performance data exist for TRISO-coated fuel particles with variable levels of
assorted defects. These indirect data and fundamental material properties have been
used to derive analytical models which predict failure of particles with one or more
defective layers. The model uncertainty in failure fractions for defective particles is
4x, single standard deviation (Ref. 1).

1.3

Data Needed
Particle performance test data on irradiated defective particles are needed including
the retention of fission products under reactor conditions for normal operation and
design-basis events. The coating failure fractions provide some information to estimate
or bound the performance, especially if the performance of failed defective particles
can be characterized. The defects of interest are:
C.07.02.02-01
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*
•
0
*

Missing buffer coatings
Missing or defective SiC coatings with intact OPyC
Missing or failed OPyC coatings
Heavy metal dispersion in the buffer coating (IPyC defects)

Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test speci
fication, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN
(Section 1.4) for illustrative purposes. The testing should include isothermal fuel
irradiations to provide the best continuous data on fuel performance. The test matrix
temperatures should span the range from the average to maximum expected tempera
tures for the GT-MHR. The test fuel's maximum burnup and fast fluence should
bound the GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. Data from a fuel experiencing
different ratios of thermal to fast flux are needed to separate the effects of burnup and
fast fluence. Data may be obtained from reduced-scale tests to be planned by the
technology organization.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on uncer
tainties will be defined in the test specification. For planning purposes, data should
provide a technically sound basis for deriving performance models for predicting the
probability of failure of defective particles so that the observed failure at 95%
confidence is within 4X of failure predicted at 50% confidence.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components
14

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1. When the test specifications and
test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test documents shall prevail over
those indicated in the DDN.
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter

Value

Fuel sample configuration
Fuel Temperature; as controlled for
hottest compact volume average
temperature in a purged cell (± 50°C)
Maximum instantaneous local fuel
temperature during test

Defective fuel compacts and fuel particles(a)
[<10%]
[800-1400°C](b)
Peak shall be _ 150 0 C above the instantaneous
cell volume average, with an absolute limit
of 1500'C

Fuel burnup for fission gas release data
Fast neutron fluence
Helium coolant pressure
Coolant oxidant level
Irradiation time

[0, 2, 4 & 6.5] Fertile FIMA
[0, 10, 20 & 26 %] Fissile FIMA(c)
Fast fluence should reach maximum of
4.7 x 1025 n/m2 at peak fissile
burnup of [2 6 %](d)
).1 MPa (1 atm)(e)

< 70 Pa (700 /atm)]( 0
> 140 effective full-power days in the
reactor(g)

(a)The fuel compacts may contain a known fraction of the desired defective fuel particles.
(b)The range includes the maximum instantaneous temperature, plus an allowance for uncertainties
including measurement and calculation uncertainties and control variations.
(C)The burnup values are representative of new fuel (0), maximum fertile particle (6), values for
substantial German test data (10), value reached by 90% of fissile particles (20), and near the
maximum for fissile particles (26).
(d)Such tests bound the predicted GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. An auxilairy test at a
different reactor location to a maximum fast fluence of 2 with similar burnups may separate the
effects of burnup and fluence.
(e)Irradiation tests at full reactor system pressures would require an in-pile loop, which is judged to
be too complex for the cost and schedule acceptable to the GT-MHR program.
(f)Specific tests at impurity level within this limit may be described in later Test Specifications. This
value provides a basis for planning the type of components needed in the capsule facility to control
the impurity levels.
(g)An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will be not
more than 7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the GT-MHR.
C.07.02.02-03
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2

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are.

3.

2.1

Predict the performance of defective particles with present models derived from
fundamental materials properties and design for the predicted high failure rates of
defective particles

2.2

Assume all defective particles fail immediately in design, adjust fuel quality
specification

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Acquire gaseous and metallic fission product release data from TRISO fuel particles with
missing or defective layers and update the defective particle performance models to be
consistent with the expanded data base. The data are expected to confirm the indications from
FSV that the failure rates of defective particles are less than predicted with the existing
models
Alternatives 2 1 and 2.2 were not selected because they would result in too much
conservatism in performance prediction, with costly fuel quality specification or reactor design
changes needed to achieve the required degree of fission products control

4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design.

5

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: I
Cost benefit M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: M

6

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position is to rely on existing models for predicting the performance of defective
fuel particles. The consequence is expected to be a higher failure fraction prediction than will
actually be observed. Unnecessary conservatism in the performance models will result in
unnecessarily stringent fuel product specifications or costly reactor design changes
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
THERMOCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE DATA FOR FUEL
DDN C.07.02.03
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
Certain thermochemical phenomena have been identified which establish the ultimate thermal
performance limits of TRISO particles; these include: (1) kernel migration, (2) fission
product/SiC coating interactions, and (3) thermal decomposition of the SiC coating. All of
these phenomena are expected to occur in TRISO-coated UCO fuel at sufficiently high
temperatures, high thermal gradients and long times; the kinetics of these performance
limiting phenomena need to be quantified for reference UCO particles to establish thermo
chemical performance models for GT-MHR core design and safety analysis.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference fuel failure
models are sufficiently accurate to within a factor of [4x] at 95 % confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles,"
Assumption: Reference fuel failure models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure
during core heatup transients to within a factor of [TBD] at 95 % confidence.
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: Adequate data is available to predict
fuel performance under transient conditions.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Kernel migration, the migration of a fuel kernel up a thermal gradient at high
temperatures, can eventually cause the failure of the TRISO coating system if the
kernel contacts the SiC coating. This phenomenon is strongly dependent upon the
kernel composition and has been observed in U, Th and Pu fuels with both oxide- and
carbide-based kernels. For kernel migration to occur, both high temperatures and high
thermal gradients are required for extended time periods (e.g., kernel migration does
not occur even at very high temperatures under core heatup conditions because the
thermal gradients are too small). Kernel migration rates are characterized by a
"kernel migration coefficient" (KMC) which is exponentially temperature dependent;
these coefficients have been measured for a number of kernels, including U0 2 ,
C.07.02.03-01
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(U,Th)C 2 , and ThC 2 . No significant UCO kernel migration has ever been observed in
PIE (Ref 1)
Fission product/SiC interactions appear to occur in all TRISO-coated fuel particles at
sufficiently high temperatures and thermal gradients. Two classes of fission products
have been implicated in the apparent corrosion of the SiC coatings by fission
products: (1) lanthanide metals and (2) noble metals, principally Pd. The magnitude of
this attack appears to depend upon kernel composition. With carbide-based kernels,
the lanthanide metals are mobile, and they have been observed to attack the SiC
coating on the hotter side of the particle. With oxide-based kernels, the lanthanides
are retained in the kernel as stable oxides, but fission product/SiC reactions are still
observed; Pd and other noble metals are typically implicated, and the mode of attack
appears to be pitting or "worm-holing" in contrast to the broad-front attack by La
metals Large particle-to-particle variability is observed for each of these corrosion
phenomena. The current models of fission product/SiC interactions do not describe
previous observations adequately.
The thermal decomposition of SiC into its elemental constituents occurs in all TRISO
coated particles at sufficiently high temperatures (> - 1800 C) The rate of thermal
decomposition of bare unirradiated SiC has been determined by direct measurements
at KFA, however, the applicability of these data to irradiated SiC coatings, especially
those protected by intact OPyC layers, is questionable.
1.3

Data Needed
Kernel migration rates are required for TRISO-coated UCO particles as a function of
temperature, thermal gradient, time and kernel composition.
The rates of fission product/SiC interactions need to be determined as a function of
temperature, thermal gradient, time and, if appropriate, kernel composition and
irradiation history It is particularly important to separate the temperature and thermal
gradient dependencies and to determine the time dependence because these variables
are of particular importance in extrapolating the results of relatively short, accelerated
irradiation tests to predict in-core performance which is characterized by lower
thermal gradients but longer times.
The rates of thermal degradation of irradiated TRISO particles under core heatup
conditions need to be determined as a function of temperature, thermal gradient, time
and, if appropriate, kernel composition and irradiation history The appropriateness
of using cesium release as the exclusive indicator of SiC failure needs to be con
firmed
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test
specification, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN
(Section 1.4) for illustration only. The testing should include isothermal fuel irradia
tions to provide the best continuous data on fuel performance The test matrix
C 07.02.03-02
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temperatures should span the range from the average to maximum expected
temperatures for the GT-MHR. The test fuel's maximum burnup and fast fluence
should bound the GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. Data from fuel experiencing
different ratios of thermal to fast flux are needed to separate the effects of burnup and
fast fluence. Data may be obtained from reduced-scale tests to be planned by the
technology organization.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on
uncertainties will be defined in the test specification.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table I for illustrative purposes only. When
the test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are:

3.

2.1

Use the current thermochemical fuel performance models, which have large
uncertainties.

2.2

Use PIE data from fuel qualification tests and thermal models to determine extent of
kernel migration, fission product/SiC attack and SiC decomposition in LEU fissile and
NU fertile UCO particles.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected design approach is Alternative 2.2, which provides some useful data for fuel
modeling at low incremental cost. Kernel migration has never been observed in UCO, and the
recent NPR irradiations to high burnup did not detect significant internal SiC corrosion.
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter

Value

Fuel sample configuration
Fuel Temperature; as controlled for
hottest compact volume average
temperature in a purged cell (± 50'C)
Maximum instantaneous local fuel
temperature during test
Fuel burnup for fission gas release data
Fast neutron fluence

Fuel compacts
[800- 1400°CI(a)

Peak shall be •< 150'C above the instantaneous
cell volume average, with an absolute limit
of 1500'C
[0, 2, 4 & 6.5] Fertile FIMA
[0, 10, 20 & 26 %] Fissile FIMAc°)
Fast fluence should reach maximum of
4 7 x 1025 n/m 2 at peak fissile burnup of
[26]% (c)

Helium coolant pressure
Coolant oxidant level
Irradiation time

0.1 MPa (1 atm)(d)
[< 70 Pa (700 uatm)](e)
> 140 effective full-power days in the
reactor(O

(a)The range includes the maximum instantaneous temperature, plus an allowance for uncertainties
including measurement and calculation uncertainties and control variations.
(b)The burnup values are representative of new fuel (0), maximum fertile particle (6.4), values for
substantial German test data (10), value reached by 90% of fissile particles (20), and near the
maximum for fissile particles (26)
(c)Such tests bound the predicted GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope An auxiliary test at a
different reactor location to a maximum fast fluence of 2 with similar burnups may separate the
effects of burnup and fluence.
(d)Irradiation tests at full reactor system pressures would require an in-pile loop, which is judged to
be too complex for the cost and schedule acceptable to the GT-MHR program.
(e)Specific tests at impurity level within this limit may be described in later Test Specifications.
This value provides a basis for planning the type of components needed in the capsule facility to
control the impurity levels.
(0 An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will be not
more than 7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the GT-MHR
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If the fuel qualification tests demonstrate thermochemical problems, then particle irradiations
under isothermal conditions may be necessary for more accurate thermochemical rate data.
Alternative 2.1 may result in fuel failure uncertainties for the GT-MHR in excess of the 4X
predictive accuracy goal.
4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design.

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 2
Cost benefit: L
Uncertainty in existing data: M
Importance of new data: L

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
Alternative 2.1 along with a more conservative fuel and core design to account for the
uncertainties in the current thermochemical performance models. Failure to fully exploit the
high-temperature performance capability of TRISO-coated fuel particles may necessitate a
more conservative fuel and core design, which could include unnecessarily restrictive limits
on fuel temperatures during normal operation and core conduction cooldown transients.
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
FUEL COMPACT THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
DDN C.07.02.04
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The thermophysical properties of unirradiated and irradiated (under normal operating
conditions) reference fuel compacts need to be characterized to support the validation of the
core design methods for determining the distribution of thermal stresses and temperatures in
the fuel compacts.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Maintain Fuel Compact Thermal Stability," Assumption: An adequate thermal
properties database shall be established for fuel compacts to characterize thermal
phenomena during irradiation.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Data was obtained from measurements of thermal expansion and conductivity and heat
capacity for HTGR fuel rods at General Atomics from the ongoing MHR programs.
Other tests have been performed on irradiated reference-type fuel compacts to
determine thermal conductivity versus macroporosity. However, this database is very
small and scattered (Ref. 1).

1.3

Data Needed
Heat capacity, thermal expansion and thermal conductivity are required as a function
of shim content, matrix density, fast neutron fluence and temperature (and if appro
priate, coolant impurities) to generate the fuel performance models.
The data will be obtained from both unirradiated and irradiated fuel compacts
containing GT-MHR reference TRISO-coated particles. Simulated fuel compacts
containing unfueled TRISO-coated particles rather than fuel particles may be used.
An in-pile thermal conductivity experiment may be used. In addition, the effect of
off-normal conditions on thermal conductivity of compacts should also be determined.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test speci
fication, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN
C.07.02.04-01
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(Section 1 4) for illustration only. Data may be obtained from reduced-scale tests to
be planned by the technology organization.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on uncer
tainties will be defined in the test specification For planning purposes, data are
required as a function of shim content, matrix density, fast neutron fluence and
temperature (and if appropriate, coolant impurities) to validate the fuel performance
methods at a 95 % statistical confidence level
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1. When the test specifications and
test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test documents shall prevail over
those indicated in the DDN A test matrix with required limits encompasses normal
operating conditions.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are:
2 1

3

Use the existing database, and add design margins to account for the uncertainties.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to generate thermophysical properties data, including thermal
expansion, conductivity and heat capacity, for a statistically significant number of fuel
compacts This data is required because the existing data have high uncertainties

4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design.

5

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency- 2
Cost benefit. M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: M
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter

Value

Sample Preparation

Irradiation temperature
Fast neutron fluence
Coolant impurity levels(b)
CO
Co 2
H20
H2
Irradiation duration(c)

[800-1400oC](a)
[0- > 4.7 x 1025 n/m2]
[0-70 Pa (700 patm)]
[0-30 Pa (300 /atm)]
[0-30 Pa (300 patm)]
[0-140 Pa (1400 patm)]
720 EFPD

Sample Measurement
Measurement temperature
Measurement atmosphere

[800--1400°C](a)
He @ 0.1 MPa

(a)The range includes the maximum instantaneous temperature, plus an allowance for uncertainties.
(b)The ranges for direct measurements include the maximum expected concentrations, plus an
allowance of a factor of two.
(c)Since chemical reactions depend upon time at temperature, the most conservative approach allows
for no acceleration. In case the irradiation and corrosion effects do not couple, sample irradiations
may be accelerated.
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6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position is to rely on alternative 2. 1, where a more conservative fuel and core
design must account for the large uncertainties in the current thermochemical performance
models Failure to exploit the high temperature capabilities of the TRISO fuel particles will
necessitate a more conservative fuel and core design, which could include unnecessarily
restrictive limits on fuel temperatures during normal operation and core conduction cooldown
transients.
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NORMAL OPERATION FUEL PERFORMANCE VALIDATION DATA
DDN C.07.02.05
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The failure of reference LEU fissile and NU fertile fuel particles in fuel compacts must be
limited to levels that meet core fission product release criteria. The integrated methods
(SURVEY) used to predict failure rates of coatings on reference particles under normal
irradiation conditions must be validated to provide the necessary confidence in core design.
The models and data used to design coated particles must be validated. The validation data
must be independent from data used to develop the original fuel performance models.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles," Assumptions: Reference fuel failure
models will be accurate to within [4x] at 95 % confidence.
"Control Transport of Radionuclides from Core," Assumption: Validated methods and
data will be available to adequately assess fuel failure, fission product transport, and
release from the reactor system.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The Fuel Design Data Manual contains models for coating performance and release of
fission gases from exposed kernels (Ref. 1). The failure prediction of normal and
defective particles is uncertain within 4x, single standard deviation. The fission gas
R/B is uncertain to 2x and 2.5x for Kr-85m and Xe-133 at 1100°C, respectively.
The current fuel performance models and data are based to a large extent on previous
experience with fuel having from 10 to 100 times greater defects and heavy metal
contamination than allowed by the specifications for GT-MHR fuel. The current data
are based largely on capsule tests HRB-14, HRB-15A, HRB-15B, HRB-16, HRB-17,
HRB-18, HRB-21, HFR-B1 and R2-K13 on U.S. fuel, and on data from the German
program on lower enrichment fuel tested by KFA-Jiilich (Ref. 2). The performance
model agreed with Fort St. Vrain fission gas release within a factor of two. Earlier
capsule irradiation data for UCO/ThO 2 differ from predictions by about 10x.
Test results from the HRB-21 tests and from companion tests of HEU fuels under the
New Production Reactor Program showed that higher failure rates than reactor design
values had occurred. The model cannot handle unconsidered failure mechanisms. The
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current data base for fuels to the burnup and fast neutron exposures of the GT-MHR
are on samples which would be inadequate for the reactor design
13

Data Needed
The complete characterization of the fuel samples prior to irradiation is needed. The
fission gas release and temperature as a function of time during each irradiation is
required to determine in-pile performance. The samples require detailed PIE charac
terization. Dimensions, physical integrity and the microstructure, chemical phase
composition and fission product distribution as determined by microscopic examina
tion are needed. The thermal and nuclear history of specific irradiation tests must be
quantified. These data will determine the failure fraction, fission product retention and
failure mechanisms of particles and the irradiation behavior of TRISO-coated LEU
fissile and NU fertile fuel particles.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test speci
fication, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN
(Section 1 4) for illustration only. The testing should include isothermal fuel irradia
tions to provide the best continuous data on fuel performance. The test matrix tem
peratures should span the range from the average to maximum expected temperatures
for the GT-MHR. The test fuel's maximum burnup and fast fluence should bound the
GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. Data from fuel experiencing different ratios of
thermal to fast flux are needed to separate the effects of burnup and fast fluence
Data may be obtained from reduced-scale tests to be planned by the technology
organization. The plan should include varying the neutron flux to study the effects of
accelerated in-pile testing on the results.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on
uncertainties will be defined in the test specification These data are needed to validate
that the observed failure at 95% confidence is within [4x] of the 50% confidence
failure predicted by the fuel performance methods which are used for core design.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1. When the test specifications and
test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test documents shall prevail over
those indicated in the DDN.
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter
Fuel sample configuration
Fuel Temperature for steady-state R/B;
as controlled for hottest compact volume
average temperature in a purged cell (± 50'C)
Maximum instantaneous local fuel
temperature during test
Radionuclides for R/B
Radionuclides for correlation with
Kr & Xe release
Fuel burnup for fission gas release data
Fast neutron fluence for fission gas
release data
Helium coolant pressure
Coolant oxidant level
Irradiation time

Value
Full scale fuel compacts
Test at [700, 850, 1000,
1150 and 1250°C1(a)
Peak shall be _•150°C above the instantaneous
cell volume average, with an absolute limit of 1400 0 C
Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88
Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-138
Te-129, Te-131, 1-131
[0, 2, 4 & 6.5] Fertile FIMA
[0, 10, 20 & 26 %] Fissile FIMA(b)
Fast fluence should reach a maximum of
4.7 x 1025 n/m2 at peak fissile bumup of [261%(c)
0.1 MPa (I atm)(d)
[<70 Pa (700 Uatm)](e)
> 140 effective full-power days in reactor(f)

(a)These temperatures are recommended to provide data points for making plots of performance (failure rates)
as a function of temperature and neutron exposure. Temperatures recommended cover the expected average core
temperatures, plus an allowance for uncertainty in reactor design. Additional uncertainties in capsule operating
conditions will be accounted for in the interpretation of test data; however, the design operating temperature
of
capsules should not be increased to encompass uncertainties in operating temperature or exposure.
(b)The burup values are representative of new fuel (0), maximum fertile particle (6), values for substantial
German test data (10), value reached by 90% of fissile particles (20), and near the maximum for fissile particles
(26).
(c)Such tests bound the predicted GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. An auxilairy test at a different reactor
location to a maximum fast fluence of 2 with similar burnups may separate the effects of burnup and fluence.
(d)Irradiation tests at full reactor system pressures would require an in-pile loop, which is judged to be too
complex for the cost and schedule acceptable to the GT-MHR program.
(e)Specific tests at impurity level within this limit may be described in later Test Specifications. This value
provides a basis for planning the type of components needed in the capsule facility to control the impurity
levels.
( 0An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will be not more than
7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the GT-MHR.
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2

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered

3.

2.1

Use extrapolated HEU UC 2 and LEU UCO data bases and models, with added
margins for uncertainties.

22

Use German U0
fully modeled.

2

data base and model, recognizing that the effects of burnup are not

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to proceed with the reactor design on the basis that new data will be
developed at normal operating conditions for the reference UCO fuel materials.
Alternative 2.1 was not chosen because of the high risk that validation will be required on the
actual specified fuel for the GT-MHR, and significant delays in design and licensing could
result from inadequate data.
Alternative 2.2 was not chosen because of the risk that the design would be inadequate, and
licensing delays would result from using the German data at lower burnup. The KFA-Jzlich
data suffers additional risk of not complying with NQA-1 requirements

4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency- 1
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data H
Importance of new data: H

6

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position would be to present the design and licensing bases from relatively
uncertain data, and to rely upon reactor surveillance data to confirm the adequacy of the
design. The consequences would be likely delays in the licensing reviews and significant risk
would be expected on the performance of the fuel in early reactor plants. The uncertainty
could be resolved by relaxing the limit on fuel failure and increasing the retention of fission
products in the vented low pressure containment (Ref. 3).
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The failure of LEU fissile and NU fertile UCO fuel particles in fuel compacts, must be
limited to low fractional values in order to meet the core release criteria required for the GT
MHR with vented, low-pressure containment (VLPC). The integrated methods and codes
(SORS and OXIDE3) used to predict failure of LEU and natural UCO particles under
postulated accident conditions must be validated to have the specified predictive accuracies.
Integral test data, representative of the GT-MHR, are required for comparison with code
predictions. These validation data must be independent of that used to develop the predictive
methods.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference fuel failure
models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure under transient conditions to within
factor of [4x] at 95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption:
Reference fuel failure models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure during core
heatup transients to within a factor of [TBD] at 95% confidence.
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: Adequate data is available to predict
fuel performance under transient conditions.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Prior US data for fuel performance models to predict accident behavior primarily used
unbonded, TRISO-coated, U and Th particles rather than compacts. The tests
employed relatively small sample sizes, and included heating a variety of fuel types in
dry helium. The U.S. data give sparse coverage to the 1400 to 1800°C temperature
range because most measurements were made at higher temperatures characteristic of
large HTGR core heatup accidents; moreover, these test specimens typically had
relatively high levels of as-manufactured heavy-metal contamination and coating
defects.
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The German data base covers the performance of TRISO-coated. HEU (Th.U)O, and
LEU UO2 particles in fuel spheres under dry heating conditions; these fuel particles
have performed acceptably at temperatures _ 1600'C However, there are also some
German data for heating in the presence of high moisture which indicate degraded
performance.
First-order methods have been developed, including a joint U.S./FRG accident
condition model based on both U.S and FRG dry heating data (Ref 1). A complete
uncertainty analysis for this methodology has not been conducted, but the uncertainty
in the model has been estimated at 12x at the 95% confidence level for the FRG fuel
in the range of conditions of interest. The wet heating data have not been modeled
1.3

Data Needed
Data are needed to determine failure of coated particle coatings in fuel compacts, as
indicated by PIE and the release of fission products, such as fission gas, iodine, and
Cs-137, from irradiated reference fuel compacts under transient conditions
characteristic of pressurized and depressurized conduction cooldown events in the GT
MHR Since it is known that fuel compact matrix and OPyC coatings will oxidize
under air and moisture ingress conditions, a validation of the methods used to predict
the rate of oxidation is needed. Furthermore, the oxidation rate and subsequent failure
of the SiC under high temperature, high moisture conditions is not known for
irradiated fuel particles, so data are needed to make predictions on TRISO particle
failure under high moisture conditions.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test speci
fication, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN
(Section 1.4) The testing should include isothermal fuel irradiations to provide the
best continuous data on fuel performance The test matrix temperatures should span
the range from the average to maximum expected temperatures for the GT-MHR.
The test fuel's maximum burnup and fast fluence should bound the GT-MHR burnup/
fluence envelope. Data from fuel experiencing different ratios of thermal to fast flux
are needed to separate the effects of burnup and fast fluence
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results Specific limits on
uncertainties will be defined in the test specification. For planning purposes, the data
must validate that the physical models are (a) suitable for use in design codes (SORS)
covering the range of expected service conditions, (b) capable of predicting the failure
of LEU and natural UCO fuel particles to within [4x] at 95% confidence (fuel failure
to be inferred from measured fission product release and PIE).
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.
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1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1 for illustrative purposes only. When
the test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are:

3.

2.1

Use existing fuel performance methods based on data developed primarily for the
large HTGR plus the limited data currently available in the 1200 0 C to 2000 0 C
temperature range for loose particles. Accept the large uncertainty resulting from
extrapolations and the lack of data for UCO fuel in the temperature, pressure, and
environmental ranges of interest. Abandon the VLPC and use high-pressure
containment.

2.2

Use FRG performance data to expand the data base and argue that these data are
directly applicable and validate reference U.S. prismatic fuel. Abandon the VLPC and
use high-pressure containment.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Fission product release data from irradiated fuel elements will be obtained as a function of
time and temperatures simulating conduction cooldown conditions. These data will allow the
design methods describing performance of fuel under conduction cooldown conditions to be
validated and the uncertainty interval reduced to the required precision. Data from fuel
compacts will help characterize any fission product retention effects from matrix sorption and
matrix-particle interaction which is not included in existing data from unbonded particle
heating.
Alternative 2.1 was not chosen because it leaves too much uncertainty in the performance
methods. Also there may be a safety review delay because of a firm requirement for
validation of the models with reference fuel and conditions. Alternative 2.2 was not chosen
because of the high risk that application of FRG data to U.S. fuel would not be accepted
without at least some data derived from U.S. fuel under the conditions of interest. The KFA
Jilich data suffers additional risk of not complying with NQA-1 requirements.
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)

Parameter

Value

Sample Preparation
Fuel sample configuration
Fuel Temperature as controlled for
hottest compact volume-average
temperature in a purged cell (± 50'C)
Maximum instantaneous local fuel
temperature during test
Fuel burnup for fission gas release data
Fast neutron fluence

Helium coolant pressure
Coolant oxidant level
Irradiation time

Fuel compacts
Test at [700, 850, 1000,
1150 and 1250°C](a)
Peak shall be _<150'C above cell
volume average, with an
absolute limit of [1400'C]
[0, 2, 4 & 6 5] Fertile FIMA
[0, 10, 20 & 26] % Fissile FIMAcb)
Fast fluence should reach a maximum
of 4.7 x 1025 n/m 2 at peak fissile burnup
of [26]%(c)
0.1 MPa (1 atm)(d)
[<70 Pa (700 tpatm)](e)
> 140 effective full-power days in
the reactor(f)

Sample Measurement
Reference transients

Environment for transient events
Fuel temperature range and time during
pressurized cooldown event
Fuel temperature range and time during
depressurized cooldown event

Pressurized conduction cooldown,
with and without water ingress,
depressurized conduction cooldown
He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
[900 to 1300°C], [100 hours]
[1200 to 1600°C], [300-1000 hours]
[1600 to 2000°C], [100-200 hours]
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Table 1 (Continued)
Parameter
Range of H20 impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown):
H2 0
CO
N2

Value
[1 to 100 kPa]

[Negligible]
[0 to 35 kPa]
[0 to 65 kPa]

(a)These temperatures are recommended to provide data points for making plots of performance
(failure rates) as a function of temperature and exposure. Temperatures recommended cover the
expected average core temperatures, plus an allowance for uncertainty in reactor design. Additional
uncertainties in capsule operating conditions will be accounted for in the interpretation of test data;
however, the design operating temperature of capsules should not be increased to encompass
uncertainties in operating temperature or exposure.
(b)The burnup values are representative of new fuel (0), maximum fertile particle (6), values for
substantial German test data (10), value reached by 90% of fissile particles (20), and near the
maximum for fissile particles (26).
(')Such tests bound the predicted GT-MHR burnup/fluence envelope. An auxilairy test at a
different reactor location to a maximum fast fluence of 2 with similar burnups may separate the
effects of burnup and fluence.
(d)Irradiation tests at full reactor system pressures would require an in-pile loop, which is judged to
be too complex for the cost and schedule acceptable to the GT-MHR program.
(e)Specific tests at impurity level within this limit may be described in later Test Specifications.
This value provides a basis for planning the type of components needed in the capsule facility to
control the impurity levels.
(0An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will be not
more than 7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the GT-MHR.
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4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data are required 12 months before the end of the reactor preliminary design, and
final data are required 12 months after the completion of preliminary design.

5

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency. 3
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: M
Importance of new data. H

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
If this work is not performed, it would be necessary to design with very large uncertainties in
fuel performance methods, so that the specification of an unnecessarily conservative fuel and
core design may result. Thus the fallback position is use of existing fuel performance data,
with the consequences of a design with excessive conservatism to account for uncertainty, and
to replace VLPC with high-pressure containment. Even with high-pressure containment,
stringent technical specifications on core operation and on containment performance and
availability should be anticipated. While such a design might be licensable, the investment
risk would be considerable, and the economic viability of this design approach is
questionable
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
FUEL PROOF TEST DATA
DDN C.07.02.07
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
In order to assure that the fuel product specification, fuel manufacturing process, and fuel
design have been adequately defined and reliably produce a fuel that performs in accordance
with design requirements and fuel performance models, a fuel proof test is needed.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Successful Scaleup of Fuel Manufacturing," Assumption: The full-scale fuel
processing line, working to the fuel product and fuel process specification, produces
fuel meeting the reactor performance requirements.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles,"
Assumption: Reference fuel failure models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure
during core heatup transients to within a factor of [TBD] at 95 % confidence.
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: Adequate data are available to predict
fuel performance under transient conditions.
"Retain Radionuclides in Coated Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference fuel failure
models are sufficiently accurate to predict failure under transient conditions to within
factor of [4X] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Performance data from fuel irradiated in accelerated and real-time capsule tests and in
fuel test elements form the basis for fuel performance models, which predict the
irradiation behavior of GT-MHR fuels. Most experience on TRISO fuel comes from
FSV fuel with (Th,U)C 2 and ThC 2 kernels. The fuel performance models database
also includes performance data from testing early TRISO HEU UC2 , HEU
UCO,ThO2 , and developmental LEU UCO. However, integrated prototypical fuel
manufacturing lines for the fabrication of LEU and natural UCO TRISO particles have
not yet been developed.
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Capsule F-30 served as the proof test for the (Th,U)C2 and ThC2 fuel used in Fort St
Vrain, and reliably indicated the subsequent good performance of mass produced fuel
in the FSV reactor. HOBEG produced TRISO-coated LEU UO 2 in significant
quantities for the AVR reloads, about 6,000 fuel spheres, which effectively served as
large-scale proof tests. The quality improved with each manufacturing campaign.
13

Data Needed
Data [fuel failure fraction as inferred from Kr-85m and Xe-133 release and metallic
release (Cs-137)] are needed to confirm that fuel from the full-size fabrication
equipment meets performance requirements
The proof test fuel must exhibit mean observed failure at 95% confidence within [4x]
of that predicted by the fuel performance models.
Sufficient post-irradiation heating data shall be obtained to confirm that the
performance of the irradiated proof test fuel under DBE conditions is predicted by
results obtained on Qualification Test fuel.
The proof test must encompass a range of operating conditions for normal operation
service of Section 1.4 The proof fuel must meet the GT-MHR Fuel Product
Specification and be manufactured in accordance with the GT-MHR Fuel Process
Specification and Equipment Specifications.
The uncertainties in test conditions shall be quantified by statistical analyses in
designing the test conditions and evaluating the test results. Specific limits on
uncertainties will be defined in the test specification. For planning purposes, the
fission gas release tests should be designed to be accurate within an uncertainty of +
10% at a confidence level of 95%. The release of Cs and Ag should be accurate
within an uncertainty of + 5 % at a confidence of 95 %
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1 for illustrative purposes only. When
the test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN
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2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives to the acquisition of the above described data are:

3.

2.1

Predict the performance of the fuel from an established manufacturing facility based
on a comparison of the as-manufactured quality with the quality of the fuel used to
develop the performance models.

2.2

Argue that the U.S. and FRG HEU and LEU fuel irradiation data base,,including that
from the FSV HTGR, is directly applicable to the reference UCO fuel and that no
additional design qualification is needed.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Obtain irradiation performance data from fuel made on the developed full-size equipment in
accordance with both the GT-MHR Fuel Product Specification and Fuel Process Specification.
The full-size equipment shall be used only if sufficient confidence exists that its products are
prototypical of production fuel.
Alternative 2.1 leaves too much risk of nonconformance to fuel performance requirements.
Alternative 2.2 does not provide a credible data base for the reference UCO fuel.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
The test must be completed and documented by the completion of the final design.

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 3
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position is to use data from fuel from an incompletely developed demonstration
line. The consequences expected are:
(1)

delays in safety review caused by uncertainties in performance of production fuel;
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Table I
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter

Value

Sample Preparation
Fuel sample configuration
Fuel Temperature, as controlled for
hottest compact volume average
temperature in a purged cell (± 50'C)
Maximum instantaneous local fuel
temperature during test
Radionuclides for R/B
Radionuclides for correlation with
Kr & Xe release
Fast neutron fluence

Full-size fuel compacts in H-451
graphite bodies
[800- 1400oC1(a)

Peak shall be _<150'C above the instantaneous
cell volume average, with an absolute
limit of [1500 0 C]
Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88
Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-138
Te-129, Te-131, 1-131
Fast fluence should reach a maximum of
4 7 x 1025 n/m 2 at peak fissile burnup
of [26] %
0. 1 MPa (I atm)(b)

Helium coolant pressure
Coolant oxidant level
Irradiation time

[ < 70 Pa (700 patm)](c)

> 140 effective full-power days in the
reactor(d)

Heatup Tests

Reference transients

Environment for transient events
Fuel temperature range and time during
pressurized cooldown event

Pressurized conduction cooldown,
with and without water ingress;
depressurized conduction cooldown
He, He/CO/H 2 , He/CO/N 2
[900 to 1300°C], [100 hours]
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Table 1 (Continued)
Parameter

Value

Fuel temperature range and time during
depressurized cooldown event
Range of H2 0 impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown):
H2 0
CO
N2

[1200 to 1600°C], [300-1000 hours]
[1600 to 2000'C], [100-200 hours]
[1 to 100 kPa]

[Negligible]
[0 to 35 kPa]
[0 to 65 kPa]

(a)The range includes the maximum instantaneous temperature, plus an allowance for uncertainties
including measurement and calculation uncertainties and control variations.
(b)Irradiation tests at full reactor system pressures would require an in-pile loop, which is judged to
be too complex for the cost and schedule acceptable to the GT-MHR program.
(c)Specific tests at impurity level within this limit may be described in later Test Specifications.
This value provides a basis for planning the type of components needed in the capsule facility to
control the impurity levels.
(d)An irradiation time of > 140 days is recommended so that the acceleration of the test will be not
more than 7 times, as measured by the rate of accumulation of fast fluence in the GT-MHR.
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(2)

increased risk that the initial core will not perform as well as predicted because of
unanticipated differences in fuel from the completed process line,

(3)

stringent technical specifications on core operation until the initial core reaches full
burnup;

(4)

excessive reactor surveillance requirements, including multiple fuel element PIEs
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DDN C.07.03.01
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The dominant sources of fission gas release, including iodine and tellurium isotopes, are
uranium contamination in the fuel compact matrix and failed fuel particles with exposed
LEU/natural UCO kernels; consequently, the release characteristics of these two sources must
be determined, including the effects of environmental and irradiation conditions, for normal
operating conditions and for dry and wet core conduction cooldown conditions.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Kernels," Assumption: Reference correlations for
transport of fission products in fuel kernels are accurate to within [ < 4x] at 95 %
confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Kernels," Assumption:
Reference correlations describe fission product release from kernels under dry and wet
core conduction cooldown conditions to within a factor of [4X] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The present data base for fission gas release from heavy-metal contamination and
from failed particles is derived primarily from TRIGA measurements on fuel compact
matrix doped with uranium and on laser-failed, irradiated fuel particles, respectively
(Refs. 1 and 2). The effects of fuel hydrolysis (reaction of exposed kernels with
water) on gas release are derived largely from laboratory measurements and shortterm
TRIGA tests. Isothermal, in-pile hydrolysis tests on LEU UCO fuel (HRB 17/18)
were completed at ORNL, and the temperature dependence of gas release from both
unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed fuel has been addressed in the HFR BI test in Petten
(Ref. 3).
The HFR B 1 data have been used recently to derive a comprehensive new model for
fission gas release from unhydrolyzed exposed LEU UCO kernels. These test indicate
no strong burnup dependence for fission gas release from LEU UCO kernels up to a
burnup of -20% FIMA. Circumstantial evidence from the NPR-1/-2 irradiations of
C.07.03.01-01
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HEU UCO fuel to -75% FIMA suggest a large burnup dependence (5-lOX
increases) at the higher burnups, but the effect was not quantified Limited German
data for high-burnup U0 2 also suggest a burnup dependence.
The present data base for fission gas release from failed particles under depressurized
core conduction conditions is derived largely from measurements on laser-failed HEU
UC 1 /ThO 2 particles, the US iodine release data are exclusively from this source
Recently, -20% FIMA LEU UCO particles were recovered from the HFR BI test,
mechanically failed and heated at KFA; 50-100% of the Kr-85 was rapidly released
upon heating to only 800'C Integral Kr, Xe and I release data for 8-10% FIMA
LEU U0 2 fuel spheres are also available from the German fuel heating program.
13

Data Needed
Measurement of the fission gas release rates (Kr, Xe, I, and Te) from heavy-metal
contamination and from failed reference LEU/natural UCO fuel particles as a function
of temperature, half-life, burnup and flux under irradiation and under dry and wet
core conduction cooldown conditions. In addition, the effect of hydrolysis on gas
release must be quantified for steady-state irradiation and for transient wet core
conduction cooldown conditions. The assumption that I and Te isotopes behave like
Xe isotopes under irradiation also must be confirmed. The releases of 1-131 from
exposed LEU/natural UCO kernels must be measured directly Sufficient single
effects test data are needed to develop and refine gas release models with uncertainties
<4X at 95% confidence

14

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN
Normal Operation
Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

C.07.03.01-02

Helium
[700 to 1400°C]
[261% FIMA
[6 5%] FIMA
5 x 1025 n/m2
[14 Pa (140 yatm) H20]
[35 Pa (350/uatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 patm) C0 2]
DOE-GT-MHR-100o217/Rev. 0
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[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 Itatm)]
[70 Pa (700 liatm) H2]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)*
I, Te > Kr > Xe**

Coolant Pressure
Fission gases of interest
Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment
Fuel temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Fission gases of interest
2.

He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
900 to 1300°C
1200 to 2000 0 C
I to > 1 MPa (10 atm)*
[0.001 to 0.1] MPa H 2 0 (.01-1 atm)
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N (0, 0.65 atm)
I > Te > Kr, Xe

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternative has been considered:

3.

2.1

Use existing LEU UCO and HEU UC2/ThO 2 data bases and models.

2.2

Assume 100% release of Kr, Xe, I and Te from failed LEU/natural UCO particles
during NOC and postulated accidents.

2.3

Use German 10%-enriched U0 2 data base and models, recognizing that these low
burnup data likely underestimate the gas releases from higher-burnup, 20%-enriched
UCO kernels.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Measure fission gas release (Kr, Xe, I, and Te) from exposed LEU/natural UCO kernels
irradiated under near normal HTGR flux over a range of temperatures. Measure the fission
gas, including 1-131, from irradiated laser-failed reference fuel under dry and wet core
conduction cooldown conditions. Such measurements will reduce the uncertainties in the
fission gas retention characteristics of the reference fuel and provide a basis for judging the
adequacy of the present design.

A lower pressure range may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is
provided.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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Alternative 2. 1 cannot be justified technically because of the paucity of accident-condition data
for UCO kernels and the expected differences between LEU/natural UCO and UC_/ThO 2
fuel. Alternative 2 2 would grossly overestimate the release of Kr, Xe, I and Te isotopes
from the core during normal operation and postulated accidents, assumption of 100% 1-131
release during core conduction cooldown conditions would preclude the use of the VLPC for
the GT-MHR. Alternative 2.3 cannot be justified technically because of potentially large
burnup effects
The recommended test program will consist of (1) post-irradiation examination of the HFR-B I
capsule and heating experiments on capsule components; (2) R/B, hydrolysis, and gas release
experiments performed on laser-failed, loose reference fuel particles by means of the GA
TRIGA King Furnace Facilities (or equivalent), (3) measurements of gas release from laser
failed, irradiated LEU/natural UCO particles in TRIGA, (4) reactivation and heating of laser
failed, irradiated LEU/natural UCO particles; and (5) irradiation and postirradiation heating of
fuel compacts containing known fractions of designed-to-fail LEU/natural UCO particles.
4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months from start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior
to completion of Final Design

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit H
Uncertainty in existing data: H (accidents)
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Use alternative 1 for normal operation and alternative 2 for accidents Accept large
uncertainties in the releases of Kr, Xe, I and Te isotopes from the core during normal
operation The consequences would be increased O&M concerns, high projected occupational
exposures, and the imposition of increased technical specifications on PCS circulating and
plateout inventories.
Accept conservative estimates of the releases of Kr, Xe, I and Te isotopes from the core
during postulated accidents. A bounding assumption of 100% release for exposed LEU UCO
kernels in the GT-MHR with a VLPC can not be tolerated for compliance with PAGs In
other words, assuming 100% 1-131 release precludes the use of the VLPC on the commercial
GT-MHR.

7
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
FISSION METAL EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITIES IN FUEL KERNELS
DDN C.07.03.02
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING

The fuel kernel of the coated particle is the initial barrier to the release of fission metals from
the core and may provide significant holdup, especially in low-burnup kernels; consequently,
the transport properties of fission metals in the reference LEU/natural UCO kernels must be
characterized for normal operating conditions and for core conduction cooldown transients.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Kernels," Assumption: Reference correlations for
fission metal transport in fuel kernels are accurate to within a factor of [< 10x] at
95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Kernels," Assumption:
Reference correlations for fission metal transport under core conduction cooldown
conditions are accurate to within a factor of [ < 1OX] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The present data base is derived primarily from measurement on particles irradiated in
accelerated test capsules (Refs. 1 and 2). There are FRG data for Cs, Sr, and Ag in
oxide kernels of intact particles which were irradiated under near real-time conditions
as well as limited laboratory data on Cs release from ThO2 kernels. Data on metal
release from -20% FIMA LEU UCO kernels will be derived from HFR BI/Cell 1,
currently undergoing PIE at KFA. A large number piggy-back samples of bare
kernels and coated particles with various kernel compositions have been irradiated in
numerous irradiation capsules, but these piggy-back samples have never been
evaluated.
There are limited data indicating that small quantities of Pu isotopes can be released
from failed oxide fuel particles; however, there are no data available for Pu release
from failed UCO particles wherein Pu may be partially converted to carbide species
which may increase the release potential (Pu released from failed particles is expected
to be retained by the core graphite).

C.07.03.02-01
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1.3

Data Needed
Correlations are needed for the effective diffusivities of key fission metals (Cs, Ag
and Sr) and Pu isotopes in LEU/natural UCO fuel kernels as a function of
temperature, burnup and, if appropriate, neutron flux for normal operation and dry
and wet core conduction cooldown conditions The tentative observation that the
metal diffusivities in the kernels of intact particles are significantly lower than in the
kernels of failed particles also needs to be confirmed and quantified Sufficient
single-effects test data are needed to develop and refine diffusivity correlations with
uncertainties <lOX at 95% confidence level.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 0)
Coolant impurity levels (max)

Coolant pressure
Fission metals of interest

Helium
[700 to 1400'C]
[26%] FIMA
[6.5%] FIMA
2
5 x 1025 n/m
[14 Pa (140 /atm) H2 0]
[35 Pa (350 tatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 Matm) 02]
[Total oxidants <70 Pa (700 uatm)]
[70 Pa (700 tiatm) H2 ]
> I MPa (10 atm)*
Cs, Ag > Sr > Pu**

*A smaller pressure range may be used to satisfy the
DDN if adequate technical justification is
provided

"*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological
significance
C.07 03.02-02
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Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment
Fuel temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Radionuclides of interest
2.

He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
900 to 1300 0 C
1200 to 2000'C
I to 1 MPa (10 atm)*
[0.001 to 0.1] MPa H20 (.01-1 atm)
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.065 atm)
Cs, Ag > Sr > Pu**

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Take no credit for kernel retention when calculating fission metal release rates from
the core.

2.2

Use current LEU UCO/ThO 2 models which hypothesize large burnup dependencies
and assume that irradiation conditions, particularly high neutron fluxes and high
temperatures, have no special effects on fission metal release from fuel kernels.

2.3

Use FRG correlations for LEU U0 2 diffusivities.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Complete measurement and modeling of fission metal release from LEU/natural UCO fuel
kernels in failed and intact particles under near real-time irradiation and core conduction
cooldown conditions. The estimated uncertainties in the reference correlations are excessively
large; one major source of uncertainty is that these correlations are based largely on data from
accelerated irradiation tests which may significantly overestimate kernel release under
real-time conditions.
Alternative 2.1 would grossly overestimate the release of Sr and Cs isotopes from the core
during normal operation and postulated accidents (degree of conservatism for Ag isotopes may
be modest). Alternative 2.2 can not be justified technically because of potential differences

A smaller pressure range may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is
provided.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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between low-burnup natural UCO and low-burnup ThO 2 kernels
justified technically because of potentially large burnup effects.

Alternative 2.3 can not be

The recommended test program will utilize designed-to-fail, LEU/natural UCO fuel particles
irradiated in piggy-back samples and in seeded fuel compacts. Data will be obtained by
examination of fuel particles from irradiation capsules and from postirradiation heating of
selected samples.
4

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months from start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior
to completion of Final Design

5

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data M

6

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Alternative 1 along with a more conservative plant design to account for not taking credit for
retention of fission metals in fuel kernels and accept conservative estimates of the releases of
Cs, Ag, and Sr isotopes from the core during normal operation and postulated accidents,
resulting in increased O&M concerns and, ultimately, D&D concerns, high projected
occupational exposures, and the imposition of increased technical specifications on
containment building performance
Faiiure to fully exploit the inherent retentivity of oxide-based TRISO particles will necessitate
more reliance upon the core graphite as a barrier to release of fission metals.

7
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
FISSION PRODUCT EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITIES IN PARTICLE COATINGS
DDN C.07.03.03
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The fuel particle coatings, particularly the SiC coating, are the primary barrier to release of
fission products from the core during normal operation and during core conduction cooldown
transients; consequently, the effective diffusivities of fission products in particle coatings must
be determined as a function of environmental and irradiation conditions.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides with Particle Coatings," Assumption: Reference correlations
are adequate to describe fission product transport in SiC and PyC coatings to within
factor of [< IOx] at 95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides with Particle Coatings," Assumption:
Reference correlations for radionuclide transport in particle coatings are accurate to
within [ <lOX] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The reference diffusivity correlations were largely inferred from particle release
measurements for various fission products in SiC and pyrocarbon coatings in a
laboratory environment (Refs. 1 and 2). These data are supported by limited in-pile
data for Cs, Sr and Ag inferred from the results of irradiation experiments. There are
limited and highly variable data on the diffusive release of fission gases from BISO
particles, but the relevance of these data to the transport of gases in the OPyC
coatings of TRISO particles is questionable.

1.3

Data Needed
The effective diffusivities of key radionuclides in particle coatings are needed as a
function of temperature and, as required, of fluence, irradiation temperature, and
as-manufactured coating attributes for normal operation and for core conduction
cooldown conditions; specifically, the effective diffusivities of the volatile fission
metals (Ag, Cs, and Sr) in SiC coatings are needed as are the diffusivities of key
fission gases (I, Te, Xe and Kr) in pyrocarbon (PyC) coatings. Sufficient single-
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effects test data are needed to develop and refine effective diffusivity correlations with
uncertainties < loX at 95 % confidence level.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation

Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Fission gases of interest
Fission metals of interest

Helium
[700 to 1400°C]
[26%] FIMA
[6.5 %] FIMA
5 x 1025 n/m2
[14 Pa (140 lzatm) H 0]
2
[35 Pa (350 iatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 iatm) C0 ]
2
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 latm)]
[70 Pa (700 Iatm) H2]
> I MPa (10 atm)*
I > Kr
>
Ag > Cs > Sr**Xe**

Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment
Fuel temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)

He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N
2
900 to 1300 0 C
1200 to 2000'C
I to > 1 MPa (10 atm)*
[0.001 to 0.1] MPa H2 0 (.01- 1 atm)

*A smaller pressure range may be used to satisfy the DDN
if adequate technical justification is
provided.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological
significance.
C.07.03.03--02
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Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Fission gases of interest
Fission metals of interest
2.

[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)
I > Kr > Te > Xe*
Sr > Cs > Ag*

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Use FRG correlations for FP diffusivities in coatings which were derived from data
taken on low-burnup German particles and assume the data are applicable to US
made, high-burnup LEU/natural UCO fuel.

2.2

Assume no retention of Ag and complete retention of Cs and Sr by SiC coatings and
assume no gas retention by the OPyC on particles with failed or defective SiC
coatings.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Determine the effective diffusivities of Cs, Ag, and Sr in SiC coatings and of Kr, Xe, I,
and Te in OPyC coatings of irradiated, US-made TRISO particles manufactured to GA fuel
product specifications. Correlate these diffusivities as a function of temperature and, as
appropriate, of fluence, irradiation history, and as-manufactured coating attributes.
The available data suggest that the diffusivities of volatile fission products in SiC and OPyC
can be strongly dependent upon the physical structure of the coatings which can be influenced
by the coating process parameters and particle irradiation history; consequently, Alternative 1
is rejected. The most reliable data would be obtained from TRISO particles manufactured to
GA product specifications and irradiated under conditions representative of MHR cores.
Given the high yields of silver isotopes from Pu fissions in LEU fuel, the assumption of
complete Ag release from the core (Alternate 2) is judged to be unacceptable for a direct
cycle GT-MHR.
Quantitative data on fission product transport in SiC and pyrocarbon coatings will be obtained
from inert (unfueled) particles doped with fission product elements including Cs, Sr, I, Pd,
and Ag. These particles were contained within graphite crucibles inside NPR 1 and 2
piggyback (sealed) sample containers. After irradiation, the samples should be analyzed to
measure the diffusivities of the fission products in the SiC and pyrocarbon coatings. In
addition, the microstructure and strength of the SiC coatings will be characterized.

Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months from start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior
to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The fallback position is Alternative 1 along with a more conservative fuel and core design to
account for the uncertainties resulting from deriving the retention characteristics of high
burnup, U.S. LEU/natural UCO TRISO particles from low-burnup, German LEU U02 data.
Failure to fully exploit the inherent retentivity of TRISO particles will necessitate a more
conservative fuel and core design which could include unnecessarily restrictive limits on fuel
temperatures during normal operation and core conduction cooldown transients.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
FISSION PRODUCT DIFFUSIVITIES/SORPTIVITIES IN GRAPHITE
DDN C.07.03.04
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The fuel element graphite can significantly attenuate the release of fission metals and preclude
the release of actinides from the core during normal operation and during core conduction
cooldown transients; consequently, the transport properties of fission metals in graphite must
be determined as a function of environmental and irradiation conditions.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Radionuclides in Core Graphite," Assumption: Transport of radionuclides in
core graphite is adequately described by reference correlations to within a factor of
[< 1Ox] at 95% confidence.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: The available data, design
methods and computer codes for predicting transport in primary circuit are accurate to
within 10x at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The present correlations for fission metal diffusivities in core graphite are derived
largely from laboratory measurements on unirradiated nuclear graphites and from
profile measurements in various irradiated graphites (Refs. 1 and 2). The correlations
for Cs, Sr, and Pu sorptivities on graphite are derived largely from measurements on
unirradiated graphites, but there are limited data for Cs and Sr on irradiated graphite
and irradiated fuel compact matrix material. The available data indicate that the
transport of Cs, Sr, and Ag in graphite is strongly affected by neutron irradiation.
The current correlation for Ag diffusivity in irradiated H-451 was inferred from the
measured Ag diffusivity in German A3 matrix. Data on metal transport, including Ag
transport, through irradiated H-451 graphite will be derived from HFR BI/Cell 1,
currently undergoing PIE at KFA.
The sorptivities of Cs and Sr on H-451 and H-327 graphites and over petroleum
pitch matrix materials have been measured in the laboratory at partial pressures
> 10-10 atm. The sorptivities of Cs and Sr on nuclear graphites have been shown to
increase with increasing fast fluence, but the effect may anneal out at high temper
ature in the absence of a neutron flux; the sorptivity of pitch matrix is independent of
fast fluence. The sorptivities Cs, Sr and Ag on German thermosetting-resin matrix,
C.07.03.04-01
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including A3 matrix, have been measured. There are limited laboratory data that
indicate the vapor pressure of Cs over graphite increases in the presence of coolant
impurities and as a consequence of partial graphite oxidation. Dragon Project data
imply that Ag transport through graphite may be reduced dramatically by elevated
system pressures.
1.3

Data Needed
Correlations/models for the diffusivities and sorptivities of Cs, Sr, Ag and Pu in fuel
compact matrix and core graphites as a function of temperature, fast fluence, and, as
appropriate, coolant impurities, system pressure (for Ag), and the extent of graphite
oxidation under normal operating and dry and wet core conduction cooldown condi
tions. Sufficient single-effects test data are needed to develop and refine diffusivity
and sorptivity correlations with uncertainties < lOX at 95 % confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Graphite temperature range
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)
Primary coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Range of graphite burnoff
Radionuclides of interest

Helium
100 to [1300]°C
5 x 1025 n/m2
100 to 850°C
[14 Pa (140 jatm) H20]
[35 Pa (350 /tatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 !latm) C0 2]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 Aatm)]
[70 Pa (700 ttatm) H2]
[0.1 MPa (1 atm)]
0.1% to 10%
Cs, Ag > Sr, Pu**

*The pressure is 1 to 70 atm during transients, however,
experimental data at 1 atm may be
sufficient; scoping tests at elevated pressure may be necessary to determine the effects of pressure on
metal transport in graphite, especially for Ag.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological
significance.
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Core Conduction Cooldown Conditions
Environment
Graphite temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Coolant pressure range
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Range of graphite burnoff
Radionuclides of interest
2.

He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
700 to 1300 0 C
1200 to 2000 0 C
1 to > 10 atm*
[0.01 to 1.0] atm
H2 0
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)
<0.1% to 10%
Sr, Pu > Cs, Ag**

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Use the current reference correlations which have very large uncertainties.

2.2

Use the reference German correlations for transport in pebble matrix and FRG
graphites which do not explicitly treat irradiation or environmental effects.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Complete the measurement and modeling of fission metal and Pu transport in fuel-compact
matrix and core graphites, and establish a correlation that explicitly accounts for the effects of
temperature, fluence, coolant impurities, graphite burnoff and, if appropriate, system pressure
and fission metal concentration.
The core graphite should be a very significant barrier to the release of fission metals and Pu
should be quantitatively retained; however, the reference correlations have very large
uncertainties because many of the apparent variables cited above are not treated explicitly and
because the correlations are based largely on measurements made on unirradiated
nonreference graphites. Hence, Alternative 2.1 is rejected. Available data indicate that the
Cs transport properties in H-451 and FRG A3 matrix are significantly different; hence,
Alternative 2.2 is also rejected.

*Ag data at P > [10] atm needed on lower priority basis. A smaller pressure range may be used to
satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is provided.
**Radionucldes ordered according to radiological significance.
C.07.03.04-03
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4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months from start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior
to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Choose alternative 1 and accept the very large uncertainties in the reference correlations
which result, at least in part, from not explicitly considering irradiation or environmental
effects. The risk is that safety reviewers may not give credit for the substantial attenuation of
fission metal release by the core graphite during normal operation and core conduction
cooldown accidents. If no credit is taken for the attenuation of fission metal release by the
core graphite, the retention requirements imposed upon the fuel particle coatings become
correspondingly more stringent.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

Bradley, J.S., "NP-MHTGR Fuel Design Data Manual Basis Report," CEGA-002322,
Rev. 0, CEGA Corporation, December 1992 [UCNI].

2.
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Atomics, San Diego CA, August 1987 [AT].
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENTAL
DATA OR VALIDATION TESTING
Tritium is produced in the He coolant of an MHR by neutron activation of He 3 . Tritium is
also produced in the reactor core as a result of ternary fission in the fuel, neutron activation
of Li impurities in the structural graphite and compact matrix, and burnout of control
materials (e.g., B10). However, the tritium produced from these latter sources is expected to
be largely retained in the core materials (> 99 %). Moreover, the core graphite components
are expected to be major sinks for the tritium produced in the primary coolant.
Consequently, the transport properties of tritium in the core materials, in particular the tritium
sorptivity of core graphite, must be quantified as a function of irradiation time, tritium partial
pressure, fluence, temperature and coolant impurities, under normal GT-MHR operating
conditions.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Retain Tritium in Core Graphite," Assumption: Transport of tritium in core graphite
is adequately described by reference correlations to within a factor of [•5 1OX] at 95%
confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Tritium in Core Graphite," Assumption: Transport
of tritium in core graphite during accident conditions is adequately described by
reference correlations to within a factor of [:5 1OX] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Unirradiated and irradiated graphites, including POCO AXF-5Q and H-451, have
been tested for the Nuclear Fusion Programs within and beyond design temperature
ranges for GT-MHR graphite (Ref. 1). Results have shown that sorptivities are
relatively small for unirradiated graphite, but increase for neutron damaged and
oxidized graphites. This database is extensive, but it was obtained from small-scale
laboratory tests. The H-3 sorptivity and diffusivity in German fuel-sphere resin
matrix has also been measured, but mainly on unirradiated samples.
Integral tritium release data from operating HTGRs, including Fort St. Vrain, imply
that the effective sorptivity of core graphites may be dramatically increased in the
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presence of a neutron flux but that tritium sorbed on core graphites may be desorbed
as a consequence of H20 ingress.
The tritium release from TRISO-coated LiAI5 0 8 was extensively investigated as part
of the Li target technology program as part of the NPR program (Ref. 2). The
release of tritium from German TRISO-coated fuel particles has also been measured.
1.3

Data Needed
Sorptivities of tritium on core structural graphite (H-451) are needed as a function of
temperature, tritium partial pressure, fluence, and coolant impurity concentrations,
especially 1120 and H2 , during normal and accident GT-MHR conditions. The data
on H-3 transport in SiC coatings available from the target technology program may be
sufficient to satisfy the GT-MHR data needs; this eventuality can be reevaluated when
the relative contribution of ternary-fission born H-3 to the total H-3 released to the He
coolant has been assessed during conceptual design.
Sufficient single-effects tests data are needed to develop and refine H-3 transport
models with uncertainties [< 1OXI* at 95% confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Graphite temperature range
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)

*[

Helium
[700 to 1400'C]
100 to [1300]'C
[26%] FIMA
[6.5 %] FIMA
5 x 1025 n/m 2

] = Preliminary value
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Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant Pressure
2.

[14 Pa (140 ptatm) H20]
[35 Pa (350 jatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 ,atm) CO 2]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 #atm)]
[70 Pa (700 /Latm) H;}
> 1 MPa (> 10 atm)

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Conduct tests to determine the tritium transport properties in compact matrix and core
graphite under normal operating conditions. For accident releases, assume all tritium
produced during noimal operation is retained in the graphite and then released under
accident conditions.

2.2

Assume no tritium retention by fuel-compact matrix, graphite, and control rod
material and limit the amount of circulating tritium by increasing the He purification
rate. For accident releases, assume all tritium produced during normal operation is
retained in the graphite and then released under accident conditions.

2.3

Use FRG data for tritium transport in core materials as available.

SELECTED APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Determine the tritium retentivity of irradiated core structural graphite as a function of the
environmental conditions given in Section 1.4. This approach is consistent with alternative 1.
Alternatives 2.2 and 2.3 would result in a highly conservative design, including overestimates
of environmental tritium discharges during normal plant operation.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data is needed 24 months after the start of Title I and final data 36 months after
the start.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: L
Uncertainty in existing data: H (graphite)
Importance of new data: L

A lower pressure range may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is
provided.
C.07.03.06-03
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6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Alternative 2.2 would be the fallback position with the attendant conservative tritium source
terms as a result of not taking credit for major tritium sinks such as the core graphite. If no
credit is taken for retention of tritium by core graphite, the limits on Li impurities in core
materials may become more stringent or the capacity of the He purification system may have
to be increased.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

Causey, R. A., "The interaction of tritium with graphite and its impact on tokomak
operations," J. Nucl. Mater. 162-164, 151 (1989)

2.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
RADIONUCLIDE DEPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS ON STRUCTURAL METALS
DDN C.07.03.07
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OF DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF
VALIDATION TESTING
Condensible radionuclides, including iodines and volatile fission metals, released from the
core during normal operation and during certain accidents will tend to deposit in the Power
Conversion System (PCS), thereby attenuating their release to the environment. However,
this plateout activity is a major contributor to the occupational exposure during maintenance
and In-Service Inspection (ISI). In order to predict the amount and distribution of plateout in
the PCS, the deposition characteristics of condensible radionuclides (sorption isotherms) on
structural metals must be quantified.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: The available data, design
methods, and computer codes for predicting transport in the primary circuit are
accurate to within a factor of 10x at 95 % confidence.
"Protect Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Methods
for predicting fission product transport under core conduction cooldown conditions are
accurate to within [TBD] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The reference correlations which describe the deposition behavior of condensible
radionuclides on structural metals have very large uncertainties (> >1OX) (Refs. 1
and 2). A major cause of these large uncertainties is that the reference sorption
isotherms were typically measured in the laboratory at partial pressures orders of
magnitude higher than those which occur in the reactor; moreover, for Cs and Ag, the
isotherms used for reactor design were measured on nonreference materials (tungsten).
The effects of surface films, dust, and particularly H20 on plateout are highly
uncertain, as essentially no quantitative data are available.
The current data base is inadequate to estimate the importance of diffusion of
deposited radionuclides into the interior of structural metals ("indiffusion") under GT
MHR operating conditions. There are FRG data, largely on nonreference materials,
which imply that indiffusion must be modeled for surface temperatures above about
C.07.03.07-01
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600°C. Indiffusion of long-lived radionuclides, such as 250-day Ag-110m, into the
turbine structural materials could preclude effective decontamination prior to
reblading.
1.3

Data Needed
Data are needed to characterize the deposition of Cs, Ag, I and Te on PCS structural
metals. Correlations are needed which give the sorptivities of these nuclides as a
function of temperature, partial pressure, surface state, and coolant chemistry for
normal operating conditions, and for core conduction cooldown transients; these
sorption data should be obtained at representative partial pressures to avoid the
orders-of-magnitude extrapolations which are necessary with the present data base.
Particular attention should be given to the effects of H2 0 and dust (see DDN
C.07.03.10 and DDN C.07.03.11, respectively) on the deposition process and to the
possibility of chemical reactions involving radionuclides under core conduction
cooldown conditions (e.g., CsI formation).
The diffusivities of silver and cesium in PCS structural metals are needed under
normal operating conditions, with special attention to the effects of surface films, in
order to determine whether or not indiffusion must be explicitly modeled under GT
MHR operating conditions. Sufficient single-effects test data are needed to
characterize the deposition, sorptivity, and diffusivity of Cs and I on high-temperature
PCS metals to within an uncertainty of < 10 x at 95 % confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
He temperature range
Coolant impurity levels
(normal operation)

Helium
100 to 850 0 C
[140 patm1H20]
[35 Pa (350 patm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 /atm) CO 2]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 patm)]
[70 Pa (700 Itatm) H21
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Coolant pressure
RN partial pressure
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Radionuclides of Interest

>*1 MPa (> 10 atm)*
* < 10 pPa (10-10 atm)
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450 to 900 0 C]
[100 to 550°C]
[100 to 150°C]
[450 to 800°C]
Ag, Cs >I, Te**

Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
RN partial pressure
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Radionuclides of Interest
2.

He; He/H 2 0/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
[300 to 700] 0 C
_>1 atm
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)

[1 nPa (10-8 atm)]
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
I > Cs, Ag > Te*

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Use the existing sorption isotherms and accept the large uncertainties.

2.2

Use FRG plateout correlations derived from data on German materials as available
and assume applicability to U.S. materials of construction.

2.3

Do not take credit for plateout as a radionuclide removal mechanism during normal
operation or accidents.

A lower pressure may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is provided.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological
significance.
C.07.03.07-03
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Measure plateout characteristics of key nuclides under conditions representative of normal
operation and core conduction cooldown transients. Correlate the data for use in reactor
design and safety analysis. Failure to reduce uncertainties in plateout distributions increases
uncertainties in calculating O&M doses and in effluent releases.
Alternative 2.1 would perpetuate the large uncertainties in plateout predictions because of the
excessively large uncertainties in the reference sorption isotherms. Alternative 2.2 is
inadequate per se because the FRG data are for nonreference materials, but these data will be
careftilly evaluated and included in the data base. Alternative 2.3 is not credible for normal
operation since plateout of condensible fission products in the primary coolant circuits of
HTGRs is well established - if poorly quantified. No credit is currently taken for plateout
under core conduction cooldown conditions.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months after start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior to
completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

C")NSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Th.2 fallback approach would be a combination alternatives 1 and 2: For normal operation, a
corhbination of existing US and FRG data would continue to be used with sufficient
conservatism added to the fission product source terms to account for the continued large
umnertainties in plateout predictions. The risk is that with these very large uncertainties,
safety reviewers will not allow any credit for plateout as a removal mechanism in assessing
doses. Excessively conservative shielding source terms could also be expected. No credit
would be taken for plateout under core conduction cooldown conditions.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

Myers, B. F., "Sorption Isotherms for HTGR Alloys," GA Document 907721,
Rev. 0, October 26, 1984.
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
Radionuclides which deposit in the Power Conversion System (PCS) during normal operation
may be partially reentrained and released from the primary circuit during primary coolant
leaks. The potential for reentrainment, or "liftoff," is increased if particulate matter ("dust")
or friable surface films are present in the PCS. Consequently, the reentrainment
characteristics of radionuclides deposited on structural metals must be quantified, including
the effects of dust.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Protect Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit." Assumption: Adequate
data and validated methods will be available to predict reentrainment and redeposition
of fission products in the primary circuit to assure an uncertainty of [< 1OX] at 95%
confidence.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Validated methods will be
available to describe the reentrainment and redeposition of plateout activity in the
primary circuit to within an uncertainty of [ < 1OX] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The correlations for predicting radionuclide reentrainment during dry depressurization
transients contain very large uncertainties (> > 1OX) (Refs. 1 and 2). The liftoff data
base was obtained in blowdown tests wherein the test specimens were mechanically
removed from the loop or reactor in which the plateout activity was originally
deposited. These ex situ blowdown data scatter badly and have been shown to be
nonreproducible. The fractional liftoff of deposited activity was observed to be a
function of the shear ratio - the ratio of the wall shear stress during the blowdown to
that during normal operation - and, to a lesser extent, the duration of the blowdown;
no correlation between the fractional liftoff and the blowdown temperature or the
humidity of the blowdown helium was evident although such a dependence could have
been obscured by the excessive scatter in the data. Moreover, the effects of dust on
liftoff have not been quantified. Recent ex situ liftoff data from JAERI suggest that
reentrainment may be relatively modest even for very large shear ratios SR> 100
C.07.03.09-01
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(obtained in ex situ liftoff tests with small contaminated samples cut from an OGL-1
loop component).
1.3

Data Needed
The extent to which plated out activity may be removed during rapid depressurization
transients must be quantified, including the effects of dust. Correlations are required
which give the fractional liftoff of the radiologically important radionuclides I, Sr, Cs,
Te and Ag as a function of the controlling system parameters. Test variables which
must be investigated include shear ratio, absolute wall shear stress, blowdown
duration, temperature, humidity, and surface oxidation state (other influential
parameters may be identified in course of the testing program). The effects of high
moisture levels are addressed under DDN C.07.03.10. The effects of dust on the
reentrainment characteristics of deposited activity must also be quantified (DDN
C.07.03. 11). Sufficient single-effects test data are needed to quantify the
reentrainment characteristics of radionuclides deposited on structural metals to within
an uncertainty of < loX at 95% confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation (Initial Conditions Prior to Blowdown)
Environment
Coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range

Helium
100 to 850 0 C
[14 Pa (140 yatm) H20]
[35 Pa (350 latm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 jatm) C0 2]
[Total oxidants <70 Pa (700 ,atm)]
[70 Pa (700 patm) H2]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)*
> 5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]

*A lower pressure may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is provided.
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IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)

9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Radionuclides of interest

[450 to
[100 to
[100 to
[450 to
I, Sr >

900'C]
5500 C]
150'C]
800 0 C]
Cs, Te > Ag*

Rapid Depressurization

Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Range of coolant impurity levels
(transient)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)

9 %Cr (reactor vessel)
Shear ratio**
Blowdown duration
2.

Helium
100 to 850'C
[140 - 5000] patm 1H20
[350] juatm CO
[140] jIatm CO2
Total oxidants < [700 to 1000] Itatm
[700] 1iatm H2
> 10 to 1 atm
>5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450
[100
[100
[450

900°C]
5500C]
150'C]
8000 C]

to
to
to
to

[0.5 to 5]

[1 to 10] min

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Assume 100% liftoff and accept higher calculated offsite doses from primary coolant
leaks.

2.2

Rely on currently available liftoff data. Argue that only the liftoff data from the
integral, in-pile, in situ blowdown tests are relevant.

Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
**Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient
normal operation.
C.07.03.09-03
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2.3

3.

Argue that large primary coolant leaks with shear ratios greater than unity are
incredible and that, on physical grounds, liftoff must be negligible for shear ratios less
than unity.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Measure liftoff characteristics of key radionuclides under conditions specified in a series of
single-effects tests. Correlate the data for use in reactor design and safety analysis.
Alternative 1 was rejected because failure to take credit for limited fission product liftoff
during rapid depressurization transients would impose more stringent requirements on the
other barriers to fission product release from the PCS and increase unnecessarily the
calculated doses from primary coolant leaks; ultimately, a high-pressure containment might be
mandated.
Alternative 2 was rejected because a reliable liftoff correlation can not be derived from a in
situ integral blowdown tests. Alternative 3 was rejected because the existing ex situ liftoff
data base includes multiple measurements at SR=0.3 wherein > 10% liftoff of key nuclides
was observed (compelling evidence that ex situ liftoff tests are not reliable).

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months after start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior to
completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
-rgency: TBD
"ostbenefit: M
ncertainty in existing data: H
importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The fallback position is to assume 100% liftoff; however, the consequent technical
specification limits on PCS plateout, including limits on 1-131, Te-132, and Sr-90, would be
stringent (the VLPC does not attenuate offsite releases resulting from primary coolant leaks),
and, ultimately, a high-pressure containment might be mandated.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

Downey, K., "Summary of Fission Product Lift-Off Data Base," GA Document
908332/Rev. 0, General Atomics, September 21, 1985 [AT].
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
Radionuclides which deposit in the Power Conversion System (PCS) during normal operation
may be partially removed and subsequently released from the PCS during combined H 0
2
ingress plus pressure relief transients. Consequently, the "washoff" characteristics of
radionuclides deposited on structural metals must be quantified, including the effects of water
chemistry. ("Washoff" here refers to removal of plateout activity by steam and/or liquid
water).
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Protect the Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: The
available data, design methods, and computer codes for predicting transport in the
primary circuit are accurate to within a factor of [TBD] at 95 % confidence.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Methods for predicting
radionuclide transport in the primary and secondary coolant circuits [including the
effects of H2 0] will be validated sufficiently to assure an uncertainty factor of
< [1OX] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
There are insufficient measurements of the removal characteristics of radionuclides
deposited on reference GT-MHR PCS metals under moisture ingress conditions to
permit a rigorous evaluation of the extent of radionuclide removal during water
ingress accidents.
KFA has reportedly investigated the effects of water ingress on Cs plateout in the
SMOC loop, but the data are not currently available to the U.S. program.
Hochtemperatur Reaktorbau (HRB) has measured the washoff of Cs from test
specimens removed from the LAMINAR plateout loop. Scoping Steam Induced
Vaporization (SIV) measurements for iodine on 2-1/4% Cr - 1% Mo chromalloy steel
were made at GA in 1985. However, only a limited number of data were obtained at
low pressures and temperatures during these tests. The washoff of cesium from
Alloy 800 was investigated at ORNL on the NPR program, and -50 % removal was
C.07.03.10-01
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observed (Ref. 1); iodine washoff tests were planned but not conducted. Some LWR
data on the behavior of radionuclides in a steam/liquid water system may be relevant
to HTGRs.
1.3

Data Needed
The extent to which plated out activity may be removed during water ingress events
must be quantified, including the effects of dust. Correlations are required which give
the fractional removal of the radiologically important radionuclides I, Sr, Cs, and Te
as a function of the controlling system parameters. Test variables which must be
investigated include temperature, pH, contact time, steam quality, Reynolds Number,
and surface oxidation state (other influential parameters may be identified in course of
the testing program). The effects of dust on the characteristics of deposited activity
must also be quantified. Sufficient single-effects test data are needed to quantify the
"washoff" characteristics of radionuclides deposited on structural metals
to within an
uncertainty of < loX at 95% confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
(Initial Conditions Prior to 1120 Ingress)
Environment
Coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range

Helium
100 to 850*C
[14 Pa (140 gatm) H201
[35 Pa (350 Aatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 uatm) CO 2]
[Total oxidants <70 Pa (700 Iatm)]
[70 Pa (700 jiatm) H2]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)*
> 5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo), 9% Cr]

*A lower pressure may be used to satisfy the DDN if adequate technical justification is provided.
C.07.03.10-02
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IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - ½h%Cr, ½h %Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)

[450 to 900'C]
[100 to 550 0 C]
[100 to 150'C]
[450 to 800°C]

Water Ingress Plus Depressurization
Environment
Coolant temperature range
Range of coolant impurity levels
Coolant pressure
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
"T12 - 0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Reynolds Number
Shear ratio*

Steam quality
pH range
Contact time**

Radionuclides of interest
2.

He/Hl20
100 to 850 0 C
[0.01 to 10] atm H2 0
> 10 to I atm
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450 to 900°C]
[100 to 550°C]
[100 to 150°C1
[450 to 800 0 C]
> 5000
<1.0
[I to 100]%
4 to 10
[0.1 to 10] h
I, Sr > Cs, Te > Ag

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Assume 100% washoff and design the pressure relief system to depressurize through a
filtration system.

2.2

Use LWR data on the partitioning of fission products in steam-water systems and
assume that any plateout activity washed off during steam ingress would stay in the
liquid phase which would be largely retained within the PCS.

2.3

Design the PCS to accommodate the maximum credible H20 ingress without pressure
relief and argue that the probabilities of any other combined H20 ingress plus
depressurization scenarios are <5 x 10"7/year.

Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient to the wall shear stress during
normal operation.
**Contact time is the time water is in contact with primary circuit
surfaces.
C.07.03.10-03
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Measure removal characteristics of key radionuclides under conditions specified. Correlate
the data for use in reactor design and safety analysis. Such washoff data are needed for the
design and qualification of the radionuclide removal filter to be included in the pressure-relief
system. Failure to take credit for limited radionuclide washoff during H20 ingress plus
depressurization transients (Alternative 1) would impose more stringent requirements on the
other barriers to fission product release from the PCS.
The applicability of LWR data to HTGR systems (Alternative 2) must be demonstrated. The
assumption that the dissolved radionuclides would stay in the liquid phase is reasonable but
requires experimental confirmation. Designing the PCS without pressure relief (Alternative 3)
would violate the ASME code for pressure vessels.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months after start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior to
completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: L
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: L

6.

7.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
rhe fallback position is assume 100% washoff and design the pressure relief system to include
-adionuclide removal filter that can accommodate the entire PCS plateout inventory; however,
ne reliability of this filter may become a licensing issue, and it would likely be subject to
tringent technical specifications.
EFERENCES
Beahm, E. C., "Fission Product Washoff from Structural Alloys: Preliminary Tests,"
ORNL/NPR-90/45, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, April 1991.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EFFECT OF DUST ON RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT
DDN C.07.03.11
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The presence of circulating and/or deposited particulate matter in the Power Conversion
System (PCS) of an GT-MHR may alter the plateout distributions in the PCS during normal
operation and may increase the extent to which condensible radionuclides are released from
the PCS during dry and wet depressurization transients. Consequently, the effects of dust on
the transport of condensible radionuclides in the primary coolant circuit must be
characterized.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: The design methods and codes
for predicting transport in the primary circuit will be shown to be accurate to within a
factor of [10X] at 95% confidence under normal and accident conditions.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Validated methods will be
available to describe the reentrainment and redeposition of plateout activity in the
primary circuit to within a factor of [10X] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The available data on the effects of dust on radionuclide transport in the primary
coolant circuit are largely from reactor surveillance measurements made at Peach
Bottom, Dragon and AVR (Ref.1-3). Samples of deposited particulate matter were
obtained from an FSV circulator and have been partially characterized at ORNL; a
FSV plateout probe, removed at end-of-life, was examined at INEL, but no particulate
matter was detected on the probe filters (although several were severely plugged).
There are British data on the transport of metal-oxide aerosols in AGRs, but there are
no data on the effects of such aerosols on radionuclide transport. There are also
German data from measurements made in the AVR; however, the considerable dust in
the AVR resulted primarily from mechanical attrition of the fuel spheres as they made
multiple passes through the reactor core. The applicability of these AVR data to a
prismatic GT-MHR is debatable.

C.07.03.1 1-01
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Limited semi-quantitative data are also available from the GA deposition loop
program. In one test, a quantity of graphite powder was added to the out-of-pile
loop, and the result was to alter the plateout distribution of the Cs-137 and Sr-90 and
to increase significantly (> lOX) the amount of liftoff observed in ex situ blowdown
tests.
Finally, there is an extensive amount of open-literature data related to aerosol
formation, transport, deposition, and reentrainment, but none relates directly to the
conditions expected in the PCS of the GT-MHR.
1.3

Data Needed
Measurements under representative GT-MHR conditions which elucidate the effects of
particulate matter ("dust") on the transport of condensible radionuclides in the PCS
during normal operation and during transients, especially the effects upon the
reentrainment/redeposition characteristics during dry and wet depressurization
transients. A prerequisite to these measurements is the determination of the
representative dust (chemical composition, concentration, particle size distribution) in
an HTGR with a prismatic core. Sufficient test data are needed to assure that dust
effects do not preclude validating that the design methods used to predict fission
product transport in the PCS are accurate to within 1OX at 95 % confidence.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)
(normal operation)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
C.07.03.11-02

Helium
100 to 850 0 C
[14 Pa (140 iatm) H20]
[350 1atm CO]
[14 Pa (140juatm) C0 21
[Total oxidants <700 liatm]
[70 Pa (700 latm) H2]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)
> 5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
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Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)
9 %Cr (reactor vessel)
Particulate matter
Composition
Particle size distribution
Gasborne concentration
Surface loading
Radionuclides of interest

[450 to 900°C]
[100 to 5500C]
[100 to 150 0 C]

[450 to 800qC]
[Amorphous carbon, ferritic
metaloxide, graphite]
[0.01 to 10] 14m
[3 x 10-12 g/m 3]
[5] g/m
Ag, Cs >I, Te > Sr*

Rapid Depressurization

Environment
Coolant temperature range
Range of coolant impurity levels

Coolant pressure range
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)

9 %Cr (reactor vessel)
Shear ratio**
Blowdown duration
Radionuclides of interest

Helium
100 C to 850°C
[140 to TBD] patm H2 0
[350] patm CO
[140] patm CO 2
Total oxidants < [700 to TBD] patm
[700] gatm H2
> 10 to 1 atm
> 5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450 to 900 0 C]
[100 to 550°C]
[100 to 150 0 C]
[450 to 800°C]
[0.5 to 5]
1 to 10 min
I, Sr > Cs, Te > Ag

Water Ingress
Environment
Coolant temperature range
Range of coolant impurity levels

He/H 20
100 to 850 0C
[0.01 to 10] atm H 20

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
**Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient to the wall shear stress
during
normal operation.
C.07.03.11-03
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Coolant pressure range
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Reynolds Number

10 to 1 atm

[450 to 900°C]
[100 to 550'C]
[100 to 150'C]

[450 to 800 0 C]
> 5000
<1
[0 to 1001%
[0.1 to 10] h
I, Sr > Cs, Te > Ag

Shear ratio*
Steam quality
Contact time**
Radionuclides of interest

2.

>

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Use current design methods and associated uncertainties which do not explicitly
account for the effects of dust.

2.2

Characterize dust and dust-borne fission product behavior by analysis of existing data
from Peach Bottom, AVR, Dragon, and FSV.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Measurements under representative GT-MHR conditions which elucidate the effects of
particulate matter ("dust") on the transport and deposition of condensible radionuclides in the
PCS during normal operation and, especially, the effects upon the reentrainment/ redeposition
zharacteristics during dry and wet depressurization transients.
\Iternative 1 may be technically satisfactory since dust production in a prismatic GT-MHR
vith magnetic bearings (hence, low potential for significant oil ingress) is expected to be
mall; nevertheless, the burden of proof is on the designer, and there are no definitive data.
\lternative 2 is also suspect because the relevance of these data to the GT-MHR can not be
iemonstrated.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 36 months from start of Preliminary Design and final data 12 months prior
to completion of Final Design.
*Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient to the wall shear stress during

normal operation.
**Contact time is the time moisture is in contact with metallic surfaces.
C.07.03.11-04
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5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: M

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The fallback position is the first alternative with potentially tighter limits on the allowable
plateout activity in the PCS to account for the uncertainties in the effects of dust on plateout,
liftoff, and washoff. Failure to better quantify the effects of dust on radionuclide liftoff could
result in independent safety reviewers assuming 100% liftoff for even the smallest primary
coolant leaks and stringent technical specifications on PCS plateout activity.

7.

REFERENCES

1.

F. F. Dyer, R. P. Wichner, W. J. Martin, and H. J. de Nordwall, "Distribution of
Radionuclides in the Peach Bottom HTGR Primary Circuit during Core 2 Operation,"
USERDA Report ORNL-5188, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, March 1977.

2.

J. A. Garland, A. C. Wells, and J. B. Hedgecock, "Behavior of Particles in a
Commercial Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor," AERE Harwell Paper given at the IAEA
Specialist's Meeting on Fission Product Release and Transport in Gas-Cooled
Reactors, Gloucester, UK, October 22-25, 1985.

3.

U. P. Wawrzik, "Staub in AVR-Reaktor: Eine Analyze der Kaltgazfilterversuche,"
Jahrestagung Kerntechnik '87, Deutsches Atomforum, Mannheim, 1987.
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT IN A
VENTED LOW-PRESSURE CONTAINMENT
DDN C.07.03.12
PLANT: GT-MHR/System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The vented, low-pressure containment (VLPC) is a significant barrier to the release of
radionuclides to the environment during core conduction cooldown transients. The
compartments and spaces in the reactor silo building are connected together to form a long
and tortuous vent path. During events involving primary coolant leakage into the reactor
building, natural processes will act to reduce the level of entrained radionuclides as the gas
stream transits the building. Consequently, the natural removal mechanisms, including
condensation, gravitational settling and turbulent deposition, which serve to attenuate
radionuclide release by at least an order of magnitude under these conditions, need to be
characterized. It is not necessary to take credit for the reactor building as a radionuclide
release barrier in order to meet 10CFR100 dose limits. However, mechanistic radionuclide
retention in the VLPC is considered when showing compliance with the PAG dose limits at
the EAB with source terms for core conduction cooldown accidents. Data are needed to
develop and validate the methods describing the transport behavior of condensible
radionuclides in the reactor building under wet and dry core conduction cooldown conditions.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport from the Vented Low Pressure Containment," Assumption: Data
are available to describe fission product transport in the reactor building and to
validate that the reference design methods are accurate to within a factor of [10x] at
95 %confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
No direct measurements have been made of radionuclide removal from contaminated
helium by condensation, settling, and plateout under the conditions expected in the
GT-MHR VLPC during a core conduction cooldown transient. There is an extensive
existing LWR data base on the behavior of radionuclides in steam-liquid water
mixtures, and several major experimental programs are in progress on the behavior of
radionuclides in LWR containment buildings (e.g., the DEMONA tests in the FRG).
These LWR data, especially those which relate to radionuclide partitioning between
steam and liquid phases in steam-water mixtures conditions, may be applicable to the
C.07.03.12-01
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GT-MHR. Other data might not be applicable because of the size and other
characteristics of the particulates studied.
1.3

Data Needed
Data are needed for the condensation, settling, and plateout of I, Cs, Sr, Te, and Ag
on reactor building materials of construction. The effects of temperature, coolant
chemistry, surface state, and aerosols must be treated explicitly. The chemical
composition of the key radionuclides (I, Sr, Cs, Te, and Ag) must also be determined
with particular attention to the effects of coolant chemistry on composition. The
extent to which LWR data on radionuclide transport, especially transport in
containment buildings, are applicable to the GT-MHR must be determined. Quality
Assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data or
validation testing which is not "safety-related."

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
These parameters and conditions are selected to simulate typical accident conditions,
which are the conditions of interest.
Dry Core Conduction Cooldown Transients - VLPC

Environment
Pressure
Flow Rate
Temperature Range
Range of Gasborne Impurities

Gasborne Aerosols
Composition
Particle Size
Concentration
Materials of Construction
Surfaces
Radionuclides of Interest
Radionuclide Partial Pressures
I
Sr
Cs

Air/He, Air/He/CO
1 atm
[TBD] kg/s
30 to 360'C
[TBD] liatm H20
[TBD] Aatm CO
[TBD] /iatm CO 2
[TBD] patm Total Oxidants
[TBD] /iatm H2

[TBD]
[0.05 - 5.0] jm
[TBD] kg/m3
Concrete, [TBD]
Painted, unpainted
I, Te > Ag > Cs,Sr*
2 x 10-10 to 2 x 10-7 atm
3 x 10-14 to 5 x 10.12 atm
2 x 10-12 to 2 x 10-7 atm

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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3 x 10-18 to 5 x 10-13 atm
1 x 10-13 to 2 x 10-"0 atm

Ag
Te

Wet Core Conduction Cooldown Transients - Reactor Building

Environment
Pressure
Flow Rate
Temperature Range
Range of Gasborne Impurities

Air/He/H 20, Air/He/CO/H 2/H2 0
1 atm
[TBD] kg/s

30 to 360°C
0.05 to 0.20 atm H20

[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
Gasborne Aerosols
Composition
Particle Size
Concentration
Materials of Construction
Surfaces
Radionuclides of Interest
Radionuclide Partial Pressures
I
Sr
Cs
Ag
Te
2.

patm
Iatm
jatm
liatm

CO
CO 2
Total Oxidants
H2

[TBD]
[TBD] m
[TBD] kg/m3
Concrete, [TBD]
Painted or unpainted
I > Cs > Te > Sr > Ag*
3x
4x
6x
4x
2x

10-9 to 2 x 10-5 atm
10-12 to 1 x 10-8 atm
10-9 to 9 x 10-5 atm
10-13 to 4 x 10-9 atm
10-11 to 2 x 10-9 atm

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES

The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1.

Assume that the models/methods used to predict plateout and settling in PWR
containments under dry conditions and to predict condensation under wet conditions
are applicable to the GT-MHR.

2.2.

Utilize LWR integral experimental data to validate GT-MHR-specific models.

2.3.

Do not take credit for condensation, plateout, and settling in the VLPC during core
conduction cooldown transients, and increase the EAB distance to meet the PAGs.

Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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3.

2.4.

Develop alternate high quality fuel with heavy metal contamination and coating defect
fractions of - 10-6 so that PAG limits can be met without taking credit for the VLPC
as a release barrier.

2.5.

Add a secondary filtered vent pathway to the vented low pressure containment design.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to model the transport behavior of condensible radionuclides
in the
VLPC under core conduction cooldown conditions by measuring the condensation, plateout,
and settling of I, Cs, Sr, Te, and Ag on VLPC materials of construction. The effects
of
temperature, gas chemistry in the VLPC, surface state, condensation, and aerosols will
be
determined. The chemical composition of the key radionuclides (I, Sr, Cs, Te, and
Ag) will
be determined with particular attention to the effects of coolant chemistry and gas chemistry
in the VLPC on composition. This is judged to be the most cost effective and operationally
effective option.
An alternative would be to utilize a combination of the first and second approaches.
LWR
data would be examined to simulate radionuclide transport in a GT-MHR VLPC. Smaller
scale experimental results would be used to determined the chemical species and plateout
behavior of radionuclides upon building materials. The third alternative is not viable
because
PAG dose limits cannot be met at the EAB at the required accuracy for certain events
without
taking credit for the VLPC as a barrier to radionuclide release to the environment.
The
fourth alternative is rejected because commercial manufacture of fuel with a defect rate
below
10-6 is not economically viable. The fifth alternative is a possible design approach
but
impacts the plant cost.

4.

CHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
reliminary data, including a determination of the extent to which LWR data are applicable
to
ie GT-MHR, are required by one year prior to PSSAR submittal; final data by one year
-ior to FSSAR submittal.

5.

i .RIORITY
I rgency: 2

Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H
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6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The faIlback position is to add a secondary filtered building vent path to the vented low
pressure containment. The impact of this feature on the VLPC design, reliability, data needs,
and cost would be incurred on the GT-MHR design.
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DATE:
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
DECONTAMINATION EFFICIENCY OF PRESSURE RELIEF TRAIN FILTER
DDN C.07.03.13
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
During an hypothetical event which combines large water ingress with loss of forced cooling
and failure to terminate water ingress, the primary helium relief valves could become a
release pathway for primary coolant and any entrained radionuclides. To limit the
consequences of such an event, the vented low pressure containment (LVPC) design includes
a piping network and a filter which will act to decontaminate the gases released through the
relief valve(s). It is not necessary to take credit for the filter to mitigate radionuclide release
in order to meet 1OCFR100 dose limits with the current GT-MHR fuel performance and
as-manufactured fuel quality criteria. However, credit is taken for the filter to reduce the
contribution of events in this family to meet the cumulative dose (Protective Action Guidelines
- user requirements) and to manage the residual risk associated with fuel quality which could
be below specified values.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Control Transport from Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary," Assumption: Data are
available to describe the physical and chemical properties of the gas stream released
from the primary helium relief valves and to describe the chemical and isotopic nature
of the fission products entrained in the stream as functions of time. Data are also
available to validate that the reference design method used to obtain these inputs are
accurate to within a factor of [10X] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
No direct measurements have been made of radionuclide removal from contaminated
helium by filtration under the conditions expected in the primary helium relief valve
discharge stream during a water ingress with core conduction cooldown transient.
There is an existing LWR data base on the behavior of radionuclides in air mixtures,
and several major experimental programs are in progress ont he behavior of radio
nuclides in vent streams from LWR containment buildings. Established methods are
available for calculating the decontamination factor (DF - input concentration/output
concentration of entrained materials) and have been validated by physical testing for
air streams at low temperature. These methods must be validated for helium/steam
mixtures at high temperature.
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1.3

Data Needed
Data are needed to validate the design methods describing the filter DF and possible
re-entrainment of radionuclides deposited on the filter under wet (following water
ingress events) and dry core conduction cooldown conditions. The effects of
temperature and coolant chemistry state must be treated explicitly. The chemical
composition of the key radionuclides (I, Sr, Cs, Te, and Ag) must also be determined
with particular attention to the effects of coolant chemistry on composition. Quality
Assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data or
validation testing which is not safety-related.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
The following test parameters and conditions are selected to bound moisture ingress
accident conditions at the entrance to the relief valve filter.
Helium Relief Valve Blowdown Stream Parameters
Environment
Pressure, max.

Flow rate, max.
Temperature, max.
Range of gasborne impurities

Gasborne aerosols
Composition
Particle size
Concentration
Radionuclides of interest
Radionuclide form and concentration
I, as mixture of elemental, HI and CH 3I

He/H 2 0, He/CO/H 2 /H20
[25 atm]
[TBD] kg/s
[1100°C]
[1 to 6 atm] H20
[TBD] atm CO
[TBD] atm CO 2
Total oxidants [TBD] atm
[TBD] atm H2
[TBD]
[TBD] m
[TBD] kg/m3

I > Cs > Te > Sr > Ag"
[3 x 10-9 to 2 x 10-5 atm]

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance
to the CEDE.
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Sr, as mixture of elemental, oxide,
hydroxide
Cs, as mixture of elemental, oxide,
hydroxide
Ag, as elemental
Te, elemental
2.

[4 x 10-12 to 1 x 10-8 atm]
[6 x 10-9 to 9 x 10.5 atm]
[4 x 10-13 to 4 x 10-9 atm]
[2 x 10-11 to 2 x 10-9 atm]

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives were considered:

3.

2.1

Assume that the models/methods used to predict decontamination in air at low
temperatures are applicable to the GT-MHR.

2.2

Utilize LWR or other integral experimental data to validate GT-MHR specific models.

2.3

Develop alternate high quality fuel with heavy metal contamination and coating defect
fractions of -10-6 so that residual risk can be minimized and cumulative dose limits
can be met without taking credit for a relief train filter as a release barrier.

2.4

Rearrange the relief train discharge so that it occurs within the reactor building, which
then acts as a release barrier.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected design approach is to conduct the helium relief valve train discharge out of the
vented low pressure containment via a piping system, and to discharge it to the environment
via a filter. This strategy will minimize the risk to operators who might be in the vicinity of
the discharge and be exposed to heat, suffocating gases, or high concentrations of radio
nuclides. It also reduces their exposure to radiation by preventing the contamination of
interior surfaces of the reactor building by radioactivity int he discharge gas stream. The
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) will be designed in accordance with the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which permits relief valve systems to have a head loss
during discharge of up to 30% of the relief valve setpoint.
Using data developed from the vessel designer for the physical conditions of the blowdown
stream, and from the reactor designer for the chemical species in the blowdown stream, select
several candidate filter mediums. Physically test unit area filters over a range of bed depths
for the expected range of blowdown stream conditions. Establish correlations for the head
loss versus flow as a function of bed depth, and for the DF for key radioisotope families as
functions of flow, bed depth, and temperature. Revise as necessary the predictive model and
use it to optimize the relief valve train filter design.

C.07.03.13-03
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4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data, including a selection of the filter medium and confirmation of the minimum
expected DF are required two years prior to PSSAR submittal; final data two years prior to
FSSAR submittal.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: 2
Cost benefit: M
Uncertainty in existing data*: H
Importance of new data*: M

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
The fallback position is to argue that the correlations used to predict DF and head loss used in
filter streams based on low temperature air are applicable to the GT-MHR design. The NRC
could reject this assertion and require that the EPZ for the GT-MHR be set at a radius in
excess of the EAB distance.

Originator

bate

Task Manager

Date

Program Manager

Date

*No data available for He/H 2 0 mixtures at high temperatures.
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
FISSION GAS RELEASE VALIDATION DATA
DDN C.07.03.14
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes used to predict fission gas release from the core (SURVEY for
normal operation and SORS and OXIDE for accidents), including the radiologically important
radioiodines, must be validated to have the specified predictive accuracies for normal
operating conditions, for H2 0 ingress transients, and for core conduction cooldown transients
representative of the GT-MHR. Integral test data, representative of the GT-MHR, are
required for comparison with predictions of fission gas release from the core, including iodine
release, during normal operation and postulated accidents. The data must be independent of
that originally used to develop the predictive methods.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: The existing design methods and
computer codes for calculating fuel failure and fission gas release from prismatic
cores are accurate to within 4X at 95 % confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Control Transport from Core," Assumption: The existing
design methods and computer codes for calculating gas release, including iodine
release, from a prismatic core during transients are accurate to within [TBD] at 95 %
confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The validity of the reference design methods for fission gas release during normal
operation has been assessed by applying them to FSV, Peach Bottom, and several
irradiation capsules (Ref. 1-3). The noble gas release from FSV at end-of-life was
overpredicted by about a factor of two; the cause of the overprediction is ambiguous:
fuel failure may have been overpredicted, or the long-term, in-pile effect of hydrolysis
may be less severe than observed in lab tests, or a combination of both these effects.
The noble gas release from Peach Bottom Core 2 at end-of-life was underpredicted by
a factor of two or three; however, the dominant source of gas release was heavy-metal
contamination so not all the features of the gas release methodology were tested. Both
FSV and Peach Bottom Core 2 contained carbide fuel rather than LEU/natural UCO
fuel.
C.07.03.14-01
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The fission gas release from irradiation capsules containing LEU UCO/ThO2 fuel is
generally predicted to within a factor of about five. However, these capsules operated
dry so the hydrolysis model was not tested. Moreover, there is inherent ambiguity in
these data since the fuel failure fraction is not known with high accuracy independent
of the gas release data. Considerable data on fission gas release from LEU UCO fuel
are available from the recently completed COMEDIE BD-1 test (Ref. 4), and those
data are currently being evaluated.
The validity of the transient gas release model used to analyze core conduction
cooldown transients has not been rigorously assessed.
1.3

Data Needed
Integral test data needed to assess the validity of the integrated models and
core-survey codes used to predict fission gas release from the core with reference
LEU/natural UCO fuel during normal operation (SURVEY) and under transient
conditions (SORS) in order to assure that the predictive methods are accurate to within
[4x] at 95 % confidence. Particular attention must be given to effects of hydrolysis
during steady-state power operation and to the transient release of iodines and noble
gases under dry and wet core conduction cooldown conditions.
The data for assessing the overall accuracy of the gas release methodology must be
independent of the data from which the individual correlations in the overall design
method were originally derived (fuel failure models, gas release models for
contamination and failed particles, etc.). Quality assurance for the test programs must
be in accordance with the requirements for validation testing for safety-related
components.

.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)
Primary coolant temperature range
C.07.03.14-02

Helium
[700 to 1400]°C
[26%] FIMA
[6.5%] FIMA
5 x 1025 n/m 2
100 to 850 0C
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He velocity (in coolant channel)
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Fission gases of interest

> 10 mIs
[14 Pa (140 Aatm) H2]
[350 patm CO]
[14 Pa (140 Itatm) C0 2 ]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 patm)]
[70 Pa (700/uatm) H2 ]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)
I > Kr > Te > Xe*

Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment
Fuel temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Fission gases of interest
2.

He; He/CO/H 2 ; CO/N 2

900 to 1300°C
1200 to 2000°C
1 to > 1 MPa (10 atm)
[0.01 to 10] atm H2 0
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)
I > Kr, Te, Xe*

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Rely upon existing in-pile data to provide validation fission gas release methods.

2.2

Rely upon comparisons of design codes with analytical solutions and other validated
transport codes, including the FRG codes as available, through a series of benchmark
calculations.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Obtain fission gas release data for LEU/natural UCO fuel from integral in-pile experiments
and postirradiation heating tests. Compare predicted and observed results and assess accuracy
of design methods. Stringent limits on fission product release from the core have been
specified for the GT-MHR in order to meet [10%] of 10 CFR20 occupational exposure limits,
to minimize downtimes for maintenance, and to meet offsite dose limits with a VLPC. With
these very tight limits on core release, design margins to compensate for the current
uncertainties in the fission gas release methods must be small. Therefore, validation of the
fission gas release methods is essential to avoid major retrofitting in the final design phase.

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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Alternative 2.1 is rejected because there are no definitive data for gas release for LEU/natural
UCO fuel, especially under core conduction cooldown conditions; validation data for other U
and Th fuel forms are supportive, but some explicit LEU/natural UCO data are essential.
Alternative 2.2 is rejected because there are no formally validated codes for fission gas release
from LEU/natural UCO fuel to serve as a benchmark. In addition, some validation data with
a formal NQA-1 pedigree are essential to meet top-level program requirements; currently,
only the COMEDIE BD-1 data are so qualified.
4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Final data 12 months prior to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H (especially for accidents)
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The first alternative with the necessity of added conservatism in the design to compensate for
calculational uncertainties (> 1OX). A weakened safety review position as a consequence of
not being able to answer the obvious question of how well do the design methods predict the
fission product transport behavior observed in operating reactors and in-pile tests and of not
formally validating these design codes to NQA-1/-2 standards. The ultimate consequence
zould be the necessity of a major retrofitting in the final design phase to meet stringent
echnical specifications on circulating activity and/or the imposition of a high-pressure
ontainment on the design.

7.

_ EFERENCES
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FISSION METAL RELEASE VALIDATION DATA
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PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes used to predict the release of fission metals from the core
(TRAFIC/COPAR and TRAMP/COPAR for normal operation and SORS for accidents) must
be validated to have the specified predictive accuracies for normal operating conditions and
for core conduction cooldown transients. Integral test data, representative of the GT-MHR,
are required for comparison with predictions of fission metal release from the core, including
Pu release, during normal operation and postulated accidents. The data must be independent
of that originally used to develop the predictive methods.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport from Core," Assumption: The existing design methods and
computer codes for calculating fission metal release from a prismatic core are accurate
to within 10X at 95 % confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Control Transport from Core," Assumption: The existing
design methods and computer codes for calculating fission metal release from a
prismatic core during core conduction cooldown transients, including the effects of
redeposition in the colder portions of the core, are accurate to within a factor of
[TBD] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The validity of the methods for predicting fission metal release during normal
operation have been assessed by applying them to predict the observed metal release
in operating HTGRs (Peach Bottom Core 2 and FSV) and in irradiation capsules and
in-pile loops (SSL1, SSL2, Idylle 03, the four CPL2 loops, and R2 K13) (Refs. 1
and 2). Most of the available data are for the Cs isotopes with a small amount of Ag
and Sr data. In general, the releases of fission metals were underpredicted by factors
of several and, in some cases, by more than an order of magnitude. The cause of the
underpredictions is ambiguous because the SiC defect fractions and the particle failure
fractions are typically not well known; however, there is strong circumstantial
evidence suggesting that the transport across the fuel compact/fuel element gap and
the transport in the graphite web are not properly modelled. Considerable data on
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fission metal release from LEU UCO fuel could be generated by the proposed PIE of
the fuel element from the recently completed COMEDIE BD-1 test (Ref. 3).
The validity of the methods for predicting fission metal release during core conduction
cooldown transients have not been assessed systematically.
1.3

Data Needed
Integral test data are needed to validate the integrated models and core-survey codes
used to predict fission metal release from the core during normal operation (TRAFIC
and COPAR) and under dry and wet core conduction cooldown conditions (SORS) in
order to assure that the predictive methods are accurate to within loX at 95 %
confidence. Particular attention must be given to the effects of irradiation and
environment on the transport of fission metals in core graphite.
Certain test data must investigate the prediction that fission metals released from the
hotter portions of the core redeposit in the colder portions of the core, especially on
the upper reflector; this redeposition is projected to attenuate the release of Ag, Cs
and Sr from the core by factore of 1 to I during core conduction cooldown
events. Moreover, data are needed to confirm the prediction that Pu and other
actinides outside of intact TRISO particles are completely retained by the core
graphite.
The data for assessing the overall accuracy of the metal release methodology must be
independent of the data from which the individual correlations in the overall method
were originally derived (fuel failure models, graphite diffusivities and sorptivities,
etc.). Quality assurance for the test programs must be in accordance with the
requirements for validation testing for safety-related components.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Fuel operating temperature
Maximum fissile particle burnup
Maximum fertile particle burnup
C. 07.03.15 -02
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[700 to 1400'C]
[26%] FIMA
[6.5%] FIMA
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Graphite operating temperature
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 0)
He temperature range
He velocity (in coolant channel)
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Pressure
Fission metals of interest

[300 to 1300°C]
5 x 105 n/m2
100 to 850 0 C
> 10 m/s
[14 Pa (140 zatm) H20]
[350 patm CO]
[14 Pa (140 izatm) C0 21
[Total oxidants <70 Pa (700 tatm)]
[70 Pa (700 Itatm) H 2]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)
Ag > Cs > Sr*

Core Conduction Cooldown Transients
Environment He; He/CO/H 2 ; He/CO/N 2
Fuel temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Graphite temperature range
Pressurized cooldown
Depressurized cooldown
Pressure
Range of coolant impurity levels
(pressurized cooldown)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
Fission products of interest
2.

900 to 1300°C
1200 to 2000 0 C
700 to 1300 0 C
1200 to 2000 0 C
0.1 to > 1 MPa (1 to > 10 atm)
[0.001 to 1] MPa H20 (0.01- 10 atm)
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)
Sr > Cs, Ag > Pu*

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Rely upon the existing U.S. data base to provide validation of fission metal release
methods.

2.2

Rely upon comparisons of design codes with analytical solutions and other validated
transport codes, including the FRG codes as available, through a series of benchmark
calculations.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Obtain fission metal release data from integral in-pile experiments and postirradiation heating
tests. Compare predicted and observed results and assess accuracy of design methods.
Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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Stringent limits on fission metal release from the core have been specified for the GT-MHR in
order to meet [10%] of 1OCFR20 occupational exposure limits, to minimize the downtimes
for maintenance, and to meet offsite dose limits with a VLPC. With these very tight limits on
core release, design margins to compensate for the current uncertainties in the fission product
transport methods must be small. Therefore, validation of the fission product transport
methods is essential to avoid major retrofitting in the final design phase, including the
possible imposition of a high-pressure containment building.
Alternative 2.1 is rejected because there are no data for metal release for LEU/natural UCO
fuel, especially under core conduction cooldown conditions; validation data for other U and
Th fuel forms are supportive, but some explicit LEU/natural UCO data are essential.
Alternative 2.2 is rejected because there are no formally validated codes for fission gas release
from LEU/natural UCO fuel to serve as a benchmark. In addition, some validation data with
a formal NQA-1 pedigree are essential to meet top-level program requirements; currently,
only the COMEDIE BD-1 data are so qualified.
4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Final data 12 months prior to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The first alternative with the necessity of added conservatism in the design to compensate for
zalculational uncertainties (> > lOX). A weakened safety review position as a consequence of
not being able to answer the obvious question of how well do the design methods used to
oredict GT-MHR source terms predict the fission product transport behavior observed in
Jperating reactors and in-pile tests and of not formally validating these design codes to
"NQA-1/-2standards. The ultimate consequence could be the necessity of a major retrofitting
in the final design phase to meet stringent technical specifications on plateout activities in the
PCS and the possible imposition of a high-pressure containment building on the design.
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1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes used to predict plateout distributions in the Power Conversion
System (PCS) must be validated to have the specified predictive accuracies for normal
operating conditions and for core conduction cooldown transients. Integral test data,
representative of the GT-MHR, are required for comparison with predictions of plateout per
pass and the plateout distributions of condensible radionuclides in the PCS. The data must be
independent of that used to develop the predictive methods.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: The available data, design
methods and computer codes for predicting transport in the primary circuit are
accurate to within a factor of 1oX at 95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption:
Methods for predicting fission product transport in the primary circuit under core
conduction cooldown conditions will be validated sufficiently to assure an uncertainty
of < [TBD] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The accuracy of the current methods used to predict plateout distributions in the
primary coolant circuit during normal operation have been assessed by applying them
to predict the plateout distributions observed in operating HTGRs (Peach Bottom and
Dragon) (Refs. 1 and 2), in in-pile loops (VAMPYR 01, the four CPL2 loops, and in
out-of-pile loops (GA deposition loop, LAMINAR and SMOC). The plateout dis
tributions of Cs in Peach Bottom and of Cs, I, and Ag in Dragon were predicted to
within a factor of two or three; however, most of these data are for plateout surface
temperature in the range of 250 to 500°C, well below the surface temperatures in the
gas turbine.
Considerable data on the plateout of key radionuclides under largely representative
GT-MHR were generated by the PIE of the recently completed COMEDIE BD-1 test,
and these data are being evaluated (Ref. 3). In addition, JAERI has reportedly
C.07.03.16-01
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generated significant plateout data in the OGL 1 loop; these data
are not currently
available to the U.S. program in sufficient detail to be useful for code validation
purposes.
With the FRG plateout data for temperatures > 500°C, the predicted surface concen
trations, especially for iodines are orders of magnitude lower than actually observed.
The plateout distributions observed at the higher temperatures can not be explained by
the reversible surface adsorption model which is the physical basis for the reference
plateout methodology. The effects of dust on the plateout process have not been
systematically investigated.
The accuracy of the current methods used to predict plateout under core conduction
cooldown conditions has not been systematically assessed.
1.3

Data Needed
Integral test data are needed for radionuclide plateout during normal operation and
under core conduction cooldown conditions for materials of construction and under
service conditions representative of GT-MHR PCS. Particular attention must be given
to the effects of dust and the surface oxidation state on the transport in the PCS and to
the necessity of modeling diffusion of plated out activity into the interior of structural
materials. The data must be sufficient to assure that the predictive methods are
accurate to within lOX at 95% confidence.
The data for assessing the overall accuracy of the plateout methodology (PADLOC)
must be independent of the data from which the individual correlations in the overall
method were originally derived (mass transfer coefficients, graphite and metal
diffusivities and sorptivities, etc.). Quality assurance for the test programs must be in
accordance with the requirements for validation testing for safety-related components.

.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
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Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Pressure
Reynolds Number
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)

9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Radionuclides of Interest

[14 Pa (140 /atm) H20]
[350 patm CO]
[14 Pa (140 patm) C0 2]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 piatm)]
[70 Pa (700 Aatm) H2]
>*1 MPa (> 10 atm)
>5000
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450 to
[100 to
[100 to
[450 to
Ag, Cs

900°C]
550°C]
150°C]
800 0 C]
> I, Te*

Conduction Cooldown Transients

Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Pressure
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
"T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Range of coolant impurity levels
(depressurized cooldown)
RN partial pressure
Radionuclides of interest
2.

He; He/H 2 0/CO/H 2 ; CO/N 2
[300 to 850 0 C]
I to > 1 MPa (10 atm)
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[TBD]
[0, 0.035] MPa CO (0, 0.35 atm)
[0, 0.065] MPa N2 (0, 0.65 atm)
[TBD] MPa
I, Te > Cs > Ag*

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Rely upon the existing international data base (The COMEDIE BD-1 data are the only
results with a NQA-1 pedigree.)

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
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2.2

3.

Rely upon comparisons of design codes with analytical solutions and other transport
codes, including the FRG codes as available, through a series of benchmark
calculations.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to obtain a data base from integral tests simulating GT-MHR plateout
distributions to assure that the predictive methods are sufficient to meet the specified accuracy
requirements. Failure to reduce uncertainties in plateout distributions increases uncertainties
in calculating O&M doses and plant effluents.
Alternative 2.1 is rejected because there is a pavcity of data for plateout on GT-MHR
materials of construction under PCS service conditions; the existing integral plateout are
supportive, but some explicit data for GT-MHR materials and service conditions are essential.
Alternative 2.2 is rejected because there are no formally validated codes for plateout
distribution to serve as a reliable benchmark.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Final data 12 months prior to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H (for GT conditions)
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
Alternative 1, i.e., rely upon existing international data base and add margin to account for
he considerable uncertainties (> > 10X). The consequences are the inclusion of excessive
,hielding and/or the possible imposition of stringent technical specifications on PCS plateout
,nventories. Conceptually, it may be possible to design the GT-MHR for fully remote
scheduled maintenance, but such a design would seem unattractive to potential utility
customers who are increasingly sensitive to high O&M exposures. There is also a risk that
safety reviewers will give little or no credit for plateout as a radionuclide removal mechanism.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

"Final Summary Report on the Peach Bottom End-of-Life Program," DOE Report
GA-A14404, July 1978.

2.

"Cs, I, Ag and Sr Plateout in Dragon," GA Document 906017/1, August 1981.
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W. Medwid and A. Gillespie, "COMEDIE BD-1 Test Evaluation Report," DOE
HTGR-88552, October 1993 [AT].
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DATE: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
RADIONUCLIDE "LIFTOFF" VALIDATION DATA
DDN C.07.03.17

PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07

1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes used to predict the "liftoff" of plated-out fission products
during primary coolant leaks must be validated to have the specified predictive accuracies.
Integral test data, representative of the GT-MHR, are required for comparison with code
predictions. The data must be independent of that used to develop the predictive methods.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Protect Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit" Assumption: Adequate
data and validated methods will be developed to predict reentrainment and
redeposition of fission products in the primary circuit.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Methods for predicting
radionuclide transport in the primary and secondary coolant circuits will be validated
sufficiently to assure an uncertainty factor of [10] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The present data base for the validation of radionuclide liftoff methods is extremely
limited and does not explicitly account for the effects of dust. In the single in situ
blowdown test of the CPL 2/4 in-pile loop, < 0.5 % liftoff of the plateout activity was
observed (Ref. 1). However, the maximum shear ratio realized in the CPL 2/4
blowdown was only 1.08 so these data do not provide a comprehensive test of a
candidate liftoff model. Moreover, the CPL 2/4 loop was known to contain an
inordinate amount of metal oxide aerosol; consequently, the CPL 2/4 data are likely to
be biased high. Considerable, additional liftoff data were generated by the PIE of the
recently completed COMEDIE BD-1 test, wherein four in situ liftoff tests were
performed at shear ratios ranging from 0.72 to 5.7; these data are currently under
evaluation (Ref. 2).

1.3

Data Needed
Integral test data are needed for radionuclide liftoff and release from the PCS during
rapid depressurization transients which is appropriate to GT-MHR conditions. The
C.07.03.14-01
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data for assessing the overall accuracy of the liftoff methodology must be independent
of the data from which the individual correlations in the overall method were
originally derived (DDN C.07.03.09). Quality assurance for the test programs must
be in accordance with the requirements for validation testing for safety-related
components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation (Initial Conditions Prior to Blowdown)
Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
Particulate matter
Composition
Particle size distribution
Gasborne concentration
Surface loading
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5 %Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)

Helium
100 to 850 0 C
[14 Pa (140 zatm) H20]
[350 patm CO]
[14 Pa (140 liatm) C0 2]
[Total oxidants <70 Pa (700 /atm) ]
[70 Pa (700 jatm) H2]
> 1 MPa (> 10 atm)
> 5000
[Ferritic metal oxide, graphite]
[0.01 to 10 Jam]
3
[3 x 10- 3] g/m
2
[5] g/m
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450
[100
[100
[450

to
to
to
to

900°C]
550 0C]
150°C]
800 0C]

Rapid Depressurization

Environment
Primary coolant temperature range

C.07.03.14-02

Helium
100 to 850 0 C
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2.

Coolant impurity levels
Total oxidants
H2 /H2 0 ratio
Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number

< [70] Pa (700liatm)
>10
0.1 to > I MPa (1 to > 10 atm)
>5000

Shear ratio*

[0.5 to 5.0]

Blowdown duration
Radionuclides of interest

[1 to 10] min
I, Sr >Cs, Te >Ag**

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Assume 100% liftoff and accept the assessed penalties of increased occupational
exposures and longer times to recover from events involving primary coolant leaks;
limit PCS plateout so that PAG dose limits can be met with the assumption of 100%
liftoff.

3.

2.2

Rely on currently available liftoff data, primarily from COMEDIE BD-1.

2.3

Argue that rapid depressurization accidents with shear ratios greater than unity are
incredible and that, on physical grounds, liftoff must be negligible for shear ratios less
than unity.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Selected approach is to obtain data from integral tests for radionuclide liftoff. Failure to take
credit for limited radionuclide liftoff during rapid depressurization transients would impose
stringent requirements on the other barriers to radionuclide release in order to meet PAGs
with the assumption of 100% liftoff during primary coolant leak accidents (Alternative 2.1).
Alternative 2.2 depends on the BD-1 test, which was operated in the absence of quantified
dust. Analysis of the commercial steam-cycle MHTGR demonstrated that rapid
depressurization transients with shear ratios > 1.0 are credible for modular reactor designs so
Alternative 2.3 is not technically viable.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Final data 12 months prior to completion of Final Design.

Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient to that during normal operation.
**Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
C.07.03.14-03
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5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The fallback position is to assume 100% liftoff; however, the consequent technical
specification limits on PCS plateout, including limits on 1-131, Te-132, and Sr-90, would be
very stringent (the VLPC does not attenuate offsite releases resulting from primary coolant
leaks), and, ultimately, a high-pressure containment might be mandated. Moreover, it would
be impossible to formally validate the PADLOC code to NQA-1/-2 standards.

7.

REFERENCES
1.

Downey, K., "Summary of Fission Product Lift-off Data Base," GA Document
908332/Rev. 0, General Atomics, September 21, 1985 [AT].

2.

W. Medwid and A. Gillespie, "COMEDIE BD-1 Test Evaluation Report," DOE
HTGR-88552, October 1993 [AT].
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
RADIONUCLIDE "WASHOFF" VALIDATION DATA
DDN C.07.03.18
PLANT: GT-MHR/Multi-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes (POLO) used to predict the "washoff" of plated-out fission
products during H2 0 ingress transients must be validated to have the specified predictive
accuracies ("washoff' refers to removal of plateout activity by steam and/or liquid water).
Integral test data, representative of the GT-MHR, are required for comparison with code
predictions. The data must be independent of that used to develop the predictive methods.
1.1

Summary of Function and Assumptions
"Protect Capability to Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Adequate
data and validated methods will be developed to predict reentrainment and
redeposition of fission products in the primary circuit.
"Control Transport in Primary Circuit," Assumption: Methods for predicting
radionuclide transport in the primary and secondary coolant circuits will be validated
sufficiently to assure an uncertainty factor of [10] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
There are no integral measurements of radionuclide "washoff" during water ingress
accidents which are presently available to the U.S. program. Some LWR data
(Ref. 1) on the behavior of radionuclide in steam-water systems may be relevant to
HTGRs. The Germans have reportedly investigated the effects of water ingress on Cs
plateout in the out-of-pile SMOC loop, but the data are not currently available to the
U.S. program.

1.3

Data Needed
Integral test data are needed for radionuclide "washoff" and release from the PCS
during water ingress plus depressurization transients under representative GT-MHR
conditions. Particular attention must be given to the effects of surface state, dust, and
water chemistry on "washoff." The data for assessing the overall accuracy of the
"washoff" methodology must be independent of the data from which the individual
correlations in the overall method were originally derived (DDN C.07.03.10).
C.07.03.18-01
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Quality assurance for the test programs must be in accordance with the requirements
for validation testing for safety-related components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fission product data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented below for illustrative purposes only. When the
test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.
Normal Operation
(Initial Conditions Prior to H20 Ingress)
Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels (max.)

Coolant pressure
Reynolds Number
Particulate matter
Composition
Particle size distribution
Gasborne concentration
Surface loading
PCS Materials
(Candidate Materials)
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)
9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Radionuclides of interest

Helium
[100 to 850°C]
[14 Pa (140 gatm) H2 01
[35 Pa (350 /atm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 /zatm) C0 2]
[Total oxidants < 70 Pa (700 Itatm)]
[70 Pa (700 Jlatm) 112]
> 1 MPa (10 atm)
>5000
[Ferritic metal oxide, graphite,
amorphous carbon]
[0.01 to 10.0] 3jtm
g/m
[3 x 10-3]
2
[5] g/m
[IN 100, SS316L, T2
(0.5%Cr, 0.5%Mo), 9% Cr]
[450 to 900 0 C]
[100 to 550 0 C]
[100 to 150°C]
[450 to 800 0 C]
I, Sr > Cs, Te > Ag*

*Radionuclides ordered according to radiological significance.
C. 07.03.18-02
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Water Ingress

Environment
Primary coolant temperature range
Range of coolant impurity levels
Coolant pressure
Metal temperature range
IN 100 (turbine)
SS316L (recuperator)
T2 - 0.5 %Cr, 0.5%Mo (precooler)

9%Cr (reactor vessel)
Reynolds Number
Shear ratio*
Steam quality
pH range
Contact time**
2.

He/H 2 0
100 to 850 0 C
[0.001 to 1] MPa H2 0 (0.01-10 atm)
>1 to 0.1 MPa (>10 to 1 atm)
[TBD]
[TBD]

[TBD]
[TBD]
>5000
<[1]
[1% to 100%]
[9]
[0.1 to 10 h]

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:

3.

2.1

Assume 100% washoff and design the pressure relief system to include radionuclide
removal filter.

2.2

Use LWR data on the partitioning of radionuclides in steam-water systems and assume
that any plateout activity washed off during steam ingress would stay in the liquid
phase which would be largely retained within the primary and secondary circuits.

2.3

Design the PCS to accommodate the maximum credible H2 0 ingress without pressure
relief and argue that the probabilities of any other combined H2 0 ingress plus
depressurization scenarios are <5 x 10"7 /year.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to obtain a database from integral tests for radionuclide "washoff."
Such washoff data are needed for the design and qualification of the radionuclide removal
filter to be included in the pressure-relief system. The applicability of LWR data to HTGR
systems must be demonstrated. The assumption that the dissolved radionuclides would stay in
the liquid phase is reasonable but requires experimental confirmation. Designing the PCS
without pressure relief would violate the ASME code for pressure vessels.
*Shear ratio is the ratio of the wall shear stress during the transient to the wall shear during normal

operation.
**Contact time is the time moisture is in contact with metallic surfaces.
C.07.03.18-03
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4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Final data 12 months prior to completion of Final Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Urgency: TBD
Cost benefit: M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: M

6.

CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION AND FALLBACK POSITION
The fallback position is assume 100% washoff and design the pressure relief system to include
radionuclide removal filter that can accommodate the entire PCS plateout inventory; however,
the reliability of this filter may become a licensing issue, and it would likely be subject to
stringent technical specifications. Moreover, it would be impossible to formally validate the
POLO code to NQA-1/-2 standards.

7.

REFERENCE
1.

"Technical Bases for Estimating Fission Product Behavior During LWR Accidents,"
NUREG-0772, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 1981.
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Date: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
COATED B4 C CORROSION DATA
DDN C.07.04.01
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The pyrocarbon-coated B4 C granules in the reserve shutdown control (RSC) pellets and
lumped burnable poison may be corroded by coolant impurities, principally H20 and oxygen,
which could compromise the reactivity control capability. The exposed B4 C may hydrolyze
and the resulting boric acid, which is quite volatile, may be lost from the core. Therefore, the
corrosion characteristics of the pyrocarbon-coated B4 C granules must be quantified for normal
operating conditions and off-normal conditions including H2 0 ingress events.
The rate of oxidation of exposed B4 C granules by H2 0 or 02 is rapid above 800 C, and the
process is mass transfer limited. This condition has prompted the need for protective coatings,
such as PyC or SiC, similar to the coatings on fuel particles. The use of PyC will offer
protection of the B4 C granules, with time limits for long-term exposure to steam or air at
elevated temperatures such as during the combined heatup and moisture or air ingress
accident.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Control with Movable Poisons," Assumption- Reference correlations for the
corrosion of reserve shutdown pellets by coolant impurities are accurate to within a
factor of [2] at 95% confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Experiments in which irradiated BISO coated fuel particles inside graphite crucibles
were exposed to 17% steam in He at 1200'C showed the PyC coatings were breached
in 1 to 2 h. Unirradiated particles at the same conditions failed in about 10 h after
much of the surrounding graphite was consumed. At temperatures below about
1000*C, rupture times were longer, 20 to 40 h, and were unaffected by the sacrificial
oxidation of surrounding graphite. The consequences of coating failure would be rapid
oxidation of the B4 C, forming B20 3 , which could then be vaporized out of the
particle.
HRB-21 irradiated coated B4C particles, but the PIE was canceled and their condition
is unknown. Irradiated samples exist for characterization and accident testing.
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1.3

Data Needed
Correlations are needed describing the corrosion of PyC-coated B4 C granules by
coolant impurities during normal and off-normal operating conditions. Data are
needed to characterize the reaction kinetics: the reaction rate must be determined as a
function of time over a range of fixed temperatures, impurity concentrations, and
system pressure. The temperature below which the oxidation reaction is not mass
transfer limited must be confirmed. The boron vapor species should be characterized.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test
specification, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN (in
Section 1.4) for illustration only. Data for the reactor design may be obtained from
reduced-scale tests to be planned by the technology organization.
Single-effects data are needed which encompass a range of operating conditions for
normal operation service of Section 1.4. The identification of the mechanism for the
chemical reaction may require data from outside the reactor operating envelope.
Conversely, while measurements at higher temperatures or concentrations may have
higher accuracy, it must be established that they apply to reactor conditions.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the B4 C corrosion data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1. When the test specifications and
test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test documents shall prevail over
those indicated in the DDN. A test matrix with these limits encompasses normal
operating and accident conditions in the reactor or in the RSC hoppers.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Use SiC-coated B4 C granules.

2.2

Use the current data base and add more margin to account for the uncertainties.

2.3

Use more corrosion resistant rare earth oxide control materials.

C.07.04.01-02
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)
Parameter
Sample Measurement, Normal
Reaction temperature(a)
Coolant impurity levels(b):
CO
CO 2
H2 0

H-2

System Pressure(c)
Sample Measurement, Accident
Reaction temperature(a)
Coolant atmosphere
Coolant pressure
Coolant impurity levels(b):
Pressurized
Depressurized
CO
N2
Time

Value
[200-1300°C]
[0-TBD Pa]
[0-TBD Pa]
[0-TBD Pal
[0-TBD Pa]
> 1 MPa (> 10 atm)
[300-1400 0C]
He; He/CO/H 2 ;
He/CO/N 2
0.1 MPa (1 atm)
TBD
0-35 kPa (.35 atm)
0-65 kPa (.65 atm)
[1-1000 hours]

(a)The range includes the hopper or RSC in-core temperature.
(b)The ranges for direct measurements include the maximum expected concentrations,
plus an allowance of a factor of two. The establishment of a chemical model may
require data from outside this range.
(C)The pressure may be adjusted if adequate technical justification is provided.
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Determine the corrosion characteristics of PyC-coated B4 C granules under normal operating
and off-normal conditions relevant to the RSC pellets. The uncertainties in the current data
base would necessitate unacceptably large design margins.
Imposition of tighter technical specification limits on coolant impurities (Alternative 2.1) is
expected to adversely impact plant availability. The deposition of a SiC coating on the B4 C
granules (Alternative 2.2) would be more costly than PyC coating. Development and
qualification of rare earth oxide control materials (Alternative 2.3)would add significant
development costs.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 12 months after completion of Preliminary Design and final data are needed
36 months after completion of Preliminary Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 2
Cost benefit: M
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: H

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
Alternative 2.1 is the fallback position with the attendant need to develop and qualify SiC
coated B 4 C. The consequence would be more expensive process development and product
qualification programs. The use of SiC-coated B4 C would be pursued only if the PyC-coated
B4C proved not to be sufficiently corrosion resistant.
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GT-MHR PROGRAM
CORE MATRIX MATERIALS CORROSION DATA
DDN C.07.04.02
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The carbonaceous matrix materials, used as binders in the fuel compact, lumped burnable
poison, and the reserve shutdown control (RSC) pellets, consist of finely divided graphite
flakes bonded together with residual carbon from the carbonized pitch binder. The function of
the matrix is to provide a stable, refractory bond between components such as fuel particles or
poison materials. The matrix may be corroded by coolant impurities, principally H20 and
oxygen. Under certain circumstances, these matrix materials may serve as getters and protect
the fuel particles and B4 C control materials from corrosive agents. However, if the corrosion
of these materials is extensive, there could be deleterious effects. For example, corrosion
could potentially lead to loss of structural integrity for the fuel compact, with reduced thermal
conductivity and associated higher temperatures. In the B4 C containing compact, complete
corrosion of the matrix would decrease the height of the B4 C column in the core and make
reactivity control of the core more difficult. Therefore, the corrosion characteristics of these
matrix materials must be quantified for normal operating conditions and off-normal
conditions, including water ingress events.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Control with Movable Poisons," Assumption: Reference correlations for the
corrosion of reserve shutdown pellets by coolant impurities are accurate to within a
factor of [2] at 95% confidence.
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference correlations are
adequate to describe the corrosion of fuel-compact matrix to within factor of [2] at
95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption:
Reference correlations are adequate to describe the corrosion of fuel-compact matrix
to within factor of [2] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
The corrosion of matrix materials used in the fuel compacts, and RSC pellets by
coolant impurities (H2 , 02, and C0 2 ) may be mass-transfer limited, chemical-reaction
C.07.04.02-01
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limited, or a combination of both; consequently, both processes must be characterized.
The transport of coolant impurities in these materials is by pore diffusion, and the
transport rates may increase with increasing matrix burnoff. This transport process is
characterized by an effective diffusion coefficient. The process is the same as in
graphite, where the effective diffusion coefficients have been obtained for H-327 and
H-451 graphite. However, the permeability of these matrix materials has not been
well characterized.
The reference correlations for the kinetics of fuel compact matrix corrosion by coolant
impurities are based primarily upon laboratory measurements on small unirradiated
specimens in helium, at or near atmospheric pressure, with high impurity levels
(Ref. 1). The results of one study in 1975 showed there was little difference in
oxidation rate between matrix, PyC or graphite. In earlier tests in 1974, pure matrix
hydrolyzed twenty times faster than H-451. Since the measurements were all made on
unirradiated matrix, the effects of radiolysis and catalysis by impurities or fission
metals on the fuel compact corrosion rate were not systematically investigated. The
reaction of H2 0 with H-451 graphite exhibits Langmuir-Hinshelwood type kinetics,
with significant reaction inhibition by H2 . but not by CO. The kinetics of fuel-compact
matrix corrosion is assumed to be similar to H-451 graphite, but the rate is assumed
to be 10X higher.
1.3

Data Needed
Correlations describing the corrosion of core matrix materials by coolant impurities
during normal operation and off-normal conditions are needed.
To characterize the reaction kinetics, the reaction rate must be determined as a
function of time for particular values of temperature, impurity concentrations, and
system pressure.
Single-effects data are needed to characterize both the transport of coolant impurities
and corrosion products in these materials and the intrinsic kinetics for the reaction of
water and oxygen with them. To characterize the transport of coolant impurities, the
porosity, diffusivity, and permeability must be determined for various gases. The
correlations of diffusivity and permeability with molecular mass and temperature will
indicate whether mass transport through matrix pores is controlled by bulk or
Knudsen flow.
In addition, the effects of catalysis by matrix impurities and by fission metals on the
reaction kinetics must be determined. Finally, the effects of partial matrix burnoff on
both the mass transfer processes and the intrinsic reaction kinetics must be quantified.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test
specification, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN (in
Section 1.4) for illustration only. Data for the reactor design may be obtained from
reduced-scale tests to be planned by the technology organization.
C.07.04.02--02
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A data base is needed which encompasses a range of operating conditions for normal
operation servi6e of Section 1.4. The identification of the mechanism for the chemical
reaction may require data from outside the reactor operating envelope.Conversely,
while measurements at higher temperatures or concentrations may have higher
accuracy, it must be established that they apply to reactor conditions.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.
1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in the DDN. When the test specifications and
test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test documents shall prevail over
those indicated in the DDN. The illustrative range of test conditions appear in
Table 1. A test matrix with these limits encompasses normal operating conditions.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Use the current data base, and add more margin to account for the uncertainties.

2.2

Impose tighter technical specifications on primary coolant oxidant levels for normal
operation.

2.3

Use more corrosion-resistant matrix materials.
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)

Parameter
Sample Measurement, Normal

Value

[500-1400°C]

Reaction temperature(a)
Coolant impurity levels0b):
CO
CO 2
H20
H2
System Pressure(c)
Sample Measurement, Accident
Reaction temperature(a)
Coolant atmosphere
Coolant pressure
Coolant impurity levels0b):
Pressurized
Depressurized

[0-TBD
[0-TBD
[0-TBD
[0-TBD
> 1 MPa

Pa]
Pa]
Pal
Pa]
(> 10 atm)

[500-1400"C]
He; He/CO/H 2 ;
He/CO/N 2
0.1 MPa (1 atm)
TBD

CO
N2

0-35 kPa (.35 atm)
0-65 kPa (.65 atm)
[1-1000 hours]

Time

(a)The range includes the hopper or RSC in-core temperature.
(b)The ranges for direct measurements include the maximum expected concentrations,
plus an allowance of a factor of two. The establishment of a chemical model may
require data from outside this range.
(')The pressure may be adjusted if adequate technical justification is provided.
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
Determine the corrosion characteristics of core matrix materials under normal operating and
off-normal operating including H20 ingress conditions relevant to the GT-MHR.
The uncertainties in the current data base would necessitate unacceptably large design margins
(Alternative 2.1). Imposition of tighter technical specification limits on coolant impurities
(Alternative 2.2) is expected to adversely impact plant availability. Development and
qualification of higher purity matrix materials (Alternative 2.3) would add significant
development costs and such matrix materials would still be reactive at sufficiently high
temperatures.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data 12 months after completion of Preliminary Design, and final data 36 months
after completion of Preliminary Design.

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 2
Cost benefit: H
Uncertainty in existing data: H
Importance of new data: M

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
A combination of Alternatives 2.1 and 2.2, with the necessity of added margins in the design
to compensate for uncertainties in the extent of matrix corrosion. The consequence would be
unnecessarily restrictive technical specs on primary coolant impurity levels, which could have
a very adverse impact on plant availability.
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7.

REFERENCES
1.

B. F. Myers, "Fuel Design Data Manual," Document 901866, Issue F, General
Atomics, San Diego CA, August 1987 [AT].
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Date: 6/30/94
GT-MHR PROGRAM
CORE CORROSION METHODS VALIDATION DATA
DDN C.07.04.03
PLANT: GT-MHR-System 07
1.

REQUIREMENT OR DESIGN FEATURE REQUIRING EXPERIMENTAL DATA OR
VALIDATION TESTING
The design methods and codes used to predict the extent of corrosion of core components,
including fuel compacts and control materials, by coolant impurities must be validated to have
the specified predictive accuracies for normal operating conditions, and for moisture ingress
events. Integrated testing removes the uncertainty of combining single-effects tests on core
graphite and core matrix materials, and includes possible catalytic effects of fuel or fission
products from defective or failed fuel particles.
1.1

Summary of Functions and Assumptions
"Maintain Graphite Core Element Structural Integrity," Assumption: The existing
design methods and computer codes for calculating graphite corrosion are accurate
within a factor of [3] at 95 % confidence.
"Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption: Reference correlations are
adequate to describe the corrosion of fuel-compact matrix to within factor of [2] at
95% confidence.
"Protect the Capability to Retain Radionuclides in Fuel Particles," Assumption:
Reference correlations are adequate to describe the corrosion of fuel-compact matrix
to within factor of [2] at 95 % confidence.

1.2

Current Data Base Summary
Calculational methods have been developed to predict graphite corrosion by water and
by air in a MHR environment. These methods include the computer codes SURVEY/
HYDROBURN, CSBBO, and REACT for normal operation and OXIDE3 (steam
ingress), AlP (air ingress) and GRAPHOX (steam and air ingress) for postulated
accidents. The validity of the design and safety analysis codes for graphite corrosion
in the HTGR environment have not been systematically assessed although limited
comparisons have been made with some success, especially for normal operating
conditions.
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1.3

Data Needed
Data for validation of the integrated models and computer codes used to predict core
corrosion in the GT-MHR under normal operation and during steam- and air ingress
events are needed in order to assure that the predictive methods are accurate to within
a factor of [3] at 95 % confidence. Particular attention must be given to transport of
coolant impurities in fuel element graphite and to the effect of catalysis by impurities
and fission metals.
Experimental evidence must be provided to demonstrate that in an integral system
containing H-451 graphite, fuel compacts with TRISO-coated LEU/Natural UCO
particles, and PyC-coated B4 C granules; the integrated design models and codes can
predict the amount and distribution of corrosion of these components by water and by
air to within the required predictive accuracies.
The data base used for code validation must be independent from the data from which
the individual correlations in the overall design method (effective diffusivities,
reaction kinetics, etc.) were originally derived.
Although specific requirements for test data will be defined in a later test speci
fication, a perspective on probable testing conditions is provided in this DDN (in
Section 1.4) for illustration only. Data for the reactor design may be obtained from
reduced-scale tests to be planned by the technology organization.
Quality assurance must be in accordance with the requirements for experimental data
or validation testing for safety-related components.

1.4

Data Parameters and Service Conditions
The reactor service conditions which must be supported by the fuel performance data
base are summarized in Appendix A. These values represent engineering estimates for
the GT-MHR.
Because the DDN is prepared initially in advance of test specifications and test plans,
some key test conditions are presented in Table 1 for illustrative purposes only. When
the test specifications and test plans are approved, the test conditions in those test
documents shall prevail over those indicated in the DDN.

2.

DESIGNER'S ALTERNATIVES
The following alternatives have been considered:
2.1

Complete the design on the basis that the methods are acceptable without validation,
and add sufficient design margin to account for the uncertainties.

2.2

Impose tighter technical specification limits on primary coolant oxidant levels.
Use a higher purity, more corrosion-resistant graphite.

2.3
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Table 1
TEST CONDITIONS (For Illustration)

Test Articles

TRISO-coated LEU/Natural UCO in fuel
compacts
[Petroleum pitch]
PyC-coated B4 C
H-451; unit cell of prismatic element

Fuel particles
Matrix type
Neutron poison
Graphite body
Normal Operation

Helium

Environment
Graphite temperature range
Maximum fast fluence (E > 29 fJ)
Primary coolant temperature range
Coolant impurity levels

[300* to 1400]YC

Total oxidants
Coolant pressure
Core Conduction Cooldown Conditions

5 x 1021 n/m2
100° to 850"C
[14 Pa (140 itatm) H20]
[35 Pa (350 tzatm) CO]
[14 Pa (140 liatm) C0 2]
[< 70 Pa (700 jiatm)], [70 Pa (700 liatm)] H2
> 1 MPa (10 atm)

Environment
Graphite temperature range
Pressurized (wet)
Depressurized

He; He/H 2 0/CO/H 2 ; He/COIN 2

Coolant pressure range
Range of coolant impurities
(pressurized cooldown)

0.1 to 7 MPa (1 to 70 atm)
[1 kPa to 0.1 MPa (0.01 to 1.0 atm)] H2 0

Range of coolant impurities
(depressurized cooldown)

[0, 35 kPa (0, 0.35 atm)] CO
[0, 65 kPa (0, 0.65 atm)] N2

7000 to 1400 0 C

12000 to 20000 C
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3.

SELECTED DESIGN APPROACH AND EXPLANATION
The selected approach is to obtain an integral test data base on the corrosion of graphite
components and also to use the FSV graphite components and surveillance samples in support
of code validation under conditions expected in a GT-MHR. Alternative 2.1 is rejected
because it may require excessively large margins in the design to account for uncertainties in
the design methods. Alternative 2.2 would have an adverse effect on plant availability.
Alternative 2.3 would lead to large increases in graphite development costs and all graphites
are reactive at sufficiently high temperatures.

4.

SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Preliminary data by month 12, one year before the end of preliminary design and final data
by month 36, two years before the end of final design.

5.

PRIORITY
Schedule urgency: 2
Cost benefit: M
Uncertainty in existing data: H (for accident conditions)
Importance of new data: H

6.

FALLBACK POSITION AND CONSEQUENCES OF NONEXECUTION
Without the required data base, a combination of Alternatives 2.1 and 2.2 could be used, with
the necessity of added conservatism in the design to compensate for calculation uncertainties.
A weakened position during safety evaluation will result from this uncertainty. Another
consequence of nonaccomplishment will likely be unnecessarily restrictive technical
specification limits on primary coolant impurities, with an attendant adverse impact on plant
availability. Finally, it would not be possible to formally validate the core corrosion codes to
NQA-1 standards.
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